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ABSTRACT
THE PROTEST SONG:
BRIDGE LEADERSHIP, SONIC INNOVATION, AND THE LONG CIVIL RIGHTS
MOVEMENT
Julia Cox
Salamishah Tillet
This dissertation tells a new story of the American Civil Rights Movement
through the woman’s singing voice. The dissertation explores what is possible when
political music is disentangled from patriarchal narratives of leadership and artistic
genius. “The Protest Song” contends that women across the color line were pioneering
new types of lyrical expressions, musical aesthetics, and performance practices that
sought to articulate feminist identities inside the long black freedom movement,
harnessing the power of music to push for a broader and simultaneous liberation from
racial and gendered oppression. While the project prioritizes the voices and intellectual
artistry of black women, the dissertation also theorizes how women’s interracial musical
practices provide a nuanced history of interracial political collaboration—how common
modes of racial understanding such as sentimentality, anger, dissent, allyship, and
reconciliation emerge in song.
Rather than form a linear chronology or static playlist, this dissertation is
structured around a series of intertextual, innovative moments, when women musicians
used musical performance to expand the contours of American citizenship and the
subjects of our collective memory. The dissertation expands the definition of “protest
song” in American Studies beyond a three-and-a-half-minute recorded text to include
Fannie Lou Hamer’s speech at the 1964 Democratic National Convention; folk music by
Joan Baez, Tracy Chapman, and Ani DiFranco; live performances by Nina Simone and
Aretha Franklin; the funk performance art of Betty Davis; and a contemporary concept
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album by Rhiannon Giddens. Through this broad definition, “song” becomes a flexible
site of artistic production subject to constant interpretation and reinvention. The project
carefully considers discursive discrepancies between written and oral performance and
analyzes the political agency of performance choices. In tracing this women’s protest
music tradition, sonic resonances emerge between the 1960s Civil Rights Movement and
the coalition of social revolutions it inspired, including the feminist movement, struggle
for LGBTQ liberation, and ongoing fight against state-sanctioned racial violence.
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Introduction
Hearing the Long Freedom Movement Through the Woman’s Voice
On “We Could Fly” from 2017 album Freedom Highway, Rhiannon Giddens
sings in a robust soprano, “My heart it is a-shakin' with an old, old song/I hear the voices
sayin', it's time for moving on.”1 Backed by a banjo, Giddens uses old time music to
stage a futuristic vision of communal action and a better world, “Together, hand in
hand/Searching, always searching for the promised land.”2 Freedom Highway is unique
among contemporary protest music in the way it gestures backwards and forwards
simultaneously. With a musical palette that conjures memories of “old, old songs”
through its simple string instrumentation and soulful vocals, Giddens ponders freedom as
a journey uncompleted across space and time—tackling topics as capacious as slavery in
“Julie” to contemporary police profiling in "Better Get It Right the First Time.”As a
black folk artist and front woman of string band Carolina Chocolate Drops, Giddens’s
quest for freedom is also aesthetic, expertly negotiating sonic codes and listener
expectations by melding traditional Appalachian instrumentation with gospel choirs.
Later in 2017, Mavis Stapes, whose 1965 hit “Freedom Highway” served as Giddens’s
inspiration, dropped her own protest record, If All I Was Was Black. Staples lamented in
an interview, “I never thought I’d have to do another album like this again after Obama
became president,” underscoring that the Civil Rights Movement had failed to be one
long triumphant march.3
Many articles have commented on the protest song’s “return” at this particular
juncture in American cultural politics, marked by the ascension of an anti-black and antiwoman administration, but also energized by new social justice movements like
1

#BlackLivesMatter and #SayHerName.4 Indeed, in the last several years, protest music
has appeared in the work of icons and newcomers alike, perhaps most viscerally in the
work of women musicians. Protest icons like Staples and Joan Baez returned with new
songs in 2017, while even chart toppers like Beyoncé, Alicia Keys, and Janelle Monáe
were turning to politically engaged material over conventional pop singles. However, the
idea of protest music’s sudden “return” reveals a cultural amnesia to the longstanding
role of women musicians in shaping political cultures and social movements—even in
less divisive times. Indeed, this genre of artistic expression has endured most poetically
through women’s voices.
This dissertation provides an important pre history to our contemporary discourse
on gender, art making, and American politics. The project analyzes how women vocalists
were far more than muses for the Civil Rights Movement, but pioneered lyrical
expressions and performance practices that demanded a broader and simultaneous
liberation from racial and gendered oppression. The project also expands conventional
definitions of “ protest song” beyond a three-and-a-half minute recorded text to include
speeches, concept albums, and performance art. While I prioritize the voices and
intellectual artistry of black women, the dissertation also theorizes how women’s
interracial musical practices mirror and complicate common modes of racial
understanding such as sentimentality, anger, dissent, and reconciliation. Collectively,
these women artist-activists were invested in using music to expand the contours of
American citizenship and the subjects of our national memory—becoming bridges
between aesthetic practices and a myriad of significant social movements within the long
Civil Rights Movement from the 1960s to the present day.
2

Academic research has increasingly demonstrated the importance of what
Jacquelyn Dowd Hall termed the “long” Civil Rights Movement. Hall argues the value of
long and polyphonic histories of the American Civil Rights Movement beyond the
“single halcyon decade” of the 1960s.5 Hall, along with Erica Edwards, laments
American cultural memory often only imagines the Civil Rights Movement through this
decade of legislative victory and the consequently the actions of charismatic male leaders
such as Martin Luther King, Jr. and Malcolm X, who continue to dominate popular
discourse about racial progress.6 Turning to the “long” nature of the black freedom
struggle beyond the late 1950s and 1960s enables scholars to analyze the impact of
movement making beyond the juridical. I argue that by listening to women’s music from
the 1960s- present day, a new history emerges that forces scholars to understand the Civil
Rights Movement as a series of overlapping movements, artistic practices, and
intellectual debates rather than a singular triumphant narrative.
Studies of Civil Rights music have also found longer and more complex historical
frames useful. Works like Francesca Royster’s Sounding Like a No-No: Queer Sounds
and Eccentric Acts in the Post-Soul Era (2013), Ruth Feldstein’s How It Feels to Be
Free: Black Women Entertainers and the Civil Rights Movement (2013), Mark Anthony
Neal’s What the Music Said: Black Popular Music and Black Public Culture (Routledge,
1998); and Craig Werner’s A Change is Gonna Come: Music, Race & the Soul of
America (1998) similarly traverse multiple decades of musical production and usefully
blur the artistic divisions between the Civil Rights, Black Power, and post Civil Rights
eras. Collectively, these works argue that sonic practices transcend the clean break
between political and intellectual eras that popular discourse has often encouraged.
3

Reiland Rabaka’s recent study, Civil Rights Music: The Soundtracks of the Civil Rights
Movement (Lexington Books, 2016), also purports the Civil Rights Movement did not
have a singular musical canon, but multiple “soundtracks” across many decades and
generic expressions including jazz, gospel, the blues, and rock & roll.7 Another wave of
scholarship in the last decade has looked not only far chronologically, but wide
geographically: pondering resonances in freedom music across the African diaspora
beyond national borders.8
Tracing a longer, deeper sonic history of the black freedom struggle also requires
acknowledging a gendered bias in existing studies of the Civil Rights Movement and its
artistic production, as well as enduing sexism in journalistic music criticism. Many
critical works and anthologies that analyze American protest music place women artists
into a secondary position of importance. Anthological works have struggled to
incorporate women—especially black women—into a musical protest tradition. Dorian
Lynksey’s 33 Revolutions per Minute: A History of Protest Songs (Harper Collins, 2011)
only considers four women in a total of 33 chapters. Additionally, biographies of white,
male protest singers like Bob Dylan and Peter Seeger dominate the library shelves
compared to projects on equally prolific figures like Nina Simone, Meshell Ndegeocello,
Abbey Lincoln, and Joan Baez. Thus, there is a need for scholarship that places women’s
voices at the center of sonic movement making rather than on the margins. This project
does not merely chronicle women’s protest music as a response to these omissions, but
rather examines how they forge a new intellectual and artistic history of the Civil Rights
Movement.
4

I am also determined to counteract another trend in popular music criticism:
labeling radical women musicians with some type of gendered marker. As scholar Anna
Feignbaum notes, these “adjectival gender markers” work to ghettoize women’s music
into a separate category from “real” rock music with universal appeal.9 Examples include
“folk chick,” “girl rocker,” “chick singer,” and “feminist rocker,” gendered referents that
contain the artists’ work inside patriarchal parameters and imply their music is only
relevant to women.10 This gendered language also extends to the content of the music
journalism; women musicians given these gendered markers are more likely to have their
appearances, wardrobes, and sexuality analyzed than comparable music journalism about
male artists. I would also like to emphasize, rather than minimize, the fact that all of the
women in this project write their own music and many accompany themselves in addition
to providing vocals. Major music publications have often referred to artists like Joan
Baez, Ani DiFranco, and Tracy Chapman as “folk singers” or “alt rockers” which divorce
them from the capacious dimensions of their musicianship.11 Similarly, Aretha Franklin
is still most often notated as a “soul singer” or the even more pernicious term, “diva”
rather than a musician who sings across the genre spectrum, accompanies herself on the
piano, and helped write many of her most famous records.12
I instead use the term “bridge leaders” to refer to the women vocalists analyzed in
this project for several reasons. I believe the term usefully connects existing frameworks
for women’s Civil Rights activism with my reading of their complimentary sonic
practices. In her study of black women activists, Belinda Robnett theorized that women
occupied an intermediate layer of leadership, as “bridge leaders” who initiated ties
between the senior Civil Rights organizers (men) and the black community.13 “Bridge” is
5

also a term of consequence in musical study. The Harvard Dictionary of Music defines a
bridge as a “transitional passage” whose function is to connect smaller units inside the
song to the meaning of the work as a whole.14 The five decades of women artists profiled
in this project also serve as sites of transition, creating their own artistic and intellectual
disruptions of the status quo while bridging themselves into a larger framework of
activism against racial, gender, and economic injustice. I believe the bridge serves as a
useful metaphor for the myriad of ways women’s musical production not only linked
women into the organizing and public consciousness of the Civil Rights Movement, but
also provided ties between multiple strands of social activism, popular music and
political practice, and across several intellectual and temporal phases of the “long” Civil
Rights Movement in the United States from the 1960s to the present day.
This project argues women vocalists have provided long unacknowledged links
between the feminist and Civil Rights movements. In our contemporary political era,
when Kimberlé Crenshaw’s 1989 academic theory of intersectionality has morphed into a
cultural buzzword, there is unprecedented media discourse in how oppressions of race
and gender are linked.15 Yet, many of these conversations were anticipated—and daresay
first vocalized—by black women artists and activists in the 1960s and 1970s. Fannie Lou
Hamer’s 1964 speech at the Democratic National Convention spelled out the heighted
level of violence inflicted on her by state police because of not only her skin color, but
her gender while demanding for black women’s representation in voting rights initiatives.
A few years later in 1967, in daring to pen a song about domestic violence in black
communities, Abbey Lincoln argued that black patriarchy was not the route to any real
freedom. By titling her song “Blues for Mama”, she also paid homage to a musical
6

setting that had allowed black women the space for subversive narratives since the 1920s.
Nina Simone believed the deaths of four little black girls were a worthy impetus for the
protest manifesto of a generation in 1964’s “Mississippi Goddamn,” linking a localized
act of gendered violence with collective anger in ways that would anticipate such
contemporary social justice movements as #SayHerName.16 A generation later, Tracy
Chapman’s lament in 1988’s “Across the Lines” that “Little black girl gets assaulted/
Ain't no reason why/ Newspaper prints the story/And racist tempers fly” foreshadowed
our present debates about gender, white supremacy, and police brutality.17 Therefore, my
project aims to bridge these women artist-activists back into the contemporary
intellectual dialogue of intersectionality that they in many ways shaped and inspired.
I also believe that listening for women’s protests across the Civil Rights
Movement provides a new bridge between popular music and political history, most
traditionally theorized through the chart toppers and key genres of black popular music.
For example, in his work Mark Anthony Neal examines the relationship between the
Civil Rights/Black Power movements and soul music, arguing the genre provided “the
soundtrack of African American demands for racial and social equality.”18 Neal and other
scholars like Craig Werner have analyzed music they believe African Americans were
listening to and inspired by during high points of political mobilization and legislative
change.19 While the relationship between popular listening and resistance is a worthy one,
artists who did not always attain the exposure of major labels and radio stations are often
left out of these projects. Additionally, due to the racialized nature of music marketing,
artists across the color line and from different musical categories are rarely placed in
conversation. For examine, Joan Baez and Nina Simone both recorded songs about the
7

1963 16th Street Baptist Church bombing in Birmingham, Alabama: Baez’s “Birmingham
Sunday” written by Richard Farina and Simone’s “Mississippi Goddamn.” Yet, these
songs were likely never played on the same radio station due to the resistance of “folk”
communities to play black artists, and Simone’s frequent miscategorization as a jazz
artist.20 Simone’s song was even banned by many radio stations in the South due to its
strong language.21 This project aims to talk across these silences, genre lines, and artist
communities.
Therefore, I am interested in tracing an intellectual relationship between music
making and political history that transcends generic continuity or airplay. I explore how
women’s radical musical archive enables us to hear nuances across the Civil Rights
Movement not available on the Billboard charts or overstated anthems like “A Change is
Gonna Come.” I am interested in how this musical canon asked original questions about
organizing, interracial collaboration, separatism vs. radicalism, domestic life, the
integration of feminism into the broader fight for racial justice, as well as the role of art
making in enacting political change. The women profiled in this project were not always
the most commercially successful, but sounded poignant and complicated questions about
how to overcome a coalition of social justice issues.
In addition to uniting music making with activism, these women vocalists bridge
various temporal and intellectual phases of the long black freedom movement. Nina
Simone, whose first political song “Mississippi Goddamn” spun a tale of civic resistance
in response to the deaths of four little black girls, later explored black nationalism in
“Backlash Blues” and then provided a philosophical foundation for black feminism in
“Four Women” and “Blues for Mama.” Today, Simone’s legacy has reappeared in hip8

hop samples, most recently in Jay Z’s 2017 track “The Story of OJ,” which samples
“Four Women.”22 Even autotuned and hidden behind a heavy beat, Simone’s vocal
crying of “my skin is black” remains the heart of the song, giving Jay Z a radical edge for
the #BlackLivesMatter era.
Additionally, when soul icon Aretha Franklin performed patriotic tune “My
Country ‘Tis of Thee” at the 2009 Inauguration of Barack Obama, she adorned the song
in symbolic black musical traditions, most notably the soaring melismatic lines and call
and response with the backing choir. Franklin took a song penned for a nation of white
men and wrote herself and other black Americans into the score through her aesthetic
innovations. By utilizing a style of singing with origins in the black freedom movement,
Franklin’s performance was a reminder of how the nation’s journey to the first black
president had a sound in addition to a story. Franklin’s voice was a part of that sound,
from her 1967 call for “Respect” to rousing version of the National Anthem at the 1992
Democratic Convention after a fraught decade of anti-black policy making, to her
performance of “My Country Tis of Thee” on the Capital Steps to welcome the first black
president—echoing Marian Anderson’s performance nearly a century before.
Lastly, the bridge has also long been a symbolic site of resistance in the struggle
for American racial justice. In 2015, Barack and Michelle Obama joined John Lewis on
the Edmund Pettus Bridge in Selma, Alabama to commemorate the 50th anniversary of
the Selma March. President Obama said in his address that day: “There are places, and
moments in America where this nation’s destiny has been decided…. In one afternoon
fifty years ago, so much of our turbulent history – the stain of slavery and anguish of
civil war; the yoke of segregation and tyranny of Jim Crow; the death of four little
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girls in Birmingham, and the dream of a Baptist preacher – met on this bridge.”23 As
Obama formulated his own quick summary of the “long” Civil Rights Movement, the
bridge remained a symbol of where key actors, voices, and historical moments converged
across space and time. Similarly, I also would like to think of women’s voices as a bridge
where resistance converges and histories are changed—examining their shared
willingness to, in the words of scholar Farah Griffin, signal and provoke a crisis in
national unity.24
In addition to exploring how these women musicians were bridging social
movements and historical periods, I also wish to expand stylistic definitions of what
constitutes a "protest song" in the context of the Civil Rights Movement. Generally, I
agree with Dorian Lynskey’s formulation that a protest song is a broad term, “to describe
a song which addresses a political issue in a way which aligns itself with the underdog.”25
Academic studies have typically defined protest songs as those written in response to
specific events or songs utilized at movement rallies and marches.26 Many songs in my
project are popular songs written by established artists in response to specific moments of
racial and gendered violence during the long Civil Rights Movement. Many songs in my
project also share a lyrical commitment to social justice, even though their musical genres
and gestures span spirituals, the blues, jazz, folk, soul, pop, and hip-hop.
However, I will also argue a protest song is not only a singular three-and-a-halfminute text. A protest song could be a radical style of singing, a reinvented cover, a
collaboration, a tribute poem, or a speech act. Part of creating this new sonic history
involves shifting the definition of protest and exploring how it manifests in music: how
instrumental, arrangement, and vocal choices are political just as much as lyrics, and how
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the long freedom movement contains a long, unacknowledged history of aesthetic
protests by women artists. By treating women’s musical production as a radical, political
archive, I hope to create a history of the Civil Rights Movement that attends to the
importance of race, gender, and sound simultaneously.
My project will utilize a historical organizational approach, grouping women
artists in various chronological cohorts from the late 1960s to the present day. Fannie Lou
Hamer’s stirring testimony the 1964 Democratic National Convention serves as the
historical and philosophical genesis of my project. In Chapter one, I explore how Hamer
used musical speech practices to stage her own “protest song” at the DNC that dismantled
gendered hierarchies of black political leadership and centered black women’s lives
inside the utopic vision of the Civil Rights Movement. By analyzing her congressional
testimony as a song, I analyze how she used vocal techniques such as dynamics,
repetition, voice merging, and dialect to communicate her experiences as a black woman
in the Jim Crow South to a national audience. In the second part of the chapter, I also
analyze a collection of spirituals Fannie Lou Hamer recorded with SNCC organizer and
folklorist Worth Long called Songs My Mother Taught Me. I examine how Hamer
stepped into the role of singer to reframe traditional spirituals for political mobilization:
as songs of hope, calls of organizing, and models of dissent. By beginning this project
with the musical practices of an activist, rather than a commercial musician, I hope to
underscore how women’s artistry and activism were consistently converging.
Chapter two then examines the interracial musical politics of the American folk
revival, long mythologized for its association with protest music. The chapter compares
sonic approaches to mourning in Nina Simone’s “Mississippi Goddamn” and Joan Baez’s
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“Birmingham Sunday.” Both were written in response to the 1963 16th Street Baptist
Church bombing in Birmingham, Alabama that killed four little black girls: Addie Mae
Collins, Cynthia Wesley, Carole Robertson and Denise McNair. The chapter posits how
Simone and Baez variously approached the task of gendered and racialized mourning—as
black girls have long been denied the same degree of public attention and cultural value
as their white, male counterparts, evidenced most viscerally by the state’s refusal to indict
the Klansmen responsible for the Birmingham bombing until the late 1970s. I argue that
in this absence of legal justice, Baez and Simone create eulogies for the four little black
girls. Both protest songs utilize the musical style of the 1960s folk revival, however with
different affective approaches. The chapter discussion foils Baez’s quiet sentimentality in
“Birmingham Sunday” with an emergent black radical sonic tradition in Simone’s
“Mississippi Goddamn.”
Using Simone as a bridge between the early Civil Rights Movement’s decrying of
racial injustice and emerging black nationalism, Chapter three then examines how black
women’s blues singing during the Black Power Movement foreshadowed the
development of black feminism. I argue that through the blues, women musicians found a
“deep song” that spoke to the double burden of gender and race in America. This time, I
do follow the chart toppers of black popular music and analyze four icons of the 1970s:
Nina Simone, Abbey Lincoln, Aretha Franklin and Betty Davis. I examine how these
artists used the blues to reimagine mythologies and possibilities of the Black Power
Movement in regards to black women’s sexuality and agency. These women utilized the
already political generic language of the blues to protest domestic violence, white
standards of beauty, and respectability politics. I argue these blues turns allow them to
12

simultaneously gesture towards the feminist and Black Power Movements, while also
critiquing both for their refusal to meaningfully incorporate black women.
Finally, Chapter four ponders the echoes of Civil Rights protest music in the
debut albums of feminist singer-songwriters Tracy Chapman, Ani DiFranco, and Meshell
Ndegeocello. I analyze how these artists engineered texts about a new generation of
social causes by invoking and revising the singer songwriter genre so intimately
associated with the 1960s. I argue with Ani DiFranco (1990), DiFranco sets a model for a
feminist neo folk sound that demands gender revolution, compassion for AIDS victims,
and economic reform, yet paradoxically also touts racial reconciliation and recycles
earlier musical uses of sentimentality as a language for relating to black pain.
Comparatively, Tracy Chapman and Meshell Ndegeocello firmly refute racial
reconciliation in their chronicles of post Civil Rights black America, (Tracy Chapman,
1988 and Plantation Lullabies, 1993) but use radically different sonic strategies for doing
so: Chapman subversively using a nostalgic folk revival style and Ndegeocello imploding
generic boundaries and forming a postmodern pastiche of black musical cultures. By
placing these three artists in conversation, I hope to analyze the distinct ways they were
remaking the protest music tradition, as well as collectively counteracting the idea of a
nation healed, or reconciled from the “gains” of both the Civil Rights and feminist
movements.
The project closes with a brief meditation on Rhiannon Giddens’s Freedom
Highway (2017), a 21st-century concept album and protest manifesto. Taking the album’s
title from a 1960s Staple Singers Civil Rights anthem, Giddens creates original characters
and stories representative of the African American experience from slavery to the present
13

day—with an emphasis on women’s voices. Giddens ultimately ponders protest music as
creative history, contemplating various injustices and possibilities across the long
freedom movement through a myriad of black musical styles.
Ultimately, the project explores how generations of women were entering the
discourse of protest through popular music—democratizing and destabilizing it.
Collectively, they demonstrated that participating in the fight for racial and gender
equality was not the project of men, contained to mythologized acts like marching in the
streets, or achieved by following any particular leader or ideology. Rather, they
established a performance protest tradition that linked artistic innovation with disruptive
calls to transform racial and gender hierarchies in the United States. By creating this
tradition, they also allowed the American public to enter the debates of racial and gender
equality through the act of listening. That listening has occurred in many shifting spaces
over the years, from the television audiences who heard Fannie Lou Hamer speak at the
Democratic Convention, fans who tuned into hear Aretha Franklin on the radio, others
who collected the records of Tracy Chapman or Meshell Ndegeocello or the
contemporary listeners who stream Rhiannon Giddens’s Freedom Highway on Spotify.
The fact that protest music is so ingrained in the contours of our complex political present
is a testament to these women who established musical performance as a setting for
political debate. This project ultimately tells a history of this performance tradition—its
key players, conversations, and artistic practices—that created, shaped, and sustained the
sound of protest in American culture.
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Chapter 1
Never a Wasted Hum: The Freedom Singing of Fannie Lou Hamer
“I think singing is very important. It brings out the soul.”—Fannie Lou Hamer1
Seated at her kitchen table in Ruleville, Mississippi, Civil Rights activist Fannie
Lou Hamer gave her own theory of protest music. Recalling the songs her mother sang in
the cotton fields, Hamer explained to folklorist Worth Long in the early 1960s, “they
would be looking for something better, and she would express herself and other people
would express [themselves] by singing.”2 In addition to lauding traditional black musical
forms, Hamer locates resistance in the act of singing itself. With no accompaniment, no
microphone, and no recording studio, she then seamlessly begins gospel song, “I’m
Gonna Land on the Shore,” in a husky contralto with perfect pitch and an ad-libbed verse.
Like many in the Christian gospel tradition, the song speaks of reaching a better place to
“rest forever more,” but Hamer importantly adds a verse that states she “wouldn’t be
ready to die” until certain Earthly conditions were transformed.3 This exchange
demonstrates Hamer’s recipe for movement music: a combination of tradition,
adaptability, and improvisation. Like her mother, Fannie Lou Hamer used singing to
imagine and create a better world.
Hamer’s musical meditations in rural Mississippi, far removed from both the
commercial recording industry and the urban bohemia of the New York artist/activist
scene, provide new ways of understanding the connection between sonic practices and
political organizing. Fannie Lou Hamer discovered the radical potential of singing as a
song leader at voting rights rallies across the South during the early Civil Rights
Movement. Throughout the 1960s, she would use her voice to challenge various
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surrogates of white supremacy, from local plantation owners and state police to
congressmen and the nation itself at the 1964 Democratic National Convention. At the
Convention, Hamer’s voice became a bridge between life in the violent, segregated
Mississippi Delta and national Civil Rights organizing.
“Voice of the movement” is a perhaps overused phrase where the political and
musical discourses of the Civil Rights Movement converge. This phrase has been
employed as an epithet to anoint iconic leaders such as Martin Luther King, Jr., but also
in a metaphorical sense to curate the American musicians who created and sang political
music. While many critical efforts have focused on the professional recording artists who
helped sustain the Civil Rights Movement, this chapter will not.4 Instead, it will examine
how one black woman activist infused music into her political speaking during the
legislation-focused phase of the 1960s Civil Rights Movement. To better understand the
relationship between political change and musical practice, this chapter will also examine
how activists anointed music as the supreme language of the black freedom movement—
and black women’s critical voice within this sonic discourse. This chapter will examine
voice not as epithet or metaphor, but as a method of staging resistance in political spaces.
Fannie Lou Hamer (1917-1977) is most often remembered for grassroots
organizing work in her home state of Mississippi. Not a conventional activist, Hamer
worked as a sharecropper before joining the local SNCC chapter in 1962 after hearing a
sermon in Ruleville, Mississippi. Hamer recalled to a reporter:
I guess if I'd had any sense, I'd have been a little scared — but what was the point
of being scared? The only thing [whites] could do was kill me, and it kinda
seemed like they been trying to do that a little bit at a time since I could
remember.5
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Hamer soon became involved in local voter registration efforts, despite being fired from
the plantation where she worked for doing so. Hamer would often lead rallies in song, in
particular spirituals such as “Go Tell it on the Mountain” and “This Little Light of Mine.”
Soon, SNCC Leader Bob Moses was requesting “the lady who sings hymns” to travel
with him around the South.6 On one of these trips in 1963, Hamer was brutally assaulted
by state police on the way home from Charleston, but continued to fight to register
African Americans across the region.
Fannie Lou Hamer’s most visible role in the Civil Rights Movement occurred at
the 1964 Democratic National Convention, when she led the Mississippi Freedom
Democratic Party (MFDP) in protest on the convention floor. The "Freedom Democrats"
organized with the purpose of challenging Mississippi's all-white delegation to the
Democratic National Convention. Hamer was elected Vice-Chair, a position of authority
rare for any woman at the time. Chairman Lawrence Guyot recalls Hamer’s influence on
gendered hierarchy of black activists: “I came to the movement a chauvinist and a fool,
and I got thoroughly educated very, very quickly.”7 Hamer was even chosen as the
party’s representative to speak at the convention in Atlantic City. Her moving, personal
testimony about racial violence in Mississippi was deemed so dangerous that President
Lyndon Johnson staged an emergency press conference at the White House to divert the
news coverage. While the Democratic Party would only offer the MFDP two “honorary”
seats, Hamer’s testimony stole the story of the convention.8
In the decades after Hamer’s death, scholarship has increasingly demonstrated her
importance to the Civil Rights Movement.9 Kay Mills’s work is especially noteworthy for
focusing on the importance of music to Hamer’s life story and political work. Mills
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writes that Hamer “breathed” music and depended on it to “conquer fear and inspire
action.”10 These recent works on Hamer also align with a broader shift in Civil Rights
scholarship away from a critical focus on charismatic male leaders to grassroots local
organizers.
However, outside of biography, scholarly studies of Fannie Lou Hamer are
limited. One recent book did turn the conversation towards Hamer’s rhetoric and political
philosophy, Maegan Parker Brooks’s A Voice That Could Stir an Army: Fannie Lou
Hamer and the Rhetoric of the Black Freedom Movement (University of Mississippi
Press, 2014). Brooks provides a “rhetorical biography” that recovers the nuance and
richness of Hamer’s career as an orator, and her masterful use of sacred symbols inside
political discourse.11 Brooks importantly reminds scholars that Hamer often played a triad
of roles as an activist: singer, speaker, and organizer.12 Building on Brooks’s
methodological turn to rhetoric and close reading, I am interested in examining the first
of these roles: Fannie Lou Hamer as singer. Specifically, how Hamer’s vocality and use
of musical devices centered black woman’s lives inside the utopic vision of the Civil
Rights Movement, as well as provided localized acts of violence with national affective
agency.
This theoretical method is not new—musical analysis has just rarely been applied
to women orators of the Civil Rights Movement.13 Erica Edwards suggests voice has long
been associated with the charismatic male leader’s persona, dating back to the influence
of the church on the black political imagination.14 Several studies have focused on the
musicality of Martin Luther King, Jr.'s speeches as well as the qualities of King's voice
itself.15 Keith Miller’s Voice of Deliverance: The Language of Martin Luther King, Jr.,
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and Its Sources (University of Georgia Press, 1992) urged scholars to pay attention not
only to King’s rich baritone, but how his use of “rolling cadences” and “staccato Amens”
built a sonic narrative in his speeches that allowed him to move audiences, whether on
the television set or in the pews.16 Organizer Eleanor Holmes Norton, who knew both
Hamer and King, believed Hamer to be King’s oratorical equal, but with a different set of
sonic strategies that “put together a mosaic of thought about freedom and
justice….you’ve never heard a room flying [like one] Fannie Lou Hamer set afire.”17
This chapter will perform the same type of close reading on Hamer’s famous speech at
the 1964 Democratic Convention, as well as provide a brief discography of the songs that
recurred in her speaking engagements.
Music continues to be part of Hamer’s mythology in critical studies, but there has
been a tendency to oversimplify and romanticize her singing as “natural” or
“spontaneous,” which limits her aesthetic and political legacy. For example, many
biographers point to the simplicity and straightforwardness of Hamer’s speech. Bernice
Price and Annie Markham even assert that Hamer used no complex stylistic devices.18
While I am not trying to deny Hamer’s clarity nor her ability to communicate to a wide
audience, I disagree that her stylistic choices were simple and unconscious. Biographer
Maegan Brooks’s interviews with Hamer’s friends and family in Mississippi revealed
multiple accounts of Hamer’s constant revisions of her songs and speeches.19 Activist and
singer Harry Belafonte also recalled the purposefulness of Hamer’s singing: “singing in
and of itself is created for the purpose of touching something and someone. And Fannie
Lou Hamer sang that way. I don’t think there was ever a wasted hum when she sang.”20
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Interpreting Hamer as a strategizing musical stylist also requires a new theoretical
framework for understanding black women who position themselves as coming from the
“folk” of the rural, black South. There is a complicated history of what “folk” means in
literary and cultural contexts, but recent scholarship suggests the folk’s representatives
are not mere informants, but curators of a complex set of traditions and meanings.21 Folk
music (both its secular and sacred subcategories) has long been read as a vehicle of
understanding these rural communities.22 Daphne Brooks, when writing of famed black
folklorist Zora Neale Hurston, noted singing as a way of understanding a construction of
the black, rural South: “singing not only operates as a mode of embodied cultural
documentation, but its putative boundaries between scholar and cultural informant,
individual and community, culture and modernity, and gendered spaces of work and
play.”23 Rather than simplifying Fannie Lou Hamer as the passionate sharecropper who
sang and spoke her mind, I would like to analyze Hamer following in Hurston’s tradition
of performative ethnography (though certainly not Hurston’s politics).24 I would like to
examine how Fannie Lou Hamer used her voice to make black, Southern life legible
inside a national protest tradition.
Revisiting Hamer’s 1964 Democratic National Convention testimony also
requires a new narrative for understanding black women inside Civil Rights political
leadership: particularly complicating the gendered binary of categories “bridge leader”
and “charismatic leader.” In her study of black women activists, Belinda Robnett argued
black women occupied an intermediate layer of leadership, as “bridge leaders” who
initiated ties between the senior Civil Rights organizers (men) and the black
community.25 However, bridge leaders are often defined in strict opposition to
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“charismatic” male leaders like Martin Luther King, Jr. and Malcolm X who worked at
the national level.26 Erica Edwards suggests American culture has long held an
“uncritical investment” in the myth of the black male charismatic leader as the only
means of political progress. Edwards argues the reliance on this myth has produced an
additional consequence of tying black leadership itself to normative black masculinity.27
This leaves black women undertheorized when they step out of the traditional bridge
leader framework. Dayo Gore, Jeanne Theoharis and Komozi Woodard argue scholars
must search for the “multitudes of strategies” used by black women activists to challenge
American power structures and seek liberation.28 In turn, scholars should also learn to
see the Civil Rights leadership hierarchy with more fluidity and search for the women
who broke the mold. Indeed, what does charisma look or sound like from a woman?
Fannie Lou Hamer occupied elements of both leadership roles, using her
experience as a bridge leader and grassroots organizer to engineer her own charismatic
persona and the sound of black life in the South for the national stage. Unpacking
Hamer’s various and shifting roles within these leadership hierarchies can thus provide a
more complex understanding of black women’s multivalent roles in the long freedom
movement. Fannie Lou Hamer’s testimony at the 1964 Convention relied intimately on
her activist experience at the local level to depict the racial and gendered violence of the
Mississippi Delta. Yet, it was the musical gestures of her testimony that placed these
localized acts of violence in a national argumentative and affective framework.
The first section of the chapter will analyze Hamer’s most famous oratorical
performance at the 1964 Democratic Convention in Atlantic City, New Jersey when she
led the MFDP onto the floor and delivered an impassioned eight-minute testimony. When
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considering this testimony sonically, Hamer’s speech was constructed around the use of
musical devices associated with black cultural expression, as well as subversive allusions
to national patriotic music. Understanding Hamer’s testimony as a musical performance
attaches greater aesthetic and stylistic agency to her choices, and produces questions as to
how vernacular speech could also stage a powerful feminist revision on national racial
politics. In doing so, Hamer becomes a new kind of bridge leader, not only linking black
women into Civil Rights organizing, but also establishing new relationships between
political ideology and sonic practices.
“I Question America”: Fannie Lou Hamer’s Disruptive Convention Song
President Lyndon B. Johnson went into the August 1964 Democratic National
Convention with unease. He had just signed the nation’s most sweeping Civil Rights bill,
the 1964 Civil Rights Act, into law mere weeks earlier. Yet, he also carried a large
number of Southern Democratic delegates who still excluded black residents from
political participation and were not happy a new party of Mississippi black delegates
demanded to be seated at the convention. A media circus and internal party debates did
not bode well for Johnson’s carefully-orchestrated convention celebration, nor his
chances in the general election.29 As Fannie Lou Hamer stepped up to the microphone to
testify on behalf of the MFDP, Johnson’s unease would turn to panic. He happened to be
entertaining several conservative Southern governors at the White House and feared
Hamer’s testimony would cause a walkout of white Democratic support. The president
held an impromptu press conference at the White House to divert the live news coverage
from the convention.30 Johnson’s panic was not only about party politics, but rather that
Hamer’s testimony might undercut the celebration of his landmark race legislation.
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Lyndon Johnson’s cowardly actions are also a testament to the amount of trouble
Fannie Lou Hamer’s voice could cause. Biographer Kay Mills noted how Hamer’s voice
must have sounded in context with the white men speaking in Atlantic City: “It was an
untutored voice….It was not even a bell-like voice, because it had a touch of
huskiness.”31 Mills also notes the androgyny of Hamer’s register, “It could be
contralto….but it could be almost bass.”32 Folk singer Pete Seeger once compared the
distinctiveness of Hamer’s contralto to Louis Armstrong’s unmistakable growl.33 Thus,
through the qualities of her voice alone, Hamer brought subaltern sounds to the white and
male convention floor.
Johnson and the Democratic Party even denounced Hamer through a sonic term,
calling her “disruptive,” full of distracting noise that prevented the business of the
convention.34 Yet “disruption” also has a secondary meaning in context of businesses or
industry, meaning “a radical change” or “inventive new direction.” I interpret Hamer’s
disruption as a sonic challenge to gender and racial hierarchies at the 1964 Democratic
Convention. Even though Hamer did not formally sing in her televised testimony, she
relied on musical structures, sonic devices, and black expressive traditions to augment her
story of Mississippi: her attempts to register to vote, her subsequent firing from the
plantation, and her brutal beating by the state police. First, it is necessary to examine the
structure of Hamer’s speech, how she arranged her life story and experiences with racial
violence to formally resemble a song and maximize the affective agency of her delivery.
Structure
Fannie Lou Hamer’s 1964 Democratic National Convention Speech
Diagramed as a song (see Appendix A)
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Intro
Refrain
Verse 1
Interlude
Verse 2
Verse 3
Bridge
Refrain
Outro

Hamer’s listing of name, address, and congressional district (lines 1-3)
Statement of political goal: “…to try to register to become first-class
citizens” (lines 3-5)
Hamer’s confrontation with plantation owner (lines 6-24)
Bullets fired in Ruleville at the Tucker and McDonald homes, killing
two girls (lines 25-27)
Hamer’s confrontation with the state trooper on the bus (lines 28-43)
Hamer’s beating in the jail cell (lines 44-74)
Medgar Evers murdered (line 75)
Restatement of political goal: “All of this is on account of we want to
register, to become first-class citizens” (line 76)
Questioning of America (lines 76-81)

Mapping the structural elements of Hamer’s speech as a song reveals the
importance of musical forms to her speaking practice. While Hamer does not exactly
adhere to popular song convention such as AABA form, the speech does include an intro,
outro, interlude, three distinct verses, a bridge, and a twice-repeated refrain. She begins
her speech with introductory information, listing her name, address, and congressional
district. Hamer then opens the speech proper with a statement of her political goals: “…to
try to register to become first-class citizens”(Appendix A, lines 3-5). The Harvard
Dictionary of Music defines a refrain as “text or music that is repeated at regular intervals
in the course of a larger form.”35 Refrains also typically reinforce the song's main lyrical
point. Next comes the first of three distinct stories of racial injustice Hamer includes in
her testimony. I am considering each story a separate verse, or “a group of lines making
up a unit...usually one of several” inside a song.36 After the first story, which details how
Hamer was fired from her place of employment for trying to register to vote (Appendix
A, lines 6-24), the narrative suddenly breaks from Hamer’s life to two lines of contextual
information: the gunshots fired across Hamer’s town of Ruleville that killed two girls.
This forms an interlude in Hamer’s convention song, often defined as “music played
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between sections.”37 While Hamer utilizes no formal music, these lines demonstrate the
continuity of racial violence outside Hamer’s own life story. This contextual interlude
then connects her experiences to the larger narrative she is trying to establish about life in
Mississippi and the need for black congressional representation at the national level.
After the interlude, Hamer returns to her own experiences in verses two and three
(Appendix A, lines 28-74), detailing violent confrontations with two separate symbols of
white supremacy: the police officer and the jail cell.
Following these verses, Hamer provides what can be considered her song’s
bridge: a succinct line recalling the death of Medgar Evers while she sat in the jail cell
(Appendix A, line 75). The Harvard Dictionary of Music defines a bridge as a
“transitional passage” whose function is to connect smaller units inside the song to the
meaning of the work as a whole.38 While the white men at the Democratic National
Convention may not have been familiar with Fannie Lou Hamer, they were likely aware
of the murder of Civil Rights activist Medgar Evers the previous year in June of 1963.
Referencing Evers’s brutal murder immediately after her jail cell beating allows Hamer to
bridge her personal story into a larger national narrative of racial violence. This bridge
also connects a more famous story of racial violence against a black man to the
experiences of a largely unknown black woman.
Hamer then returns to a version of the refrain at the close of the speech, “All of
this is on account of we want to register, to become first-class citizens” (Appendix A,
line 76). By opening and closing with a refrain and her desired political outcome, Hamer
is blending elements of song with the directness of political rhetoric expected at a
national convention. What I have deemed the “outro” is Hamer’s final four lines
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(Appendix A, lines 76-81), which break from the narrative of the song and meditate on
the contradictions of American idealism and the racial violence she has just enumerated:
“Is this America, the land of the free and the home of the brave, where we have to sleep
with our telephones off of the hooks because our lives be threatened daily, because we
want to live as decent human beings, in America?”39
This song-like construction of recollections creates a double voicedness— where
Hamer is both critiquing the nation (and its surrogates the police and plantation owner)
while demanding inclusion as a full citizen. By double voicedness, I do not mean a sonic
translation of W.E.B. Du Bois’s “warring souls” principle, but rather sounding a tension
in the act of protest itself: occupying the roles of critic and citizen simultaneously.40 As
James Baldwin explained in Notes of a Native Son, "I love America more than any other
country in this world, and, exactly for this reason, I insist on the right to criticize her
perpetually.”41 For Baldwin, patriotism fueled protest, and protecting the right to
criticize while desiring equal citizenship were not mutually exclusive. Similarly, in her
convention testimony, Hamer decries the nation’s power structures while demanding to
be a “first class citizen” inside them. Through the additional musical devices in the vocal
performance of testimony, Hamer gives a sound to these tensions, creating double
voicedness inside one powerful speech, delivered as song. Fannie Lou Hamer’s double
voicedness emerges in the testimony’s use of dialect, voice merging, rhythm, repetition,
and dynamics. This vocal strategizing serves dual purposes inside the testimony: to link
the local crisis of Mississippi to national well being and to question black women’s
secondary position in the Civil Rights Movement.
Dialect
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When examining the recording of Fannie Lou Hamer’s televised protest, she
maintains a use of black vernacular dialect throughout much of her 1964 Democratic
National Convention testimony. Scholars have long argued the black vernacular is more
than just a regional dialect, but a historically and culturally complex signifier of black
difference in the United States. Henry Louis Gates notes “blackness of the tongue” is also
the source from which black theory springs.42 However, I am not interested in dialect
merely as a linguistic variety, but as a disruptive sound of blackness inside Hamer’s
convention speech. Maegan Brooks argues that through dialect Hamer creates a
“vernacular persona” that is a mediated and carefully constructed.43 While Brooks
believes this vernacular persona is intended to link the struggle of the black Delta to the
biblical Exodus narrative, I disagree. Hamer uncharacteristically leaves scripture out of
the 1964 Democratic Convention speech, implying she was, in this instance, interested in
a more secular resonance.44 I believe Hamer’s vernacular works to sound lapses in the
American political order. Hamer uses dialect to sonically underscore her regional
experience as a poor, black woman and create a distinction between a mythic America
and the one she inhabits in Mississippi.
Hamer establishes her regional identity as a resident of the Delta as much through
sound as she does through language. She opens her speech identifying herself as a
resident of Mississippi: “Mr. Chairman, and to the Credentials Committee, my name is
Mrs. Fannie Lou Hamer, and I live at 626 East Lafayette Street, Ruleville, Mississippi,
Sunflower County, the home of Senator James O. Eastland, and Senator Stennis”
(Appendix A, lines 1-3). Hamer’s information, particularly stating her address on national
television, reiterates her authenticity as a regional representative. However, she also
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mentions the white Mississippi senators who were at the 1964 DNC —rhetorically
merging white and black spaces in her developing narrative. This gesture reminds her
televised audience that the violence of Mississippi is shared not only between the races,
but also across the convention floor.
Hamer uses the sound of black dialect and additional regional descriptions to link
the suffering of the Delta to national questions of citizenship. Hamer begins her story, “It
was the 31st of August in 1962 that eighteen of us traveled twenty-six miles to the county
courthouse in Indianola to try to register to become first-class citizens” (Appendix A,
lines 3-5). Hamer’s specificity on the number of miles and date make this almost sound
like a diary entry. Her pronunciation of “miles” with a long, sustained “i” also reveals her
thick Delta accent. There is also the name of her small town, Indianola, sonically strange
and unfamiliar to most of Hamer’s white, Northern audience (pronounced In-dan-ola).
Immediately, her regional heritage is established through words and pronunciations.
However, the last phrase places this personal story back inside national discourse, “to
register to become first-class citizens.” Hamer did not say “to vote” or simply “to
register.” Instead, she positions black folk in Mississippi not only as sonically, but legally
and politically outside the nation. Critically, they are not fleeing the nation that
persecutes them, but simply asking for “first-class” inclusion.
In her closing paragraph of the speech, Hamer also juxtaposes the sounds of the
black South with the mythic anthem of the United States. She references a line of the
national anthem in a questioning tone, “Is this America, the land of the free and the home
of the brave, where we have to sleep with our telephones off of the hooks because our
lives be threatened daily, because we want to live as decent human beings, in America?”
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(Appendix A, lines 78-80). The “land of the free and home of the brave” serves as the
final line of the National Anthem, “The Star Spangled Banner.” Lyrically, Hamer
contrasts this famed line with a description of her America, one where she must leave her
phone off the hook due to threats of violence. However, whereas the line musically serves
as a triumphant resolved ending in its original setting by Franics Scott Key, Hamer
imbeds it inside a series of questions. Hamer then vacillates back to the black vernacular
for the statement, “our lives be threatened daily.”
By placing her black vernacular in such proximity to the home and the brave,
Hamer sonically juxtaposes white and black sounds of political expression—and further
displaces the famed national song from its optimistic, unifying connotation. Through this
sonic allusion, Hamer refutes that the “land of the free and home of the brave” even
exists for a poor, black woman in Mississippi. In addition to the double voicedness
created in her life story, Hamer also charts dual sonic histories of the nation.
Voice Merging
However, there are also moments in Hamer’s 1964 Convention testimony when
she abandons this vernacular persona to adopt the voices of two of her oppressors: the
white plantation owner and the white police officer. This mirrors the preaching technique
known as voice merging. Keith Miller, who has published several works on Martin
Luther King, Jr., defines voice merging as a practice where the orator assumes the “I”
position of the person being quoted. In the case of King, voice merging often meant
adopting the voice of a prophet inside the quoted scripture.45 In his iconic “I Have a
Dream” speech, King assumes the voices of Old Testament prophets Amos (“We will not
be satisfied until justice rolls down like waters and righteousness like a mighty stream”)
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and Isaiah (“I have a dream that one day every valley shall be exalted”), positioning
himself as their modern day descendent communicating between God and the people. 46
Voice merging was a common technique of black preachers and what Miller
deems “the folk pulpit” dating back to slavery and the creation of oral religious traditions.
Miller argues generations of black, Southern preachers often borrowed and then modified
or synthesized various themes, analogies, metaphors, quotations used by other
preachers.”47 Erica Edwards suggests voice merging was also part of the black, male
leader’s gendered oratorical practice, “to discipline” his flock by taking the voice of
another patriarchal figure.48 Thus, by using the practice at all, Hamer is defying
expectations for how black women were supposed to speak and sound, taking the sonic
place of the patriarch.
However, Fannie Lou Hamer’s use of voice merging at the 1964 Democratic
Convention differs from the black preaching tradition in one critical way. Rather than
assume a voice from the bible, Hamer adopts the voices of two of her oppressors: the
plantation owner who fired her for registering to vote and the Mississippi police officer
who brutalized her in a jail cell. About two minutes into the speech, taking on a louder,
more violent tone, Hamer assumes the voice of her former employer: “Fannie Lou- did
Pap tell you what I said….If you don’t go down and withdraw your registration you will
have to leave because we’re not ready for that in Mississippi” (Appendix A, lines 16-21).
In addition to recounting the prejudice of her employer, Hamer also includes that he first
relayed the information to her husband (Pap). This indicates that as a black woman, she
was not even initially informed of her firing, as her employer felt it appropriate to
terminate her sharecropping contract through her husband. Hamer then changes back to
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her own perspective to recount her response, “I addressed him and I told him said I didn’t
try to register for you, I tried to register for myself. I had to leave that night”(Appendix
A, lines 22-24). Hamer’s use of voice merging in this instance speaks to the long-noted
“double burden” of being black and a woman. Hamer repeats the word “register,” inside
the story to remind her audience this anecdote has a national political purpose, again
working as critic and aspiring citizen at once.
Two minutes later, Hamer returns to the practice of voice merging to tell the story
of her violent beating by a white police officer in Winona, Mississippi. Hamer first
supplies some context about why she was arrested on the way home from a Civil Rights
rally in Charleston (the bus was the wrong color). She adopts the perspective of the white
police officer who pulled them over and singled her out for being a woman, “Get that one
there” (Appendix A, lines 41-42). She then recounts being taken into a cell with two
black men and again adopts the officer’s voice: “we are going to make you wish you was
dead” (Appendix A, lines 58-59). By daring to take on the voice of her male oppressors,
Hamer questions their gendered and racialized power over her. Perhaps Hamer’s adopting
of the police officer and plantation owner’s voice is a combination of gospel voice
merging and Zora Neale Hurston’s notion of imitation. In her explication of black
expression, Hurston writes, “the contention that the Negro imitates from a feeling of
inferiority is incorrect.”49 Hurston notes the skill also has a subversive use of
distinguishing the mimicking black speaker from the mimicked, and reiterates the black
speaker does not want to be like the person imitated.50
By going back between the police officer and plantation owner’s “white” voices
of mostly standard English and her own vernacular response to the violence, Hamer is
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also practicing code switching: a method of language mixing occurs when two or more
linguistic varieties are used in the same conversation. While a tempting read is that
Hamer diverted back to vernacular because that’s just the way she spoke, her return to
black vernacular can also be read as a subversive sonic act. In the introduction to Mules
and Men, Zora Neale Hurston writes:
The white man is always trying to know into somebody else’s business. All right,
I’ll set something outside the door of my mind for him to play with and handle.
He can read my writing, but he sho’ can’t read my mind. I’ll put this play toy in
his hand, and he will seize it and go away. Then I’ll say my say and sing my
song.51
In this passage, Hurston acknowledges the role of dialect and the vernacular tradition in
creating slippages of meaning, that the mere reading (or hearing, in the case of Hamer’s
audience) does not always signify an ability to understand the mind of the speaker/writer.
The question then becomes the reason for code-switching on a nationallytelevised event that needed to be mostly legible to a white, male audience. Maegan
Brooks argues Hamer’s strategic melding of standard English and the vernacular allows
her to most powerfully establish herself as a victim of white, supremacist terror.52 Indeed,
the police officer and plantation owner are direct surrogates of white supremacy. The
plantation owner represents the historically valued bodies that were allowed to prosper,
and the police those sanctioned by the nation to enforce these power structures. By not
only chronicling, but sounding these power structures, Hamer reiterates that sound has a
politics of terror as much as language. Hamer then harnesses this power herself in the
testimony through the deliberate use of rhythm and dynamics.
Rhythm and Repetition
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In addition to analyzing Hamer’s words and the significance of black dialect,
analysis of her 1964 Democratic National Convention testimony should also consider the
musical rhythms and cadences of her delivery. Hamer relies on the device of repetition to
emphasize two primary points: the necessity of voting rights for black political progress
and the gendered nature of racialized violence in the South.
Hamer uses the word “register” six different times throughout the speech, each
time giving the word staccato emphasis inside the sentence. Interestingly, the word
“vote” recurs only once, as Hamer instead repeats “register” to emphasize the long,
belabored process of even obtaining the ability to vote. Critically, the context of
“register” changes throughout the speech. In the beginning, Hamer often adds the phrase
“try to” or “tried to” as she recounts her story. The audience comes to expect the word
register to be coupled with hesitancy or failure. However, in its final repetition, Hamer
adds the verb, “want to,” stating: “we want to register, to become first-class citizens”
(Appendix A, line 76). This shifts her usage from an attempt to a demand. By repeating
“register” throughout the speech, Hamer positions voting rights as the gateway to
progress for blacks in the Delta.
Hamer also uses the sonic device of repetition to underscore the racial and
gendered violence of her beating in the jail cell—arguably the convention testimony’s
narrative climax. However, this dramatic buildup is achieved through the constant
repeating of the words “beat” and “Negro” in the space of about two paragraphs. Hamer
explains that when she was arrested on the way home from a rally, she was placed in a
cell with two other black men and beat with a blackjack (Appendix A, lines 61-72).
Hamer uses repetition to emphasize the white policeman was staging black-on-black
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violence, and that she suffered more because she was the only woman in the cell, and
thus the easiest target for the violence. This constant mentioning that the men who beat
her were “Negro” does not reiterate myths of black male violence, but rather reveals how
powerless black men were under the white supremacy of the Mississippi police.
Hamer also positions herself at the bottom of that power dynamic by virtue of
being black and a woman. She continues, “One white man -- my dress had worked up
high -- he walked over and pulled my dress -- I pulled my dress down and he pulled my
dress back up. I pulled my dress down and he pulled my dress back up” (Appendix A,
line 74). Chana Lee suggests Hamer then repeats the sentence about the dress a second
time to reiterate the gendered and sexualized nature of the violence and the perverse
pleasure of the white police officer.53 Hamer importantly establishes that this spectral
pleasure of the white police officer was compounded for her as a black woman.
Hamer’s choice to describe her beating in such detail also indicts the police as not
merely protectors of Jim Crow laws, but the South’s long history of racial violence. They
are not the hooded members of the Klu Klux Klan or other white vigilantes, but the very
group entrusted with law and order. The Mississippi highway patrolman thus represents
how a system engineered to protect prevented Hamer from exercising basic rights and
even engineered her brutalizing. The fact that Hamer’s beating takes places at the
punitive site of law and order—the jail cell—only reiterates that the problem is systemic,
not individual malice. Hamer’s implication that the white police even found pleasure in
watching and staging her beating suggests a savagery that is hard to ignore. By repeating
these gendered and racialized aspects of her beating, Fannie Lou Hamer argues a postCivil Rights Act America is no different for black women in Mississippi—firmly
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dismantling Lyndon Johnson’s triumphant narrative of racial progress at the 1964
Democratic National Convention.
Dynamics
Fannie Lou Hamer was aware of the power of volume due to her experiences at
Civil Rights rallies across the Southeast, which did not always come with microphones.
Hamer once remarked, “I’m used to talkin’ loud.”54 Hamer was also known for her
outspokenness, never shy to interrupt a pastor or leader she disagreed with.55 In her 1964
Democratic National Convention speech, Hamer harnesses volume in a similarly strategic
way. Most of Hamer’s sentences rise and fall with volume that crests mid way and slowly
decreases—ending in a diminuendo. Hamer only breaks with this dynamics pattern for
the speech’s most significant lines, which in turn form a crescendo for emphasis. Hamer
artfully uses these dynamic shifts to transition from her own lived experience back to a
critique of the American political order. As Hamer noted before the Convention, racism
“is not Mississippi’s problem, this is America’s problem.”56
Hamer twice uses the crescendo to sonically mimic acts of racialized violence.
Midway through her testimony, she uses a triad of sentences that all continuously build in
volume: “On the 10th of September 1962, sixteen bullets was fired into the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Tucker for me. That same night two girls were shot in Ruleville,
Mississippi. Also, Mr. Joe McDonald's house was shot in” (Appendix A, lines 25-27).
Here, Hamer sonically mirrors the escalating violence with her dynamics and sharp
annunciation of “shot.” Hamer uses this same technique to create emotional resonance as
she describes her own beating, structuring her voice to escalate alongside the violence,
“After I was placed in the cell I began to hear sounds of licks and screams” (Appendix A,
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lines 47-48). Hamer’s choice to mimic in volume the licks and screams underscores the
scale of the violence and also provides a needed element of anger and rage.
The last use of this crescendo technique occurs in Hamer’s final lines. She
implores, “All of this is on account of we want to register, to become first-class citizens.
And if the Freedom Democratic Party is not seated now, I question America” (Appendix
A, lines 77). This paragraph serves as Hamer’s final argumentative point, taking her
speech beyond lived experience to a questioning of American principles. Maegan Brooks
asserts that by structuring the argument to end with a question, Hamer rhetorically
embeds an imperative to the committee: seat the MFDP or condone state-sanctioned
violence.57 There is also a sound to this imperative, as she crescendos loudly on the final
phrase, “Is this America?” Sonically, Hamer ends her testimony with the same forceful
tone and volume she used to imitate her oppressors. She rechannels the sonic qualities of
violent, racist rhetoric into her own forceful sound of a woman in protest. With these
gestures of tone and volume, Hamer also defies gendered expectations of what a woman
should sound like.
Hamer’s sonic strategies in this final paragraph demonstrate how she violates
codes of middle-class black respectability in her 1964 testimony before the Democratic
Convention Credentials Committee. In addition to her televised audience, she was
speaking directly to a group of elite, white men. Maegan Brooks argues Hamer departed
from previous black women activists such as Mary Bethune in her refusal to emulate their
middle-class sensibility.58 By speaking forcefully in the vernacular, she rejects both the
subservient silence expected of women and the assimilationist approach to change often
used by leaders such as King. The assimilationist tactic of emphasizing black upward
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mobility and/or Christian brotherhood between the races in many ways only worked to
reinforce the secondary position of black women. Hamer even refused to dress up for the
testimony, wearing simple clothing she might have worn at a Mississippi rally.59 Hamer’s
testimony reiterated that every American citizen, regardless of their education, class,
race, or gender, was entitled to the same basic rights—rights that are not conditionally
given to those who sound or speak a certain way. Hamer’s repeated sounding of black
difference reinscribes these contours of her political argument, and the necessary voice of
black women in the freedom movement. By speaking with the force of a charismatic
leader in the tongue of the Delta, Hamer sounded into existence a new model of freedom
fighting at the 1964 Democratic National Convention.
The reaction to Fannie Lou Hamer’s testimony was electric, especially in
Northern newspapers. The New York Times called her performance at the convention
“spellbinding,” while also highlighting her “powerful, husky voice.”60 In its coverage of
the convention, the Chicago Tribune included a picture of Hamer with the caption
appropriately entitled “Freedom Song.”61 Biographer Chana Lee notes, “the nation had
heard and witnessed Fannie Lou Hamer, loud and clear.”62 In response to Hamer and the
media attention, the Democratic Convention administration offered a compromise: two
seats for male members of the MFDP, Aaron Henry and Edwin King. Johnson was
adamant Hamer not be extended a seat.63 Hamer met the compromise offered by the
Democratic Party with nothing short of rage, exclaiming, “we didn’t come all this way
for no two seats.”64
Her reaction was not merely the insult of the two seats for 68 delegates, but also
her exclusion on the grounds of gender, despite having been the MFDP’s representative
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on the convention floor. Aaron Henry urged Hamer and the MFDP to accept the
compromise, but Hamer replied to Henry: “If you go out there…and say that… you don’t
come home. You better stay in that convention hall the balance of your life.”65 This
gendered friction in the MFDP demonstrates how questions of gender were inextricably
tied to a definition of political compromise as an agreement between men. Hamer’s
response also demonstrates her ardent belief that two black men could not represent the
voices and concerns of black women. Because of Fannie Lou Hamer’s insistence, the
MFDP rejected the DNC’s compromise in 1964.
Hamer ended her trip to Atlantic City protesting the compromise in song, singing
“Go Tell it On the Mountain,” on the boardwalk.66 According to the recollections of
fellow MFDP member Lisa Anderson Todd, Hamer made one key revision: at the end of
the chorus, rather than supplying the traditional line, “that Jesus Christ is born,” Hamer
inserted the lyrics, “to let my people go.”67 This replacement line serves as the chorus of
“Go Down Moses,” a spiritual derived from story of Moses, who was commanded by
God to release the Israelites from bondage in Egypt. Melding the Exodus narrative with a
nativity song allowed Hamer to embed protest within a story of good news. Her
testimony at the Democratic National Convention was certainly an act of telling it on the
mountain, but two seats did not equate to freedom or equality. Scholar Farah Griffin
notes Hamer’s was “the voiced raised as witness” to the hypocrisy of the 1964
Convention. Griffin’s term raised is especially significant, locating the act of singing and
shouting as the site of radical black politics.68 Hamer’s turn back to song even in the face
of disappointment warrants greater examination as singing had become an integral part of
her speaking practice. Hamer’s most frequently performed spirituals and worksongs were
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later as collected on an album, Songs My Mother Taught Me. The next section will take a
closer look at this album to understand how spirituals functioned inside Hamer’s political
discourse: as sources of hope, calls of organizing, and models of dissent.
Fannie Lou Hamer’s Freedom Songs: A Brief Discography
During her 1964 Atlantic City triumph, Fannie Lou Hamer was in the midst of
recording album called Songs My Mother Taught Me. The idea for the record was the
brainchild of SNCC organizer and folklorist Worth Long, who met Hamer at voting
rallies in the early 1960s. Unlike a traditional album, Hamer did not go into a studio;
instead, Long recorded her in action at mass meetings, or other times at her house singing
while snapping peas.69 Long taped Hamer at various points between 1963-1973 singing a
selection of spirituals and worksongs and giving two speeches. However, the recordings
were lost until 1983, when they were released on cassette by fellow singer and Civil
Rights activist Bernice Reagon in a project funded by the National Endowment for the
Humanities.70 In 2015, Smithsonian Folkways Recordings re-released Hamer’s Songs My
Mother Taught Me along with new liner notes, a biography, and photos.
In a 2015 interview with NPR commemorating the re-release, Worth Long
recalled what inspired him to record Hamer, whom he deemed “godmother for the
movement.”71 Long explained, “Ms. Hamer sang songs of salvation, songs of redemption,
songs of struggle….in some cases what you wanted to do, was not just to sing a song that
was soothing, you wanted to sing a song that was participation.”72 Thus, Long also
positions the act of singing as a type of political participation—but also civic
disruption—inside the Civil Rights Movement. The selections on Songs My Mother
Taught Me span the spectrum of sacred and secular black musical expression, from the
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spirituals Hamer learned through the Baptist church to the worksongs she learned in the
fields.73 The title reflects the influence of Hamer’s mother, Ella Townsend, whom she
often referenced in speeches.74 Biographer Kay Mills states that Hamer’s faith in music
as liberation stemmed from her mother Ella’s singing, “People sang what they lived; the
songs of endurance for Ella Townsend’s generation became songs of deliverance for her
daughter’s.”75 Songs My Mother Taught Me indicates the supreme importance of music,
particularly spirituals, to Fannie Lou Hamer’s activist practice.
As a musical text, the spiritual recalls a longer black freedom movement outside
the confines of the mythologized 1960s. Developed in the period of American slavery,
spirituals have often been understood as the link between Christian scripture and black
political movements. Samuel Floyd once explained the cultural significance of the
spiritual for African Americans, “through the spirituals, slaves made the Christian
religion their own.”76 However, Floyd also emphasized the debt of the spiritual to African
performance practices, such as the rhythmic excitement of the shout and call and
response devices.77 In The Souls of Black Folk, W.E.B. Du Bois famously discussed how
a subset of spirituals, “the sorrow songs” could also function as coded protest.78 Du Bois
argued that Negro spirituals contained “the articulate message of the slave to the world…
they tell of death and suffering and unvoiced longing toward a truer world, of misty
wander- ings and hidden ways.”79 Of course, during the 19th and early 20th centuries,
white music publishers and collectors became interested in spirituals, and these recorded
versions often departed from traditional church singing. Nevertheless, by the time of
Fannie Lou Hamer’s birth in 1917, the singing of spirituals remained a fundamental
component of black Christian worship.
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More important than Hamer’s mere singing of spirituals are her revisions that
transform them into political messages for the Civil Rights Movement. Tammy Kernodle
suggests that the Civil Rights “freedom songs” of the early 1960s fell into two broad
categories: group participation songs adapted from spirituals and professionallycomposed “topical” songs that commented on national events.80 Of the relevant former
category, Kernodle urges us to consider the “textural modifications,” or how activists
such as Hamer adapted sacred music through traits of abolitionist and social gospel
hymnody, as well as through lyrical revisions to forge collective political language.81
Many associate spirituals with resistance against oppression, the previously discussed
parallels between the Exodus narrative and the black freedom struggle in “Go Down
Moses” being one example. On Songs My Mother Taught Me, Hamer politicizes and
modifies traditional spirituals in a variety of ways. As Long indicated to NPR, Hamer’s
linking of sacred song to political struggle was far more complex than a mere “soothing”
of the masses. When examining Songs My Mother Taught Me, Fannie Lou Hamer
employs spirituals as well as traditional worksongs in a triad of political contexts: as
songs of hope, calls of organizing, and models of dissent.
Songs of Hope
Hope and endurance are themes found in several spirituals on Songs My Mother
Taught Me. One of Hamer’s goals as a rural Mississippi organizer included providing
hope for her audiences of poor sharecroppers who attended her meetings. In addition to
her primary task of protesting, Hamer also had to prove that racial oppression was a battle
worth fighting to rural communities without access to televised news and larger
informational networks. Hamer’s optimism about the potential of the Civil Rights
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Movement is most reflected in spirituals “This Little Light of Mine” and “Amazing
Grace” through lyrical revision and audience integration.
The most enduring song of hope on Songs My Mother Taught Me is “This Little
Light of Mine.” The song was originally written around 1920 by Avis Burgeson
Christiansen with tune by composer Harry Dixon Loes (1895–1965). During the mid
20th-century, the song entered the American folk tradition, appearing on Alan Lomax’s
1939 collection.82 While scholars resist calling the song a Negro spiritual owing to its
1920s composition, “This Little Light of Mine” also found its way into gospel music and
many protestant hymnals.83 “This Little Light of Mine” was widely sung and performed
during the Civil Rights Movement. Hamer recalled singing it when trapped in the jail
cell in Winona as, “one of the main things that kept us going.”84 Hamer’s version of this
song on Songs My Mother Taught Me has several key features that politicize it for the
early 1960s Civil Rights Movement: two additional verses and a backing choir that
transforms an individual story of perseverance into a collective march for equality.
Fannie Lou Hamer adds two original verses to her rendition of “This Little Light
of Mine” on Songs My Mother Taught Me. “This Little Light of Mine” traditionally has
three verses, comprised of phrases coupled with the same ending, “I’m gonna let it
shine.”85 Between the traditional second and third verses (“everywhere I go” and “Jesus
gave it to me”), Hamer adds an original one purposed for the movement: “Oh I’ve got
the light of freedom/I’m gonna let it shine.”86 In this context freedom is characterized as
something that can be spread from a courageous individual to the masses—Hamer again
embodying the charismatic leader and bridge leader simultaneously. The idea that Hamer,
a woman, could be the one to possess and bestow freedom to the larger group also echoes
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the feminist bent of her convention testimony. The position of this added verse is also
significant, between verses that signal where she will take the light (everywhere) and
who gave it to her (Jesus). Thus, Hamer compares freedom to the light itself: if not
provided by the nation, than from a higher being. Regardless, that light is provided to
anyone no matter their race, class, or gender.
The politicization of the song culminates in the final verse, “All in the
jailhouse/I’m gonna let it shine.” This line not only indicates the use of “This Little Light
of Mine” at public demonstrations, but also references Hamer’s own singing of the song
while being assaulted in the Winona jail cell in 1963. Through the revision of this added
lyric, Fannie Lou Hamer places into record the violence against her own body inside a
larger movement of resistance. The mass meeting audience then forms an impromptu
backing choir, joining Hamer by repeating the line four times. Fellow activist Eleanor
Holmes Norton recalls, “Nobody sang ‘This Little Light of Mine’ as Fannie Lou Hamer
sang it…she was a little light…she saw walking off that plantation had made a
difference.”87
Hamer’s rendition of “Amazing Grace” on Songs My Mother Taught Me also
warrants attention for how she revised the gospel classic to convey hope about the power
of collective organizing. “Amazing Grace,” though originally an English hymn by
Anglican clergyman John Newton (1725–1807), had long been in the American musical
canon, especially after the Second Great Awakening and the rise of print culture.88 For
the metaphor it provided about enslavement, that one can be physically bound, but
spiritually free, “Amazing Grace” also became a popular hymn in early black churches.
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Anthony Heilbut argues that through certain lyrical amendments, the song became a
Negro spiritual in the 20th century, and “no song so moves black congregations.”89
In her version, Hamer does not make any explicit lyrical changes, but performs
the song traditionally. Hamer’s politicizing comes through an adaptation of structure: she
refuses to “lead” the mass meeting as is requested by a voice at the beginning of the
recording.90 Hamer instead performs “Amazing Grace,” often sung with a solo, in unison
with the mass meeting congregation. Again, she negotiates leadership hierarchies through
voice: by choosing to not sing the lead or any harmonically distinctive part, Hamer places
her voice musically with the people. She even holds the first note on “Ah” and waits until
the congregation joins before proceeding with the group through the first verse.91
Through these selections, Hamer also steps outside of interpreting the spiritual as
strictly a “sorrow song” to use DuBois’s term. This choice aligns with Zora Neale
Hurston’s objection to DuBois. In “Characteristics of Negro Expression,” Hurston writes:
“the idea the whole body of spirituals are ‘sorrow songs’ is ridiculous. They cover a wide
range of subjects from a peeve at gossipers to Death and Judgment.”92 By adapting
spirituals to create excitement and hope for the freedom movement, Hamer certainly
exemplifies the range of expression Hurston identified.
Songs of Organizing
Another category of songs on Songs My Mother Taught Me represents organizing
and gathering. Fannie Lou Hamer believed adamantly that change began at the local
level, once telling a fellow SNCC organizer frustrated by low turnout that, “there is one
thing you have got to learn about our movement. Three people are better than no
people…this kind of meeting is more important than anything that goes on in a
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courtroom.”93 Hamer would speak to any number, and use those crowds to create more
the next week. As usual, singing was her common “organizing tool” to inspire them to
bring others from the community.94 Chana Lee argues that Hamer purposely selected
spirituals with empowering lyrics that “foretold the dawning of a new society.”95 Hamer
rechannels these traditional spirituals to indicate planning for a new political future where
black men and women are included in the political identity of the nation. Hamer again
employs lyrical revisions to align traditional spirituals and worksongs with the everyday
call of freedom fighting in “Woke Up this Morning,” “Certainly Lord,” and “Keep Your
Lamps Trimmed and Burning.”
On traditional Negro spiritual “Woke Up This Morning,” Fannie Lou Hamer
lyrically amends a religious song with political signifiers. The hymn traditionally
progresses “woke up this morning with my mind/stayed on Jesus,” indicating Christian
commitment to following the teaching of Jesus in one’s daily life. Hamer substitutes the
word “freedom” for Jesus so the line becomes “woke up this morning with my
mind/stayed on freedom.”96 Hamer takes the philosophy of the hymn—about following a
belief system not just in formalized meetings, but in a daily, personal context—and
applies it to the freedom movement. In “Woke Up This Morning,” she explores what
freedom fighting means as an individual commitment rather than collective participation.
On “Woke Up This Morning,” Hamer also shifts back to being the vocal leader,
rather than group participant, calling out the lyrics like a choir director before the verse
begins. At the end, she adds a verse not in the original hymnal, “singing and praying with
my mind/stayed on freedom.”97 She provides a window into her own freedom fighting
practice, where singing is a key part of staying focused on larger goals. By also adding
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melisma to this verse, Hamer uses her individual vocal stylizing to sound the way for the
freedom movement. The liner notes for Songs My Mother Taught Me relay this song was
recorded at a mass meeting where Hamer “expresses encouragement” for the attendees to
find their own contribution to the movement, just like she did after attending that sermon
in Ruleville back in 1962.98
Hamer also uses lyrical substitutions on “Certainly Lord” to remind the mass
meeting crowd of the Civil Rights Movement’s tangible goals of ending segregation and
achieving voting rights. In term of its sonic organization, “Certainly Lord” is engineered
for the spirit of organizing, utilizing a traditional call and response structure with Hamer
leading the crowd. Traditionally in this song, the leader supplies a phrase and the
congregation replies “certainly Lord!” Hamer’s calls in this particular recording are
filled with political references. In the first few instances, her questions are abstract: “do
you hate segregation?” and “do you want your freedom?” Other times they are specific,
“have you been to the courthouse?” and “did you try to vote?”99 Here, she takes us from
the theoretical to the practical. These questions reflect what Chana Lee deems Hamer’s
“localistic orientation,” where needs of the black community like food, clothing, and
housing were addressed alongside the task of tearing down the legal barriers of Jim
Crow.100 In this rendition of “Certainly Lord,” Fannie Lou Hamer perhaps even questions
if they are not one and the same.
The theme of organizing is also found in “Keep Your Lamps Trimmed and
Burning,” one of the few work songs on Songs My Mother Taught Me. Hamer’s spoken
intro reveals this was a song her mother taught her while working in the cotton fields.101
The line’s signature refrain is “Keep your lamps trimmed and burning/ the work is most
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done.”102 Sterling Brown once wrote that such worksongs should be understood as
protests, as more American work songs originated from black America than any other
folk group.103 Brown indicates the rhythms and cadences of popular work songs like
“John Henry” would sonically mimic the axe picks and hammers of railroad work. The
lively pace of “Keep Your Lamps Trimmed and Burning” accomplishes the same effect,
mimicking the relentless pace of cotton picking. Hamer’s emphasis on the final lines,
“most done,” aligns with that Brown deemed the “worksong holler,” indicating a lonely
worker in the fields.104 This would have been a familiar worksong to many sharecroppers
Hamer encountered at rallies in rural Mississippi. However, in the context of the other
songs on the album, the lyrics apply the themes of perseverance and hard work to the
voting rights movement, not the cotton fields. Thus, Hamer not only repurposes
spirituals, but the secular songs of black Mississippi, to inspire and organize rural black
communities across the South.
Songs of Dissent
Perhaps the most profound offerings on Songs My Mother Taught Me are the
songs of dissent. By dissent, I do not mean solely the “sorrow songs” of racialized
suffering termed by Du Bois. Du Bois would likely classify many of the somber,
traditional spirituals on the album as sorrow songs, but Hamer’s delivery takes them into
an additional affective realm of political dissent. Meaning, she uses traditional spirituals,
or “sorrow songs” to wage a protest about the conditions of black, Southern life in
Mississippi and its continued racialized violence. Farah Griffin argued that Hamer’s 1964
convention speech was not merely a response to American racism, but a challenge, to the
American political order.105 When examining Hamer’s renditions of traditional spirituals
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on Songs My Mother Taught Me, she again provides this additional step, not merely
stating sorrow through song, but waging a protest against systemic conditions. Notably,
some of these recordings are not in front of an audience, but are acapella clips of Hamer
singing in her home. These songs, divorced from the meeting stage, are often her most
personal and painful soundings of freedom fighting and its trials. Through her
mesmerizing, clear delivery, Fannie Lou Hamer transforms sorrow songs into meditations
on the brutality of agricultural labor, the loneliness of activism, and the loss of leader
Medgar Evers.
Hamer uses an original worksong, “Oh Lord, You Know Just How I Feel,” to
describe the brutality of cotton picking, and by extension, the reality of poor, black life in
midcentury Mississippi. The song begins with a short, spoken prelude, “We would have
to be at the field at about 4:30 or 5:00 o’clock, and after we had picked cotton all day
long…it looked like lonesome in the field. Then you would hear my mother singing.”106
The image of a black woman’s acapella voice rising above the cotton fields is then
sonically actualized as Hamer starts singing. Lyrically, the first verses appear to be
original creations of Hamer’s mother and those she worked with in the Mississippi fields.
Hamer uses melisma to stretch the phrase “Oh Lord” over several long notes. The first
and second verses call out to a higher being to understand the depths of the field worker’s
pain:
Oh lord you know just how I feel
Oh lord you know just how I feel
Oh lord you know just how I feel
Oh lord you know just how I feel
Oh lord they’d say you’d answer prayers
Oh lord they’d say you’d answer prayers
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Oh lord, I’ve come to you again
Oh lord, I’ve come to you again107
The second relays more specific losses, the sharecroppers who died from illness
associated with labor and overwork.
Oh lord, sure do need you now
Oh lord, sure do need you now.
Oh lord death been here and gone
Oh lord death been here and gone
Oh lord he carried my brother away
Oh lord he carried my brother away108
Biographer Kay Mills notes, “it was wearing work that bent the back, calloused the
hands, cut the fingers, and numbed the soul.”109 Hamer herself barely escaped death from
field labor, contracting polio as a child, but was never provided time to recover or be
properly treated, so she walked with a limp the remainder of her life.110 The inclusion of
this song is significant, for establishing the depths of sharecropping’s spiritual sorrow and
physical pain.
In her rendition of “City Called Heaven,” Hamer employs a familiar spiritual to
portray the loneliness of her activism and the fantasy of a better world. Farah Griffin
notes the spectacle of the black singing woman is often mythologized as a symbol of
interracial national unity; yet Griffin also argues the same vocal tradition acts as a hinge,
a place where the nation can also be broken, disrupted, and protested.111 Hamer’s acapella
singing of “City Called Heaven,” belongs in that second tradition through the vocal
gestures and lyrical revisions that wage protest and express anxiety, rather than optimism
about the future. The first stanza serves as an example of both:
I am an old pilgrim of sorrow
Tossed in this wide world alone
I have no hope for to morrow
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I’m trying to make heaven my home112
Hamer amends the traditional first line of “City Called Heaven,” which uses the phrase
“poor pilgrim.”113 By adding, “old” instead, Hamer emphasizes the limits of her age. She
had spent decades as a sharecropper before becoming involved with the voting rights
movement in her late 40s. The lyrics in this stanza attest to her fear that she would not
live to see the changes she worked so hard to achieve. The remainder of the song
continues these mournful melismas, and also finds Hamer using the depths of her
contralto range.
The song that appears to have been recorded last on Songs My Mother Taught Me
(c. 1973) is the gospel standard “Precious Lord,” which Hamer transforms into a
mediation on the death of Medgar Evers through spoken prelude and interlude. Unlike
“City Called Heaven” and “Oh Lord, You Know Just How I Feel,” this selection was
recorded live in front of a mass meeting. Before she starts singing, Hamer addresses the
crowd, which included Evers’s brother, Charles: “I remember 10 years ago as I walked
out of Winona Jail, Revered James Belby told me Medgar Evers had been shot in the
back.”114 She positions his death as a stirring moment in her own career as an activist
before seamlessly beginning, “Precious Lord, take my hand.”115 In this context, the lyrics
of “Precious Lord” then perfectly align with the grief of losing a leader, a movement
seeking new direction: “I am tired, I am weak, I am lone/ Through the storm, through the
night/ Lead me on to the light.”116
Hamer’s vocal delivery on “Precious Lord” is simple, using powerful dynamics
and vibrato to create consistent emotive force. Her version lacks the stylizing or amount
of melisma of more famous renditions of “Precious Lord” by Mahalia Jackson or Aretha
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Franklin. However, the directness of Hamer’s vocal style aligns with the clarity of her
political message in the interlude. After the second verse, the piano continues to play, as
Hamer begins a spoken interlude, directly speaking to Evers:
“I would like to say Evers….every day that you meet is not going to be sun shiny
days….there’s going to be bright days and dark days, and whenever we are
having these days, I say, ‘when darkness appears…117
By launching into the third and final verse seamlessly from her political commentary,
Hamer melds the personal with the political, the communal with the individual, the
sacred with the secular. In fusing the sounds of her life with the message of the
movement on Songs My Mother Taught Me, Fannie Lou Hamer reframes the protest song
as one born from within the Civil Rights Movement, not merely in response to it.
Throughout the ten-year period of recording Songs My Mother Taught Me with
Worth Long, Fannie Lou Hamer would continue to lend her voice to the Civil Rights
Movement. Her freedom singing took her many places across the United States and larger
black diaspora. A few weeks after the 1964 Democratic National Convention, Hamer
traveled to Africa with SNCC activists and Harry Belafonte at the invitation of Guinea’s
president Sékou Touré. Hamer was floored when she was granted a personal audience
with Touré, as she could never get a meeting with her own president back home.118
Belafonte recalls Hamer sang her freedom songs like “Go Tell it On the Mountain” to
eradicate the language barrier, “She showed you could communicate despite language…I
am quite sure that all of French Equatorial Africa heard her.”119
When she returned from Africa, Hamer seemed emboldened to lend her voice to
an even more geographically expansive freedom struggle. On December 20, 1964, Fannie
Lou Hamer joined Malcolm X at the Williams Institutional CME Church in Harlem.
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Hamer gave another speech about disenfranchisement that is best remembered for its
signature line, “I am sick and tired of being sick and tired."120 In the speech, Hamer also
referenced the National Anthem to blur the regional boundaries of North and South,
linking the struggles of Harlem and Mississippi. Hamer asserts to the crowd that without
proper political power, Harlem is no freer than Ruleville, merely a “Mississippi in
disguise.”121 Hamer then positions the act of singing as a vehicle of national inclusion:
We want a change in this society in America because, you see, we can no longer
ignore the facts and getting our children to sing, "Oh say can you see, by the
dawn's early light, what so proudly we hailed." What do we have to hail here? The
truth is the only thing going to free us.122
By referencing “The Star Spangled Banner,” she implies that for African Americans, the
national freedom song does not sound inclusion. She then questions the relevance of
these patriotic sounds for black Americans, “what do we have to hail here?”
With her own freedom singing, Hamer provided music worth hailing, that grew
out of the deepest fractures in the nation rather than mythologizing images of its
inclusivity. Outside the record industry and inside the movement, Hamer had already
established an expansive model for what a “protest song” could mean: not merely a
topical political song, but a set of speech practices working to disrupt gendered and racial
power structures. Through the radical act of singing, Fannie Lou Hamer provided
feminist revisions to the male-dominated nature of political leadership and the expected
silence of black women activists. While Hamer did not get the representation she desired
in 1964, her protest on the convention floor galvanized activists from Ruleville to Harlem
and beyond. When the Democratic National Convention reconvened in Chicago in 1968,
Fannie Lou Hamer was officially seated as part of an integrated Mississippi delegation.123
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She was Mississippi’s first African American delegate since Reconstruction and the
state’s first-ever woman delegate to the convention.
More important than this recognition was the means in which Hamer challenged
the gendered and racialized contours of American political leadership. If Hamer was
correct that singing does bring out the soul, her freedom singing revealed a powerful
vision of what America could look like: not only a place of racial equality, but a place
where black women’s voices are considered something worth hearing and hailing. For
refusing to silence her voice and compromise her beliefs, Hamer demanded a dual
freedom from gender and racial oppression years before intersectionality existed as a
formal concept. In singing at the crossroads of these freedoms — with never a wasted
hum—Fannie Lou Hamer proved that singing could indeed create something better.
While the remaining chapters will explore how commercial musicians responded to and
bridged social movements in song, Hamer’s model of linking political ideology with
sonic gestures remains a powerful way of considering the more conventional protest
songs they would create.
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Chapter 2
A Folk Song for ‘This America’:
Mourning Four Little Girls Across the Color Line
But who shall dis-inter these girls
To love the women they were to become
Or read the legends written beneath their skin?
—Audre Lorde, “Suffer the Children” (1968)
On a Sunday morning in August 1963, folk singer Joan Baez joined a group of
black protesters in Birmingham, Alabama. They met not in Bull O’Connor’s violent
streets, but at Sunday service in a Baptist Church in the black section of town. Baez was
on a tour of southern college campuses and often joined the Civil Rights activists,
including her friend Martin Luther King, Jr., between shows. 1 Like many in the folk
revival cohort, Baez found a national showcase at Civil Rights events, her pristine
soprano voice and reimagining of American folk standards intertwining with King’s call
for nonviolent protests and interracial collaboration.
However, at this particular gathering, Baez recalls feeling musically out of place.
The preacher invited her to sing during the service, and Baez chose Methodist hymn “Let
Us Break Bread Together on Our Knees.” Lyrically, the hymn seemed a perfect fit for the
spirit of interracial collaboration, “Let us break bread together, we are one.” Yet, Baez’s
quiet, vibrato-less soprano was still an odd sound for a black church. Baez remembers in
her 2011 memoir, “folks mumbled and shifted around and wondered what else could
possibly happen at their congregation in these strange times.”2 The congregation’s unease
did not stem from the hymn itself, but its unfamiliar mode of delivery: Baez’s musical
stylings hailed from secular New England, not black, Baptist Birmingham. Baez then
recounts being astonished when others joined her, paying careful attention to the
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congregation’s versioning of the song, “I was scared but I kept on singing, because, I
suppose you might say, I had gotten the spirit.”3
Baez was in Birmingham to play the “Salute to Freedom” benefit concert the
following week, which featured a diverse roster of artists including Nina Simone, Johnny
Mathis, Ray Charles, and Billy Taylor.4 Held at the historically-black Miles College, the
Salute to Freedom benefit was Birmingham’s first-ever integrated concert. Baez
remembers the concert as one of the most impactful of her career, the “revolution going
on all around us” as white patrons entered the black auditorium for the first time, and
neither race was forced to sit in sections.5 Nina Simone also recalls the Salute to
Freedom concert in her autobiography written with Stephen Cleary, highlighting the “all
sorts” of artists on the bill: white and black, men and women. Simone recalls something
Baez’s memoirs do not: the bomb threats aimed at not only the integrated audience, but
also the interracial musical lineup.6 The musicians themselves were perceived as threats
for sharing a stage in Jim Crow Alabama and for, literally, singing across the color line.
Simone and Baez’s recollections speak to music’s dangerous power to undermine not
only the legal segregation of Birmingham, but also the separated sounds of the South.
The Salute to Freedom concert provides just one example of the early Civil Rights
Movement’s interracial musical communities, full of folk, pop, soul, jazz, and gospel
artists performing together at movement events.
Many studies have highlighted how interracial activist groups fought America’s
long Civil Rights Movement, which perhaps reached its boil in Birmingham one month
after the benefit concert with the death of four black girls.7 Likewise, many works have
emphasized the importance of music in shaping the contours and evolution of the black
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freedom movement of the 1960s.8 However, fewer studies have analyzed the interracial
musical correspondences between artists associated with this early 1960s movement
music. Tammy Kernoodle suggests that the American “freedom songs” of the early
1960s fell into two broad categories: group participation songs adapted from spirituals
and professionally-composed “topical” songs that commented on protest events.9
Kernoodle’s latter category of “topical songs” included many songs by white folk singers
associated with the midcentury revival movement; Baez, Bob Dylan, Pete Seeger, and
others all produced original protest songs between 1960-1964. I am interested in musical
exchanges between this white folk musical community and black musician-activists.
Specifically, how did Northern folk singers interact with traditional black musical
cultures, like the gospel Baez encountered in the Baptist church?10 How did they
collaborate and learn from black musicians also interested in creating political music?
This chapter will examine how two women musicians became bridges across these
activist communities and this sonic color line.
A mere month after the Salute to Freedom concert, both Joan Baez and Nina
Simone would artistically return to Birmingham. On Sunday morning September 15,
1963, members of the Ku Klux Klan planted dynamite in Birmingham, Alabama’s 16th
Street Baptist Church, injuring 22 church members and killing four little girls: Addie Mae
Collins, Cynthia Wesley, Carole Robertson and Denise McNair. Two other black
teenagers were also gunned down by police and white vigilantes in the chaotic aftermath
later that day: Johnny Robinson and Virgil Ware.11 The bombing was just the latest event
that had earned the city its dangerous moniker, “Bombingham.” Each singer recorded a
song in response to this act of violence: Baez collaborated with songwriter Richard
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Farina on the plaintive ballad, “Birmingham Sunday” (1964), and Simone wrote and
recorded the searing anthem, “Mississippi Goddamn” (1964).12 In structure,
instrumentation, and lyrics, “Birmingham Sunday” and “Mississippi Goddamn” mine and
revise conventions of American folk music to wage their sonic protests. This chapter will
compare these two protests songs as responses to this particular act of gendered racial
violence. Simone and Baez are not only a fertile comparison for their repurposing of
American folk music, but provide a useful theorizing of interracial Civil Rights artistic
practices and their feminist revisions.
Baez and Simone are commendable for crafting protest anthems around the deaths
of four, unknown black girls rather than the mythologized murders of Emmett Till,
Medgar Evers, or even the later assassinations of Martin Luther King, Jr. and Malcolm
X—figures that have for decades dominated Civil Rights art. Not coincidentally, the 16th
Street Baptist Church bombing remains under-theorized in studies of the Civil Rights
Movement and its artistic production.13 Writing of the Birmingham bombing, poet Audre
Lorde asks us “who shall dis-inter these girls…to love the women they were to become,”
highlighting the neglected task of honoring their memories.14 By writing, recording, and
performing these protest songs, Joan Baez and Nina Simone enact a feminist revision on
the types of citizens who should be mourned on the national stage and memorialized in
the soundscape of the long Civil Rights Movement. Rebecca Wanzo argues that
throughout American history, black girls (and women) have often been “illegible” as
sympathetic victims for media and political concern.15 By using American folk music—
long a space of stories about white men performed by white men—to narrate the deaths
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of these four black girls in Birmingham, Baez and Simone sought to make their deaths
legible and mournable to the American listening public.
The chapter will also ponder the aesthetic and affective distinctions of
“Birmingham Sunday” and “Mississippi Goddamn” in the context of the early,
integration-focused Civil Rights Movement. While both artists employ the basic format
of the folk song, Baez relies on traditional, quiet vocals and sentimentality in her ballad
“Birmingham Sunday” and Simone reinvents the folk song with classical fugues and
startling vocal gestures to deploy anger and dissent in “Mississippi Goddamn.” These
musical differences demonstrate a presiding question about Civil Rights protest music
itself: should it work to move interracial audiences to action or willfully represent the
scale of black suffering? In the protest songs performed by Baez and Simone in response
to the Birmingham church bombing, these philosophical questions about the role of
protest art are manifested musically, lyrically, and vocally.
Ultimately, the chapter will explore how Joan Baez and Nina Simone transformed
American folk music to tell a mournful and angry story of America and its most
undervalued subjects. Before proceeding with these musical readings, however, it is
necessary to examine the folk movement’s complicated relationship with Civil Rights
activism and the significance of the 16th Street Baptist Church bombing in the long
history of racialized and gendered mourning.
Interracial Collaborations: the Folk Revival Goes South
On the occasion of his premier New York performance on November 4, 1961, a
young Bob Dylan granted an interview to Israel “Izzy” Young, proprietor of the famed
Folklore Center in Greenwich Village. Dylan tried to explain the recent surge in the
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popularity of folk music: “Songs that tell something of this America, no foreign songs—
the songs of this land that aren’t offered over TV and radio and very few records.” 16 In
his artistic mission statement, Dylan perhaps unknowingly delineated one of the tensions
of the mid-century American folk revival: how traditional, heartland music could
possibly represent the contemporary moment of fracture: “this America” of racial
violence, gender inequality, and Cold War anxieties. There is a missing link between
Dylan’s emphasis on aesthetics and the role he envisioned for folk music to tell a
uniquely, timely American story: “Folk music is just a name…Being taken over by
people who don’t sing that way.”17 He never defines the stylistic ingredients of “that
way” or how folk music might produce a true psychological portrait of the nation.
Dylan’s notion of “this America,” is also noteworthy, implying a discrete,
homogeneous place with a uniform culture and history. “This America” is especially
dangerous when coupled with the next phrase, “no foreign songs.” This interpretation
anoints certain places, heritages, and individuals as worthy of singing the tale of the
nation, and implies that some cannot. There is the question of just who exists in young
Bob Dylan’s musical America, and whose voices might remain on the margins.
Indeed, for decades, the 1960s folk revival movement, known for its
counterculture cool and involvement in various strands of leftist activism, has been
theorized around white, male musicians like Dylan. Another one of its heroes, Peter
Yarrow, of Peter, Paul, and Mary, compares the movement to escapism: “Listening to, or
singing along with, traditional folk songs allowed us to enter a world that was not only a
departure from the superficiality of the times.”18 Music critic Anthony DeCurtis argues
that the midcentury-revival was defined in political opposition to another emerging
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American musical form: rock in roll.19 Folk artists rejected this superficiality of rock in
favor of a more earnest engagement with the world and social concerns.
However, despite Yarrow and Dylan’s emphasis on the past, white folk revival
singers were undoubtedly also inspired by the political contours of their present, most
notably the 1960s Civil Rights Movement. Perhaps the most known protest anthem from
the folk scene, Pete Seeger’s “We Shall Overcome,” was even derived from a black hymn
long used in protest settings.20 Iconic images of Seeger and Dylan performing “We Shall
Overcome” alongside Martin Luther King at the 1963 March on Washington attests to the
convergence of the folk revival community and Civil Rights activism: the song’s earnest
optimism and simple refrain intertwining with the spirit of interracial collaboration.
I am interested in how other musicians were using folk music sounding more
radical protests inside the black freedom movement—by changing folk music’s
harmonious relationship to the American nation. Rather than modeling the unifying spirit
of Seeger, or seeking Dylan’s quixotic musical past, other artists were repurposing the
folk genre to illuminate the violent fractures in America’s racial and gender hierarchy.
Notably, many of them were women, long undervalued in the folk genre.21 Baez, one of
the few women to reach the commercial prominence of Dylan, believed folk music had
an obligation to advance a progressive agenda: “There’s never been a good Republican
folk singer,” she said to Time in 1962. Baez thought it necessary for folk artists to take a
stand on racial and economic inequality.22 Simone, who had for years been incorporating
American folk music into her genre-defying sound, also noted in the 1960s: “How can
you be an artist and not reflect the times?”
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I am interested in how these two very different women artists staged a revision of
Bob Dylan’s folk music thesis. Rather than revive a mythologized musical past, they
believed folk music could be used to address the tumultuous American present of the mid
1960s—one full of murdered black children, civil unrest, and an uncertain national
future. This departs from the revival movement’s frequent task of unifying or mending
the nation through old standards or communal anthems. This chapter will examine how
Baez and Simone were revising the plucky, heartland music away from the communal
optimism of “We Shall Overcome” and counterculture zeal of “The Times They Are a
Changin.’” I am specifically interested in how Baez and Simone revealed a different “this
America” by using original folk songs to narrate the racial and gendered violence of the
16th Street Baptist Bombing.
Merely defining folk music has remained a contentious task in American
musicology studies. Benjamin Filene argues that rural whites and African Americans had
been creating and playing traditional music since the founding of the nation, but that it
was only in the late 1800s that an “obsession” with America’s folk heritage began.23
Filene further argues that “folk” is more a mythic idea about a homogenous musical
nation than a fixed term; he asserts folk music has been shaped equally by “the folk”
themselves (local or regional subcultures) and collectors, intellectuals, and
entrepreneurs.24 Robin Kelly suggests folk culture is essentially bricolage, a cutting and
pasting of various cultural forms that becomes coded into a racial/aesthetic hierarchy.25
Most recently, Charles Garrett urged scholars not merely to acknowledge the multiplicity
of American folk musical communities, but critically engage how they are sociologically,
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commercially and aesthetically at odds, lest the story of American roots music become
too enmeshed in consensus history or “a sanguine tale of shared achievement.”26
In the mid 1950s, folk music—and its commercial backing of record executives
and managers—emerged from the archives into American popular culture in a movement
that has been deemed “the folk revival.”27 Dick Weismann attributes the revival to an
anthropologic impulse to guard and record American “roots” music of all kinds in the
early twentieth century, an impulse that was supported by record companies and
emerging sound technologies.28 Historians Stephen Petrus and Ron Cohen note the songs
of the revival ranged from those of Old World European peasants to African slaves,
transnational and transregional.29 Because many classic American folk numbers were
farm or labor songs, folk music also dovetailed with New Deal ideology and broad,
working-class political sensibilities. As Karl Miller importantly notes, during this same
early to midcentury period, American popular music developed a color line: black and
white performers were supposed to not only perform but “embody” racialized sounds.30
Yet, it was often the industry constructing these sounds of authenticity rather than the
artists.31
Understanding the racial makeup of the commercial folk revival scene is essential
for theorizing Simone and Baez’s different relationships to the folk music genre. In the
post World War II period, several festivals were organized for folk artists of all
backgrounds to showcase their repertoires, notably the Newport Folk Festival, which
began in 1959 and the Philadelphia Folk Festival, started in 1962. The annual Newport
festival in particular would become a launching pad for Baez and Odetta, attesting to the
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folk scene’s diverse cohort, despite critics and scholars’ decades-long prioritizing of
Dylan as the movement’s muse.
Outside the festival circuit, the center of the folk revival was undoubtedly and
paradoxically New York City. In terms of its lyrical subject matter and instrumentation,
folk music was often rural, and far removed from the more cosmopolitan genres like jazz
and swing that found a home in New York during the post-World War I period. The
Great Migration and post-war economic boom had made New York a diverse city and
center for artistic production. Uptown, neighborhoods like Harlem remained sites for
black literary and cultural production. Downtown, literary groups like the Beats had
already added an element of counterculture and experimental aesthetics by the late 1950s.
Washington Square Park became a hub for literati and political demonstrations alike, and
the folk musicians were soon to follow. Screenwriter and Village fixture Marshall
Brickman noted "The Village was a very fertile atmosphere…It was a marketplace, in the
best sense."32 Odetta, who brought her robust contralto to the village in the late 1950s,
noted the neighborhood was “an area of renegades, people with imagination."33
Greenwich Village thus became a site for interracial folk music exchanges, laying
the groundwork for interracial movement music. Clubs like the Bitter End, the Village
Gate, and Gerde’s Folk City became unconventional stages for interracial musical
encounters. The same clubs that promoted white “folkies” like Dylan, Baez, Yarrow,
Mimi Farina and Joan Collins also showcased artists of color like Charlie Parker, Odetta,
Abbey Lincoln, and Nina Simone. Village clubs served as a musical marketplace where
artists immersed themselves in styles and genres across racial lines, with perhaps more
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fluidity than in other areas of the country. Nina Simone recalls these interracial musical
communities in her memoir:
The whole thing was multiracial and integrated….The folk kids were discovering
blues players that jazz players knew so well that they regarded them as old
history, nothing to do with what was happening; but to the white kids it was
somebody else’s history they were hearing, so it was new and exciting.34
Significantly, Simone notes that the white folk singers became interested in subaltern
American musical forms like the blues and jazz.
However, it is worth noting that “folk” also became a racialized record industry
label— as a way of mining and archiving the white musical nation.35 Companies like
Vanguard and Folkways placed racial borders around the label “folk music,” using it to
market material by white artists like Dylan and Baez, not black ones like Simone and
Odetta.”36 Perhaps folk music’s pressure to represent “heartland” music could not escape
Jim Crow, or this was yet another circumstance of black musical genius being subsumed
by white appropriators. Despite the fact that she sang folk music in her sets at the Village
Gate and Bitter End, Nina Simone recalls, “because I was black, I was a jazz singer.”37
Likewise, Odetta, now remembered as one of folk music’s legends, was often labeled a
blues artist. 1956’s Odetta Sings Ballads and Blues serves as an example of this
racialized marketing. Despite over ten folk standards on the album, it was labeled and
titled a blues record. Regardless, this exposure to black music and artists in Greenwich
Village became essential for the white revival community’s relationship with the Civil
Rights Movement.
Petrus and Cohen argue that the white folk community in the Village almost
universally embraced the Civil Rights Movement of the late 1950s and early 1960s.38 In
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the early 1960s a diversity of Village artists went down South to participate in marches
and rallies. Photos of Bob Dylan, Joan Baez, and Pete Seeger alongside Martin Luther
King, Jr. singing “We Shall Overcome” at the 1963 March on Washington perhaps
superficially indicate an alliance of white liberal artistic sensibility and black freedom
fighters. Members of the Village folk cohort including Seeger, Phil Ochs, Carolyn
Hester, and Judy Collins all participated in Mississippi Freedom Summer of 1964,
playing at voter registration events and rallies.39 Owing to the amount of press coverage
they received, Tammy Kernodle maintains the folk movement’s participation was
essential in developing Northern, white audiences’ understanding of the Southern black
freedom movement.40
Yet, many of the white folk singers still possessed a naïve, romantic vision of the
South and the costs of defying Jim Crow. Joan Baez recalls visiting Grenada, Mississippi,
“looking out at the lush evergreens dripping with moss, and the undergrowth creeping up
to meet the branches… ‘Gosh, it’s beautiful down here,’ I ventured.” 41 In retrospect,
Baez recounts the confused reactions of the local black activists, more concerned with the
passing police cars than the foliage. Thus, Joan Baez and Nina Simone came to the Civil
Rights activism like they did folk music: with racially-determined expectations of their
roles. The sonic and lyrical postures of their respective protest songs, “Birmingham
Sunday” and “Mississippi Goddamn” reflect the differences imposed by this color line,
but also speak to a broader, shared effort to bridge the four black girls into public
consciousness of the Civil Rights Movement.
Mourning, Moanin’ & Birmingham
“No, baby,
no, you may not go,
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For I fear those guns will fire.
But you may go to church instead
And sing in the children’s choir.”
-- Dudley Randall, “The Ballad of Birmingham”
Before closely examining Baez and Simone’s musical responses to the 16th Street
Baptist Church bombing, it is useful to examine this event in the larger context of the
Civil Rights Movement. According to journalist and Birmingham native Diane
McWorter, Birmingham, Alabama was “the country’s purest example of segregation, a
civilization more peculiar than slavery, from which it had mutated.”42 Symbolically, the
1963 church bombing occurred 100 years after Emancipation, and stands as a symbol of
the tremendous continuity of racial violence in the South in the interim between Civil
War and Civil Rights. Bridget Cooks and Graham Eng-Wilmot further explicate this
contradictory moment in racial politics, “a doubling down on the American dream and
recognizing the racialized violence that buttresses its sociopolitical order… between a
desire to commemorate and an implacable drive to resist.”43 The deaths of Addie Mae
Collins, Cynthia Wesley, Carole Robertson, and Denise McNair were perhaps the Civil
Rights Movement’s nadir, but also a key turning point in the rhetoric of the movement
towards a language and sound of resistance.
In his eulogy to three of the little girls on September 18, 1963, Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. emphasizes both their innocence and the importance of political resistance even
in the moment of mourning:
These children-unoffending, innocent, and beautiful-were the victims of one of
the most vicious and tragic crimes ever perpetrated against humanity…They say
to each of us, black and white alike, that we must substitute courage for caution.
They say to us that we must be concerned not merely about who murdered them,
but about the system, the way of life, the philosophy which produced the
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murderers. Their death says to us that we must work passionately and
unrelentingly for the realization of the American dream.44
King’s language in the eulogy is uncharacteristically militant for a funeral and asks for a
reimagining of the nation itself, the “system” that had produced such evil.
The 16th Street Baptist Church bombing soon became prominent in the literary
and cultural imaginary of Civil Rights Art and its afterlife.45 The bombing is the subject
matter of several 1960s poems, including Audre Lorde’s “Suffer the Children,” Langston
Hughes’s “Birmingham Sunday (September 15, 1963),” Dudley Randall’s “The Ballad of
Birmingham,” Raymond Patterson’s “Birmingham, 1963,” and John Beecher’s “Escort
for a President.” Other notable literary works include Christopher Paul Curtis’s 1995
historical fiction The Watsons Go to Birmingham and Anthony Grooms’ 2001 novel
Bombingham, which explores congruences between the violence of Birmingham and the
Vietnam War. Thirty years later, Spike Lee’s 1997 documentary 4 Little Girls provided a
cinematic perspective, including a set of interviews with the victim’s families, as well as
a meditation on the role of the bombings in the longer context of the Civil Rights
Movement. The Birmingham bombing also received brief attention in televised
docudrama Sins of the Father (2002) and Ava Duvernay’s recent blockbuster film Selma
(2014).
Yet, despite its copious role in cultural production, fewer historical works anoint
the 16th Street Baptist church bombing as a significant marker on the timeline of the
movement when compared to the deaths of Emmett Till or later assassinations of King
and Malcolm X. This gendered elision is consistent with the longtime devaluing of black
girls as political subjects despite being the nation’s most vulnerable citizen group.
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Scholar Rebecca Wanzo maintains that when an American child goes missing or dies, the
media attention is often proportional to the “value” ascribed to that child’s potential as an
adult.46 Despite the statements from King and other movement leaders, the four little girls
were deemed virtually valueless by the local and national legal system. The Birmingham
police did nothing in the immediate years after the bombing and the FBI failed to act on
the information they gathered on local Ku Klux Klansmen suspected of the crime.47 FBI
Director J Edgar Hoover, long known for his antipathy to Civil Rights causes, even
closed the case in 1965.48 The bombing remained unsolved for nearly 15 years, until
Alabama Attorney General Bill Baxley reopened the case in 1977. 49 Baxley was only
able to convict one of the four bombers, Robert Chambliss, and Chambliss’s coconspirators were not prosecuted until 2001 and 2002, respectively.50 Thus, for decades
justice was deferred and the girls’ deaths denied national legal significance. In the
absence of justice, sound thus became an affective register for this grief and a site for the
work of black mourning. Sound becomes critical for mourning the girls and hearing a
new present where young black girls are formally included in the nation and the
bombing’s perpetrators can be brought to justice.
Ranging from Lorde’s poem to Lee’s film to the protest music by Simone and
Baez, cultural production surrounding the16th Street Baptist Church bombing is
universally tied to mourning. In “Mourning Remains,” David Eng and David Kazanjian
revisit Freud’s distinctions between mourning, predicated on a “declared, resolved,
finished, and dead” past and melancholia in which this past remains alive in the present.
They suggest the work of mourning is not possible without melancholia, which demands
an engagement with remains, “the question of what makes a world of new objects, places,
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and ideals possible.”51 Given the lack of physical remains of the bombing, the question of
how to mourn remains is all the more significant given this bodily absence. Eng and
Kazanjian also ponder what modes and affective registers render that new world
imaginable and thinkable.52 In the context of the Civil Rights Movement, one also has to
consider what makes a new world audible and visible, within a Jim Crow legal system
that continued to deny black Americans basic rights and access to justice. Ann Cheng’s
work on race and mourning suggests African Americans’ legal elision from the nation
provided a prolonged state of melancholia itself, “the struggle to translate racial grief into
social claims, for instance, formed a central drama in the desegregation of the nation.”53
Critics ranging from W.E.B. Du Bois to Leroi Jones and Fred Moten have noted
sound as a politically productive mode of mourning throughout the long black freedom
struggle in the United States. W.E.B. Du Bois famously theorized the black spiritual as
“the articulate message of the slave to the world, the most beautiful expression of human
experience born this side the seas… they tell of death and suffering and unvoiced longing
toward a truer world, of misty wander- ings and hidden ways.”54 In this exposition of the
spiritual, Du Bois links death and suffering to a potentially fertile melancholia, which
might lead to Eng and Kazanjian’s “world of new ideals.”
Certain types of black sonic aesthetics have been theorized as acts of racial
mourning. The black moan, specifically, has often been read in context with forms of
mourning and melancholia. In The Gospel Sound, Anthony Helibut notes the “essence of
the gospel style is a wordless moan.”55 While Helibut primarily understands the moan as
a musical form, he also cites it as a powerful and meaningful aesthetic that should
“forever banish the notion of the ‘contended darkie.’”56 Similarly, Fred Moten in essay
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“Black Mo’nin,” notes the importance of the black moan in funeral settings. Moten
focuses on the reception of the moan, urging us to “listen” to the staging of Emmett Till’s
funeral. Moten also suggests that listening might be a politically salient process for
mourning Till’s untimely death.57 The black moan can thus metaphorically stand for the
pain and suffering of radicalized violence.
Though not always understood in the context of mourning, jazz has often been
analyzed in the context of black liberation movements. One notable jazz work was indeed
written in response to the Birmingham bombing: John Coltrane’s “Alabama”. Released
on Coltrane Live at Birdland (1964), “Alabama” provides postmodern musical postures
as the answer to senseless racial violence, from Coltrane’s plaintive opening saxophone
solo to the band’s juxtaposing swing to its unfinished, dissonant ending. Cooks and EngWilmot draw our attention to the piece’s unrelenting duality, “two tones, two styles, two
rhythms that transmit the sorrowful lows and celebratory highs of Black progress in
Alabama.”58 Coltrane’s saxophone, alternating between high and low notes, sustained
phrases and staccato utterances, also mimics the role of a speaking voice, perhaps
delivering a eulogy to the four little girls. Craig Werner even suggests the piece mimics a
specific eulogy, that of King at the girls’ funeral.59 For the purposes of this project on
protest music, the question then becomes how to sonically theorize this particular black
loss that gives space to the racial and gendered dimensions of the mourning.
I am interested in how Joan Baez and Nina Simone’s musical responses to the
Birmingham church bombing continue the affect of Coltrane’s mourning song, but inside
the aesthetic conventions of the folk revival. The remainder of this chapter will examine
their two musical texts written in response to the Birmingham bombing: Baez’s
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“Birmingham Sunday” and Simone’s “Mississippi Goddam.” Comparing their musical
responses reveals a more nuanced, aesthetic timeline of Civil Rights artistic production.
Baez and Simone come to folk music from different musical and racial vantage points,
and comparing these vantage points can expand our understanding of the folk revival’s
relationship to Civil Rights politics. While both artists rely on folk music traditions, they
utilize different aesthetic practices and affective modes: Baez relying on sentimentality
and traditional folk narration in her ballad, “Birmingham Sunday” and Simone deploying
anger and imploding generic boundaries in anthem, “Mississippi Goddamn.”
“Birmingham Sunday”: Joan Baez’s Folk Sentimentality
There is this about Joan Baez and her repertoire. Although her songs come from many
regions, American or foreign, and from many sources, anonymous or composed, she does
not try to be Brazilian in singing a Brazilian song, or Negro in singing a spiritual.
—Langston Hughes 60
On the liner notes of Joan Baez/5 (1964), Langston Hughes attempted to explain
Joan Baez’s brand of folk music, noting: “she does not try to be Brazilian in singing a
Brazilian song, or Negro in singing a spiritual.”61 The following discussion will ponder
and question Hughes’s statement that Baez does not try to be or need to sing using black
musical forms to create a protest song for black victims of racial violence. When closely
examining “Birmingham Sunday” as a lyrical text and Baez’s vocal performance, black
musical and poetic forms are used strategically, albeit sparingly, to reach across the color
line. Otherwise, Baez’s reliance on sentimentality affectively distances her from the
song’s intended work of mourning black loss.
“Birmingham Sunday” is a mélange of musical traditions: written by fellow folk
musician Richard Farina, set to the tune of a Scottish ballad, and performed by Baez.
Examining just how these elements and musical traditions converge reveals the song’s
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affective interpretation of black mourning from the perspective of a white bystander.
“Birmingham Sunday” first appeared on a B side of Joan Baez/5, recorded in 1963 and
released in 1964 on the Vanguard label. This album was Baez’s first to feature songs by
contemporary writers, rather than old standards. Langston Hughes writes in the liner
notes, “drawn from the newspaper headlines of our times is Birmingham Sunday by
Richard Farina, musically so beautifully understated and on this recording so softly sung
by Baez…Birmingham Sunday is a quiet protest song.”62 Hughes also emphasizes the
significance of the song as one written directly for “the victims of the race war in the
American South...from this incident comes this song, and this disc records it for
history.”63 Thus, Baez’s recording of this original protest number realigns the folk music
genre with contemporary concerns, rather than a repurposing of old standards.
The tune of “Birmingham Sunday” is set to Scottish traditional ballad, “I Once
Loved a Lass.” Ballads have long been used to convey stories, since their origin in the
middle ages. 64 However, while medieval ballads tended to be used as “dancing songs” or
poetry set to music, in the 19th-century they were often used to convey unrequired love.
The Scottish ballad “I Loved a Lass” (also known as “The False Bridge”) sticks to this
formula, sung from the male perspective speaking of a lost love about to get married.65
Thus, the original tune also dealt with mourning and loss, though of a different and far
less tragic kind. The tune contains many long, legato phrases that tend to swell and then
diminish within each couplet.
Farina’s invoking of the ballad form also connects the Birmingham church
bombing to the larger literary and musical history the Civil Rights Movement. Writers
and musicians of the Civil Rights Movement often deployed the ballad genre ironically.
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The ballad is intimately connected to the mourning of another black child lost to the
movement: Emmett Till. Bob Dylan’s “The Death of Emmett Till” is sometimes referred
to as “the Ballad of Emmett Till” and utilizes several formulaic conventions of ballads:
long, narrative stanzas and AABB rhyme scheme. Additionally, in The Bean Eaters
(1960) poet Gwendolyn Brooks riffs on the ballad form in two poems that directly speak
to Till’s murder: “A Bronzeville Mother Loiters in Mississippi. Meanwhile, a Mississippi
Mother Burns Bacon” and “The Last Quatrain Of The Ballad Of Emmett Till.”66
Precisely this interest in ballads among black poets allowed the ballad to gain new
significance as a literary form inside the Civil Rights Movement.67 Thus, by adopting the
tune of a ballad, Farina references not only on the traditional Scottish tune, but the
ballad’s myriad of uses across the color line and contemporary repurposing by black
poets. Structurally, the song is in strophic form, with identical musical stanzas and a
repeating refrain at the end of each line. The lyrics of “Birmingham Sunday” intertwine
white sentimentality with a desire to animate and commemorate the individuality of the
four victims, by naming them in each succeeding stanza.
That cold autumn morning no eyes saw the sun
And Addie Mae Collins, her number was one
At an old Baptist church there was no need to run
And the choirs kept singing of freedom
The clouds they were grey and the autumn wind blew
And Denise McNair brought the number to two
The falcon of death was a creature they knew
And the choirs kept singing of freedom
The church it was crowded, but no one could see
That Cynthia Wesley's dark number was three
Her prayers and her feelings would shame you and me
And the choirs kept singing of freedom
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Young Carol Robertson entered the door
And the number her killers had given was four
She asked for a blessing but asked for no more
And the choirs kept singing of freedom68
Lyrically, “Birmingham Sunday” simultaneously provides agency to the black
victims and reiterates tropes of American sentimental narratives. Naming the girls
individually underscores the importance of saying their names and not rendering their
memories as disposable and torn as the bombing left their bodies. Devoting a stanza to
each victim also allows each victim equal space in the song. Yet, the descriptors that
accompany their names also place their deaths within a sentimental context. Rebecca
Wanzo defines sentimental storytelling as the narrativization of sympathy for political
mobilization.69 The lyrics refer to the girls alongside descriptions of innocence like
“young.” Emphasizing their youth grants the girls what Wanzo deems “affective agency,”
or their ability to move a populace inside a sentimental story.70 Wanzo also argues that
sentimentality guides the logic of who counts as a victim in American politics. One of the
song’s primary images is that of spilled blood, “On Birmingham Sunday the blood ran
like wine.” However, Farina does not specify black blood, which would perhaps limit
what Wanzo deems the “political currency” of the girls. Emphasizing their youth, rather
than their race, also allows the lyrics of “Birmingham Sunday” to foreclose the more
complicated systemic questions of racial injustice that caused the bombing in the first
place.
The ballad’s haunting refrain speaks to the significance of the black church as a
site of resistance, but also protests inside the conventions of sentimentality. The refrain at
the end of each stanza, “and the choirs kept singing of freedom,” emphasizes the
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importance of the black church as a site of mourning, as the church and its musical
traditions will keep the memory of the girls alive. Yet, this freedom is vague and
undefined. The bombing itself is only mentioned subtly, “a noise shook the ground.” The
perpetrators are implicated even less clearly, perhaps the “falcon of death” in the second
stanza and their actions the “cowardly sound” in the sixth. The most sentimental lyrical
moment in “Birmingham Sunday” is the juxtaposition of this freedom sound and the
cowardly sound, highlighting the evil of the bombers and the goodness of the choir:
On Birmingham Sunday a noise shook the ground
And people all over the earth turned around
For no one recalled a more cowardly sound
And the choirs kept singing of freedom71
On one hand, this reiterates the importance of the black choir as a site of resistance and
solace in the aftermath of the tragedy. Indeed, it is the good “singing” of freedom that
counters the dark imagery of death and destroyed innocence. Yet, Farina also establishes
a binary of good and evil that rests on individual morality, not political or structural
conditions. “Cowardly” references the individual cowardice of the bombers, not the
larger, longer history of racial injustice in the United States. Baez herself would later
comment, “it’s true that human nature is basically evil, but it’s also basically good. It’s a
question of which side you want to organize.”72
This dual emphasis on individual morality by both its lyricist and vocalist place
“Birmingham Sunday” even more firmly in the tradition of sentimentality, long used by
white American writers on topics of racial injustice since the 19th-century. Harriet
Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin is often noted as the most striking exemplar, little
Eva crying for Uncle Tom much in the way Baez musically cries and makes emotional
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pleas on behalf of the four little girls. Literary scholars have maintained that
sentimentality was critical for writing across the color line during the early years of the
freedom movement, and even used strategically by black writers in slave narratives.73
Baez’s song works in much the same way, singing across the color line to move
audiences of all races on the grounds of moral injustice.
Other critics have emphasized how sentimentality could be ineffective and even
exploit the suffering of black bodies. James Baldwin reminds us that sentimental protest
art is often politically futile, chiefly a “theological terror… a warfare waged daily in the
heart.”74 For Saidiya Hartman, sentimental images such as the ones found
in “Birmingham Sunday” paradoxically underscore black suffering and reiterate white
mastery. Yet, Hartman argues these moments actually “increase the difficulty of
beholding black suffering” due to an inability to witness the captive’s pain.”75 For
instance, in Farina’s opening stanza, “the blood ran like wine” certainly emphasizes the
scale of the violence, but perhaps precludes an ability to identify with the moment of the
bombing due to its spectral emphasis. The lyrics do nothing to differentiate the
experiences of the white spectator and black victim.
Baez’s vocal styling on “Birmingham Sunday” underscores the significance of
vocal performance in animating and completing a song’s affects, transforming Farina’s
sentimental ballad into what Langston Hughes deemed a “quiet protest.”76 The qualities
of Baez’s voice itself are also worthy of analysis. Music critic Anthony DeCurtis
explains, “Baez’s voice has always seemed to mean something…the purity of her tone,
the sunny heights to which her soprano could climb…the very yearning and ache in her
singing sounded like a longing for a better world. Her singing mattered.”77 On
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“Birmingham Sunday”, the yearning and ache DeCurtis signals become critical for
transforming the folk song into one of impassioned mourning.
On the recorded version of “Birmingham Sunday,” Baez begins the song with
folksy gusto, “come round by my side and I’ll sing you a song,” in keeping with the
theme of community and gathering often found in traditional folk songs.78 She reiterates
her position as a bystander with her careful diminuendo in the line “I'll sing it so softly,
it'll do no one wrong.”79 The last note is barely audible, and indicates her distance across
the color line from the violence recounted in the song.
Critically, the only words in which Baez utilizes melisma and vibrato appear in
the refrain, “and the choir kept singing of freedom.”80 By stylistically imitating a black
gospel choir on the word “freedom,” Baez establishes and acknowledges the significance
of black musical forms in the South even as she musically separates herself elsewhere in
the song. This counters Langston Hughes’s claim that Baez does not “try to be Negro”
when singing in black settings or about black communities. Rather, for Baez, black
musical forms become signifying devices inside the song to reach across the color line,
politically and aesthetically. Yet, we must also question the ephemeral nature of these
musical gestures in the larger context of “Birmingham Sunday” and Baez’s own activist
politics.
Baez’s mournful voice and musical stylings otherwise reproduce Farina’s lyrical
sentimentality. Baez’s vocal performance on the rest of “Birmingham Sunday” steps
away from black musical forms and aligns with the sentimentality through its high, pure
soprano and minimal use of melisma and dynamic changes. The 1964 recording is played
in a high key, with Baez singing in a clear, quiet voice that Hughes deemed “cool as
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rippling water, clear as a mountain stream.”81 Her dynamic choices indicate a respect for
the victims, as she sings their names in hushed, quiet tones in turn. Miami Herald music
critic Sylvie Reice noted in 1968: “Joan Baez is a dove singing of war and peace…her
singing makes me cry…Like Joan of Arc, she hears her own voices—leading her to
battle—non violent, of course.”82 Indeed, anger is missing from the tone and style of
Baez’s delivery despite the violent story told in “Birmingham Sunday”. Her voice is
angelic, but she seems to narrate the song from the safety of the heavens, not the
turbulence of Earth. Craig Werner asserts that Baez’s voice bears sonic “residues” of the
Anglo-American heritage that are affectively at odds with the black freedom fighters
whose cause she espoused.83 While her performance of “Birmingham Sunday,” indicates
a new, mournful approach to folk singing, Baez’s vocal stylings provide little in the
aesthetics of resistance.
Baez’s quiet, sentimental approach to folk singing aligns with her longtime
advocacy of nonviolence and friendship with Martin Luther King, Jr. She recounts how
her 1960s activism was split between the Civil Rights Movement and anti-war
movement. Baez recalls getting arrested at an anti-draft rally in Oakland during 1967 and
King visiting her in jail. In her recollections on their conversation, she notes how she
tried to persuade him of the unity in the cause of Civil Rights and antiwar movement,
under the umbrella of nonviolence: “blacks were fighting and dying on the front lines of
that already controversial and unpopular war.”84 In 1968, in the same year of King’s
death, Baez founded and opened the Institute for the Study of Nonviolence in Carmel,
California.85 Her decision to use King’s famed practice in the title notes his influence on
her activist philosophy, but also her growing fractures with more radical black activists.
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Baez noted many times throughout the 1960s and beyond that she preferred
human rights, not Civil Rights, and did not like focusing her efforts on one community or
bargaining for economic equality.86 In her memoir, she noted a disagreement with King,
“I talked mostly of our differences, how you wanted the black people to have their share
of American society…and how I thought having black sheriffs and city officials would
not do much to transform corruption.”87 Despite the time she spent with black activists
down South, Baez also saw limited appeal in the burgeoning black power movement: “in
the process of getting power you will inevitably oppress some other group. It’s the same
hassle I have with black power or red power.”88 Cultural critic John Carmody, who
interviewed Baez for a 1968 profile in the Miami Herald, remarked in frustration, “does
she know that this pacifist prose pillow she is punching is just so many abstractions?”89
The limitations of Baez’s politically strategies align with the limitations of her
sentimental protest music. Baez’s dove-like crooning and minimal use of black musical
forms in “Birmingham Sunday” contain the same sort of sonic pacifism. James Baldwin,
in famous essay “Everybody’s Protest Novel,” noted the limits of the “protest novel” and
other forms of American protest art for their emphasis on topicality and morality versus
aesthetics: “they are forgiven, on the strength of these good intentions, whatever violence
they do to language, whatever excessive demands they make of credibility.”90 Baldwin
questions how inventive music, literature, and art can develop in the tradition of
sentimentality. Despite the beauty of its vocal delivery and good intentions, Baez’s
recording of “Birmingham Sunday” reveals the affective limits of mourning without
anger, sentimentality without rage. These limits are most viscerally demonstrated when
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(re)examining this protest song inside the cinematic gaze of Spike Lee’s 1997
documentary on the 16th Street Baptist Church bombing, 4 Little Girls.
Afterlife of “Birmingham Sunday” in Politics and Cinematic Memory
Joan Baez’s pristine soprano is not a sound many would associate with Spike
Lee’s cinematic rebellion. However, “Birmingham Sunday” got a surprising cultural
revival thirty years later, after its use in Spike Lee’s 1997 documentary, 4 Little Girls.
Lee cinematically restablishes Baez’s rendition as a mourning song in the film’s opening
sequence, reveals the song’s unknown political consequences, and provides a sonic
counterexample in original song “4 Little Girls.” As Baez’s “Birmingham Sunday” plays
in the background, Spike Lee’s opening sequence melds images of a present-day
cemetery and grainy footage of Birmingham, Alabama in the 1960s. With its dramatic,
rapid cuts between the cemetery and police violence, the visual narrative juxtaposes with
Baez’s “quiet protest,” having the effect of weeping as the camera barely slows down
enough to capture the writing on the girls’ graves. Lee also places photos of the girls in
mixed-media layering on top of the contemporary cemetery footage, as Baez names them
each in the song.
4 Little Girls also reveals the perhaps unknown role of “Birmingham Sunday” in
the persecution of the 16th Street Baptist Church bombers. Lee’s documentary features an
interview with former Alabama Attorney General Bill Baxley, who re-opened the case in
1971 and won a conviction of one of the four bombers, Bob Chambliss, in 1977.91
Baxley recalls in the interview, “I hoped someday that I could be part of bringing those
people to justice….I got this record shortly after, Joan Baez…she had a song on there
called ‘Birmingham Sunday’ that mentioned the four little girls.” Lee then quietly plays
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“Birmingham Sunday” in the background as Baxley continues to speak of the song’s
influence: “almost every morning of my life until I became attorney general, I played that
Joan Baez song.”92 Baxley’s comments align perfectly with the intended effect of
sentimentality: to move a bystander on the grounds of moral injustice. The temporal
placement of this interview clip in the center of the film, between historical narration of
the bombing and present interviews with the victims’ families, also positions
“Birmingham Sunday” as the musical conduit between past and present, between
violence and justice.
However, rather than return to Baez during the film’s credits, Spike Lee
commissioned a new song to close 4 Little Girls, an original composition “4 Little Girls”
by Brooklyn singer/songwriter Pantera Saint-Montaigne. On her website, SaintMontaigne describes her sound as “cross-pollinated soul, a mixture of soul, folk and
pop.”93 Her background in folk is especially significant given her pairing with Baez on
the 4 Little Girls soundtrack. Yet, the hybridity of her genre gestures in “4 Little Girls” is
essential to the song’s work of bridging the folk music tradition and black musical forms.
Lyrically, “4 Little Girls” continues the plot-driven narration of Baez’s
“Birmingham Sunday” and other folk songs, but is far more specific in regard to the
perpetrators in the opening stanza:
On a sweet September morning in '63
in a quiet Baptist church on sixteenth street
children were sitting in bible class
when hooded men threw dynamite through the glass and
4 little girls,
4 little girls lost their lives94
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The bystander sentimentality of Baez and Farina has been replaced with more firm
indictments: the hooded men who threw the dynamite and the four little girls who lost
their lives. Like Farina, Saint-Montaigne names the girls, but also provides individual
details about their lives, ages, the instruments they played and their number of siblings.95
This attaches more personal details to their memories rather than a mere list of names.
Saint-Montaigne’s lyrics also reframe the mourning of the girls, “the soul of a nation
cried.”96 Here, we have collective mourning without sentimentality, as Saint-Montaigne
conjures the image of the weeping, broken nation, rather than the “cowardly” failures of a
few men.
Musically, “4 Little Girls” combines this folk narrative form with undoubtedly
black vocal aesthetics: the opening hum, melisma, and ending improvisation. SaintMontaigne’s raspy contralto opens the song with a soulful hum. The most melisma is on
the refrain, “4 little girls,” the four stretched out over eight bars. This reiterates the
children’s innocence and the number four was even too high. “4 Little Girls” also
features something “Birmingham Sunday” does not: a key change before the final chorus.
This provides a climax and allows Saint-Montaigne to reach a vocal range that causes
noticeable and emotionally resonant strain. The song ends eschewing the folk song
format—with Saint-Montaigne improvising the last lines of the chorus rather than
returning to the same melodic refrain. Thus, she references gospel, soul, and folk in a few
significant vocal gestures. By using Saint-Montaigne and Baez as musical bookends,
Spike Lee animates the variety of musical traditions across the color line that keep the
four little girls alive in cultural memory. Years before Lee’s film, another black artist
would also combine black musical traditions and folk sounds in her response to the 16th
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Street Baptist Church bombing—crossing not only the color line, but political, aesthetic,
and intellectual borders.
“Mississippi Goddamn”: Anger in Nina Simone’s Folk Anthem
“Witch Doctor Lady,
mystify the air.
Shoot it
with your firesong,
burn us
in the softest places
so that we feel,
thrill after you
when you have gone.
- Paulette Childress White, “Nina Simone”
Poet Paulette Childress White provides a new way of feeling Nina Simone, an
artist whose music we still struggle to hear. 97 Daphne Brooks has noted the difficulty of
analyzing the genre-defying Simone, “no one critical apparatus can sustain a sufficient
reading.”98 Indeed, Simone traversed the musical spaces of pop, folk, show tunes, jazz,
and soul, and wrote everything from love songs to protest anthems. But White allows us
to feel Simone’s musical affect, a “burn” which hits listeners in the softest, most
vulnerable places. Whereas the previous section examined how Joan Baez used musical
sentimentality to make Americans cry after the 1963 Birmingham church bombing, the
following section will analyze how Nina Simone made her audiences burn by responding
with anger to the deaths of four little black girls.
Like Baez and Farina, Simone was also inspired to write a protest song for the
four little girls, which would become her iconic “Mississippi Goddamn.” Simone recalls
in her autobiography, I Put a Spell on You:
when news came over the radio that somebody had thrown dynamite into the 16th
Street Baptist Church in Birmingham, Alabama while black children were
attending a Bible study class….It was more than I could take, and I sat struck
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dumb in my den like St. Paul on the road to Damascus: all the truths that I had
denied to myself for so long rose up and slapped my face.99
The Birmingham bombings are framed in the autobiography as a significant event in
Simone’s intellectual and musical bildungsroman. By comparing herself to St. Paul,
Simone likens the bombing to a conversion. Simone recalls writing the song as a political
turning point: “It was my first civil rights song…I knew that I would dedicate myself to
the struggle for black justice, freedom, and equality under the law for as long as it took,
until all our battles were won.”100
Many scholars have noted how “Mississippi Goddamn” marks Simone’s
conversion to, or perhaps immersion in, a black radical tradition. Ruth Feldstein notes
“Mississippi Goddamn” “cemented” a link between Simone and black power
militancy.101 Salamishah Tillet reads the protest anthem in context with Simone’s
friendships with activist-writers Lorraine Hansberry, James Baldwin, Langston Hughes,
and Malcolm X, whom she befriended in New York.102 Daphne Brooks and Tammy
Kernodle have both examined “Mississippi Goddamn” as a redefining of the freedom
song itself.103 Kernodle even suggests “Mississippi Goddamn” belongs to a “second
generation” of freedom songs in the mid 1960s that reflected the movement’s transition
from the interracial, church-based activism of King to black nationalist, black power
rhetoric.
Lyrically, the connection between “Mississippi Goddamn” and black power
ideology is fairy obvious. Kernodle suggests there are four major themes in Simone’s
lyrics: 1) explicit articulation of anger 2) a turn away from assimilation and the politics of
respectability 3) a turn away from the rhetoric of nonviolence and 4) a growing sense of
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secularism.104 The last theme is especially significant given the church-based activism of
the early Civil Rights Movement and the fact that “Mississippi Goddamn” was written to
mourn violence in a black church. The repetition of the curse word “Goddamn” also
distances Simone from religion and sentimentality.
Building on these previous critical assessments, I also believe “Mississippi
Goddamn” marks a transition from the interracial, collaborative spirit of the early 1960s
movement music. More so than this lyrical connection to black power, I am interested in
how Simone’s musical practices in “Mississippi Goddamn” suggest a political evolution.
Specifically, I am interested in how Simone’s interpretation of American folk music also
finds itself converted and reinvented through the lens of black power radicalism. In
addition to its biting lyrics and scorching vocals, Simone’s ironic gestures to folk music
and refusal of sentimentality allow “Mississippi Goddamn” its affective and aesthetic
burn. This argument first requires hearing Simone as a folk singer—a critical turn that
should be logical for those familiar with her archive, but has had difficulty gaining
footing due to the racialized classification of black singers during the 1960s.
Simone once referred to herself as a folk singer, and expressed frustration that
black artists were often excluded from the genre. In I Put a Spell on You, Simone notes,
“If I had to be called something it should have been a folk singer, because there was more
folk and blues than jazz in my playing.”105 However, a black artist could not occupy that
category in the late 1950s and early 1960s. Simone recalls that despite playing the same
clubs, there was still a racially-determined divide between musical communities—white
folk singers and black jazz singers—noting “not too many people were so slick that they
moved between the jazz and folk scenes.”106 Simone also faced record industry labels she
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did not like, “Calling me a jazz singer was a way of ignoring my musical background
because I didn’t fit into white ideas of what a black performer should be.”107 Simone
realized that such labels ignored her genre-bending creativity, and that genre was often as
much a racial construct as much as a musical one.
Folk had always been a significant piece of Nina Simone’s musical mosaic, dating
to her upbringing in Tyrone, North Carolina. Tyrone sits at the western corner of the
state, near the base of the Appalachian Mountains. While a young Simone trained as a
classical pianist, she grew up in the midst of a critical subculture of folk music. Jeff
Biggers argues Simone’s effortless blend of genres was learned in the Southern
Appalachian hamlet of her youth.108 Isolated Southern Appalachia had long been a fusion
of ethnic cultures dating to the 1800s, when a mix of European immigrants and African
slaves settled in the Carolina mountains near the iron and timber industries. They brought
with them a range of portable instruments, such as the fiddle, banjo, drums, and
mandolin—all of which would figure into the resulting amalgam of Appalachian
mountain music.109 Despite the interracial roots of this musical culture, Biggers argues
Southern black musicians have long been omitted from regional histories of Appalachian
mountain music. Biggers particularly notes the exclusion of Tennessee-born Bessie
Smith, one of Simone’s undeniable influences, remains one of the most “overlooked
stories in the history of American music.”110 Like Smith, Simone was also heir to the
Appalachian folk sound, as many of her early recordings demonstrate.
Her first live album, Nina Simone at Town Hall (1959) includes two Appalachian
folk standards: stomper “Cotton-Eyed Joe” and ballad “Black Is the Colour (Of My True
Love's Hair).” Simone found a comfortable sonic home within these American folk
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songs; the storytelling component of mountain music proved a natural fit for her
unmistakable, textured contralto. These tracks reveal Simone as both careful interpreter
and revisionist of the folk sound. On “Cotton-Eyed Joe”, she sticks to the traditional
melody and lyrics of the song, but slows down the tempo and adds elegant, legato
phrasing, transforming the campy tune into a plaintive love song. Another folk number
from Town Hall, “Black is the Colour (Of My True Love’s Hair),” demonstrates even
more deliberate revision and her roots in the sounds of Appalachia. The ballad appeared
earlier in several of Alan Lomax’s midcentury collections of American folk music and
was recorded by Kentucky folk singer and composer John Jacob Niles in 1941.111 When
comparing Niles’s version with Simone’s, there are notable distinctions: Simone’s lower
key, addition of a piano solo, and quiet, bluesy vocals. The racial implications, of a black
woman singing lovingly to a black male subject, also provide an example of racial pride,
animated by the brooding, melismatic lines. Simone recalls that after this album, critics
“started to talk about what sort of music I was playing and tried to find a neat slot to file
it away in.”112 They would have a hard time, as traditional folk tunes would continue to
appear on her live set lists and early 1960s studio albums, notably “Little Liza Jane” on
Nina Simone at Newport (1960) and “House of the Rising Sun” on Nina Simone at the
Village Gate (1962).
Simone’s exploration of folk music further developed in Greenwich Village
during the early 1960s, owing to the previously discussed cross-pollination between folk
artists and jazz artists in the neighborhood. Tommy Kernodle believes shows at the Bitter
End were essential to Simone’s exposure to the protest song formula.113 Simone recalls
going to the Bitter End and seeing the folk crowd, among them Baez, Dylan, Peter
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Yarrow, and Tim Hardin. “Most people at least knew about what was going on in the
other scene and they didn't pass judgment on what they were ignorant of. The whole
thing was multi-racial and integrated.”114 This is certainly different from Peter Yarrow’s
notion of folk music as escapism or Dylan’s more archival approach to the folk revival;
instead, Simone readily acknowledged the fertility of folk music for interracial musical
collaboration and perhaps, even for the development of new standards. Her interpretation
of the folk revival scene is far more capacious and radical for its possibility of bridging
musical aesthetics across the color line.
Thus, by 1963, folk music was not only an important part of Nina Simone’s
repertoire, but a key ingredient in her musical rebellion. It comes as little surprise,
therefore, that Simone employed features of folk music in her protest anthem,
“Mississippi Goddamn.” By taking up residence in the aesthetic space of folk, a genre
associated with her own upbringing in the poor, Appalachian South, Simone’s protest is
just as much about musical inheritance as it is racial violence. Critically, Simone also
returned to the folk music community to debut the song, first performing it at the Village
Gate in early 1964 before she recorded it at Carnegie Hall in March. The following
discussion will analyze how both Simone employs features of folk music in “Mississippi
Goddamn” and deliberately disavows them to signal a breakdown in the strategy of slow,
integrated activism.
In terms of its structure and instrumentation, “Mississippi Goddamns” mirrors
many of the folk songs found both in Simone’s repertoire and other protest songs in the
folk revival. The song, in its 1964 recorded version, is 32 bars and uses AABA form, the
structure that dominated much of popular music in the mid 20th-century. The use of a
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kick drum is also a nod to Appalachian tunes. The bouncy, piano solo opening mimics
other up-tempo roots music. Though with a piano, bass, and percussion, “Mississippi
Goddamn” contained more instrumentation than Baez’s simple guitar accompaniment,
both songs reply on vocal performance to create and sustain the song’s affective agency.
Kernodle suggests that “Mississippi Goddamn” mimics other folk protest songs in its
prioritizing of Simone’s voice in the performance.115 This is in keeping with folk revival
ethos that the singer, rather than the tune, carries the narrative responsibility.116
Simone’s “Mississippi Goddamn” also fits a key tenant of American folk music in
that it explains a subnational experience. Kip Lornell argues that folk music at its essence
provides “a glimpse of regional America.”117 Lornell contends that this occurs lyrically
in the restating of regional tales and myths, and musically in specific practices significant
to that region, from instrumentation to dialect. Simone evokes the Southern, black
regional experience through her lyrical condemnations and gestures to Appalachian
musical forms, narratively explaining the experience of being black in America in 1963.
Simone recalls how writing this song made her think about black life, not merely black
political philosophy:
I suddenly realized what it was to be black in America in 1963, but it wasn’t an
intellectual connection of the type Lorraine had been repeating to me over and
over—it came as a rush of fury, hatred, and determination. In church language,
the Truth entered into me and I came through.”118
Simone’s ironic use of metonymy in “Mississippi Goddamn” is a gesture to and
revision of American folk music’s storytelling. American folk songs are known for their
long, elaborate narratives, especially ones dealing with racial injustice. Consider the
lyrical play-by-play of Dylan’s “The Death of Emmett Till” or Baez’s “Birmingham
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Sunday” as examples. However, Simone takes a new approach to folk storytelling. From
the title, one would guess Simone is delivering a protest song about Medgar Evers,
Mississippi activist who was murdered in June of 1963, or perhaps a belated lament for
Emmett Till, whose death in Money, Mississippi in 1955 is credited with sparking the
modern Civil Rights Movement. Yet, the first line of the song references the events of the
16th Street Baptist Church bombing. Critically, Simone does not mourn the girls in the
same way Baez does, only references the bombings metonymically as “Alabama” in the
opening stanza:
Alabama's gotten me so upset
Tennessee made me lose my rest
And everybody knows about Mississippi Goddam119
Simone notes in her autobiography, “The bombing of the little girls in Alabama and the
murder of Medgar Evers were like the final pieces of a jigsaw that made no sense until
you had fitted the whole thing together.”120
Thus, for her, the church bombing was not only significant as an individual act of
terror, but the way it fit into a longer history of racial violence in the United States. A
Time music critic wrote of the folk revival in 1962: “At its best, it unpretentiously calls
up a sense of history. It shines with language in which short words and images go long
distances, upstream all the way against the main currents of polished grammar.”121
Simone certainly calls up a history, but an alternate one: the untold, daily experience of
being black in the United States. The references to hound dogs and jail in the second
verse attest to the specific Jim Crow history she summons.
Simone’s use of metonym in “Mississippi Goddamn” also strategically denies her
white audiences access to black pain and suffering. Simone’s refusal to name the girls or
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go into the specific circumstances of the 16th Street Baptist Church bombing does not
diminish their importance, even though she provides nothing as explicit as Farina/Baez.
Returning to Scenes of Subjection, Hartman allows us a way of reading Simone’s refusal.
Dating back to slavery, displays of black pain often had the intended response of white
feeling to reduce white guilt. Such scenes, such as the famed beating of Uncle Tom at the
close of Stowe’s sentimental novel, thereby minimize the suffering of the black body,
“Pain isn’t really pain for the enslaved, because of their limited sentience, tendency to
forget, and easily consolable grief.”122 By denying audiences the spectral pleasure of the
four little girls’ pain, Simone refutes that black grief is consolable or fixable through
white sentiment. “Mississippi Goddamn” in many ways is about the evolution of black
grief to a political philosophy, not personal transformation or national healing.
Yet, the song’s musical steps outside of folk music are also essential to Simone’s
protest song philosophy. Simone many times recounted being skeptical of protest song as
a category: “I shied away from; I didn’t like ‘protest music’ because it was so simple and
unimaginative it stripped the dignity away from the people it was trying to celebrate. ”123
Thus, aesthetic complexity and genre bending become her means of infusing dignity and
celebration into the protest song tradition. Daphne Brooks contends that Simone’s social
protest manifests itself in this aesthetic and musical heterogeneity.124 Simone steps out of
the genre of folk music in three key ways: by inserting herself into the story, musically
preventing a singable tune, and creating distance, rather than intimacy with her audience.
With this genre bending, the affect of her eulogy also changes from grief to anger and
mobilization.
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A primary tenant of Western folk music is the idea of the singer as merely a bard
or narrator. Kernodle notes that most freedom songs from the American folk revival
movement featured the vocalist narrating from a “sideline” perspective.125 Simone begins
the song by firmly placing herself inside the story, “Alabama’s got me so upset.” This
intimately establishes her shared place in the racial order and an affinity with the four
little girls. In the second verse, after a dark modulation to A minor, Simone places herself
even more deliberately in the story:
Hound dogs on my trail
School children sitting in jail
Black cat cross my path
I think every day's gonna be my last126
Thus, just as she has referenced a few select famous stories of racial injustice, she has
also reiterated violence’s place in her own daily life and that of any black American. By
inserting herself into the story, Simone has also blurred the lines of bearer and
participant, much in the way Zora Neale Hurston inserted herself into the black folklore
she collected in the 1930s. When compared to the strict third person of Baez’s
“Birmingham Sunday,” Simone creates identification through shared anger, rather than
shared tears.
One significant vocal gesture in “Mississippi Goddamn” further distances the
song from folk protest music and establishes rage as the song’s primary affect: the
scream. According to Salamishah Tillet, Simone’s androgynous, jagged contralto itself
has long been linked to the “burden of conscripted blackness.”127 However, in addition to
register and timbre, Simone’s vocal gestures work to infuse “Mississippi Goddamn” with
sonic rage. On several words, Simone stops singing and delivers the lyrics in an angry
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scream. The most memorable of these is the last of the refrain, “Goddamn.” Each time
she returns to the refrain, the phrase builds to the scream, punctuating the song with sonic
rage. Another use of the scream occurs at the end of phrase “I can't stand the pressure
much longer,” indicating her impatience with slow, integration-focused politics. The
scream also occurs in the final refrain of “Mississippi Goddamn, slightly revised to say,
“everybody knows about Alabama,” returning to the Birmingham bombings as the
inciting act of violence for the song. Revising the refrain to include “Alabama” also
produces lyrical disorientation that prevents the repetition and familiarity that was so
essential to the folk revival sound. Whereas Baez’s refrain about the freedom choir was
meant to provide comfort, Simone’s lyrical diversions are intentionally unsettling.
Simone also refuses Baez’s brand of sentimentality through her spoken
interjections to the audience and choice to record “Mississippi Goddamn” in front of a
white audience at Carnegie Hall in 1964. Simone could have recorded at the more
integrated Village Gate, like she did for her 1962 album, but the fact that she did not
suggests that interracial tension was essential to the sonic staging of this performance.
Indeed, after she announces, “the name of this tune is Mississippi Goddamn,” the
audience audibly laughs.128 Simone then interjects, “and I mean every word,” indicating
the song is no joke. Brooks has argued the disconnect between Simone and her laughing
audience actually refutes the “putative distance between worldy New York and God
amn(ed) rural Mississippi.”129 This disconnect between performer and audience also has
another meaning in terms of the Civil Rights Movement’s interracial activism: Simone
permanently embeds white laughter into her manifesto of black pain.
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Here, she has broken the true tenant of interracial folk music—as a rallying,
communal musical practice, perhaps to question integration as a political goal. Whereas
Baez told the story of the girls’ deaths, Simone explains its significance. In the middle of
the performance, Simone exclaims, “this is a show tune, but the show hasn't been written
for it yet.”130 This not only disrupts the flow of the song, but establishes further anxiety
and tension. This time, there is less laughter. The final injection, “bet you thought I was
kidding” is met with near silence, as audiences are not sure how to respond to this new
sound and affect of protest. Brooks argues these interjections allow Simone to refuse her
white audience’s “sentimental gaze.”131 Thus, the dismantling of sentimentality becomes
necessary for Simone’s transmission of what Salamishah Tillet deems a “righteous
rage.”132
Simone details in her memoir that she was trying to determine whether she
believed in integration or separatism during 1963, the same summer she toured with King
and Baez for the “Salute to Freedom” benefit at Birmingham’s Miles College. Then, the
16th Street Baptist Church was bombed. Simone recalls a change in her political and
artistic philosophy: “I knew that I would dedicate myself to the struggle for black justice,
freedom, and equality under the law for as long as it took, until all our battles were
won.”133 Sonically and lyrically, “Mississippi Goddamn” can be read as Simone’s
internal dialogue about where to go next.134 The deaths of the four little girls thus became
both the personal and political fulcrum of Simone’s artistic transformation. With
“Mississippi Goddamn,” she sounds the intellectual bridge to a Black Power artistic
sensibility.
From Folk Reinvention to Black Power
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Returning to Bob Dylan’s controversial curation of the American folk revival as
songs that tell of “this America,” Baez and Simone certainly delivered with “Birmingham
Sunday” and “Mississippi Goddamn.” They both use some combination of traditional
singing and politically-resonant American storytelling as the backbone of their protest
music. However, rather than seek to unify the American nation, both make sonic moves
to upend and disrupt it, in the words of scholar Farah Griffin, signaling and provoking a
crisis in national unity.135
Tracing this musical correspondence between Joan Baez and Nina Simone also
reveals a critical juncture in the genealogy of the protest song. For a brief moment in the
1960s, both white and black artists sought to use the protest song as a political treatise,
and believed that commercial music could truly start a movement. Simone recalls
“Mississippi Goddamn” starting a broader black revolution.
After “Mississippi Goddamn,” the entire direction of my life shifted, and for the
next seven years I was driven by civil rights and the hope of black revolution. I
was proud of what I was doing and proud to be part of a movement that was
changing history. It made what I did for a living something much more
worthwhile.136
By the time of Simone’s musical revolution, however, tensions developed
between the white folk singers and black activists over the use of music at movement
events. The 1965 Selma March serves as a good example. SNCC Freedom Singer
Bernice Reagon notes a disproportionate amount of media attention on white “celebrity”
singers like Baez, Seeger, and Peter, Paul, and Mary. She argues the Selma Freedom
Choir was not given the opportunity to sing as a consequence.137 There was also the
question of what to sing. Many black activists like Fannie Lou Hamer had long been
using black spirituals in speeches across the country. At rallies in the South especially,
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there developed a sense that music utilized should stem from the musical traditions of the
black community and black church specifically.138 The black freedom songs’
incorporation of call and response structures, biblical allusions, and repetition reflects this
aesthetic influence of gospel— a different blueprint than folk revival music. Like Baez in
the Birmingham Baptist Church, the folk singers found themselves musically displaced
from the changing sounds of the freedom movement.
Bob Dylan’s public step away from the Civil Rights Movement only further
exacerbated these tensions. Greenwich’s Village’s prodigal son many times indicated his
complex relationship with “the protest song.” Early 1960s protest anthems such as “The
Death of Emmett Till” and “Blowin in the Wind” temporarily established the young folk
singer as the face and voice of protest music.139 However, in 1964, only three years after
he debuted as the revival hero at Carnegie Hall, and the same month Simone recorded
“Mississippi Goddamn,” Dylan vowed to The New Yorker’s Hat Hentoff, “"Me, I don't
want to write for people anymore - you know, be a spokesman...I'm not part of no
movement.”140 Dylan’s use of black idioms and dialect while delivering his sign-off from
1960s racial politics is not only deeply ironic, but also reveals the lingering influence of
black music on the folk aesthetic.
In addition to mounting tensions between the folk community and black activists,
the Civil Rights Movement itself shifted by the mid 1960s. The ascension of Stokely
Carmichael in SNCC leadership indicated a turn from southern integration to black
nationalism, and the soundtrack also changed. White folk music and its optimistic,
interracial youth culture did not translate as well with militant, black power sensibilities.
However, for one precise, intermediate moment of alignment in 1963, two women artists
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used the folk genre to mourn and write black girls back into the story of the Civil Rights
Movement.
Simone’s “Mississippi Goddamn” also represents a revolution of what a protest
song should sound like beyond a static narration of racial violence. Indeed, for Simone,
the protest song was as much about aesthetic reinvention as political posture. Reading her
in context with Baez and folk revival reveals just the scale and stakes of her reinvention.
Simone was also setting the stage for a new type of protest music under the Black Power
Movement—where aesthetics became even more political and reaching an interracial
audience became less of priority. Shana Redmond contends that the rising Black Power
Movement of the mid 1960s, “found in Simone’s music an alternative method of
articulation and archive of consciousness.”141 Indeed, from black power do her incessant
sampling in contemporary hip-hip, Simone’s music itself has a long history in the sound
of resistance. For singing this sonic divide- between the interracial folk revival and black
power anthems, Simone remains not only a musical maverick, but a blueprint for the next
era of protest music that would follow.
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Chapter 3
Singin’ A Deep Song:
Blues Revivals at the Crossroads of Black Power and Feminism
The blues calling my name.
She is singing a deep song
She is singing a deep song.
- Gayl Jones, “Deep Song”
The opening lines of Gayl Jones’s 1975 poem “Deep Song” personify the blues as
female, a woman casting a powerful spell over both a lover and audience. Jones creates a
new type of song, a “deep song,” that echoes throughout the poem in call and response.
This deep song was written in memory of blues legend Billie Holiday inside the artistic
and political sensibility of the 1970s Black Power Movement.1 Jones’s poem is but one
example of how the blues refigured during a deeply intertextual artistic era that
simultaneously witnessed the peak of black nationalism and the birth of the feminist
movement. This chapter will consider black women’s blues singing as an intellectual
bridge between these two significant social movements. Jones’s poem ultimately poses
two central questions: just what is the “deep song” of the blues, and how is it inextricably
tied to the black woman’s voice?
Outside the pages of poetry and on the radio, black women musicians were also
singing the blues. Following fiery protest anthem “Mississippi Goddamn,” Nina Simone
joined with jazz singer Abbey Lincoln to write 1967’s more reflective, but stirring “Blues
for Mama.”2 This new blues composition pairs the structure and sound of a classic blues
song with a story of domestic violence. Lincoln was also no stranger to protest music,
having memorably provided the piercing screams on Max Roach’s jazz album, We Insist!
Max Roach's Freedom Now Suite. This time, Roach’s muse turned scribe, penning a song
115

for Simone that linked women’s subjectivity with Black Power’s self-determination.
Simone and Lincoln leave their subject (and listener) with an imperative, “Hey Lordy
mama, what you gonna do?”
Linda Dahl provides a way of understanding the blueswoman’s prevalence across
mediums during the Black Power period:
Yet it was the blueswoman who held and molded the power of the word in black
music. Her public did more than adore her; they respected her. Though she might
be rejected by polite society, to the people who came to hear her “tell it like it is,”
she was a kind of preacher, a priestess….she could raise up power and display her
strength and allure as a black person, and as a woman.3
The blueswoman’s demand for respect, control of her music, and glorification of
traditional black cultural forms aligns with the political agenda of the Black Power
Movement and its “spiritual sister,” the Black Arts Movement.4 Adam Gussow argues the
Black Arts/Black Power Movement refigured the blues as “a cherished ancestral
rootstock” that could be put to contemporary political purpose.5 Gussow further contends
that these blues of the Black Arts/Black Power Movement were not sorrow songs, but
survivor songs that etched “swaggering lyric joy” out of an evil world.6 However, these
survivor songs, from tribute poems like “Deep Song” to new musical compositions like
“Blues for Mama” signaled a renewed interest in the blues as not only as a spiritual
language of black experience, but more specifically black women’s experiences.
Critics have long noted how writers of the Black Arts Movement looked back to
the blues artists of the 1920s and 1930s for an archive of black radical expression. Larry
Neal, famed theorist of the Black Arts Movement, wrote, “a cultural revolution that does
not include and absorb blues feelings and modes of sound will surely fail.””7 Neal also
contended, “the Black Arts Movement proposes a radical reordering of the western
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cultural aesthetic. It proposes a separate symbolism, mythology, critique, and
iconology.”8 For many writers of the Black Arts Movement, the blues became both
subject and language of that mythology. The blueswoman archetype emerges frequently
in Black Arts fiction. Blues singers notably appear as protagonists in Gayl Jones’s 1974
novel Corregidora and Toni Cade Bambara’s 1977 short story “Witchbird,” uses the
blueswoman figure to stage new conversations about community, history, and sexuality.
The 1960s and 1970s also witnessed many tribute poems to classic blues artists, from
Sherley Ann Williams’s praise song to Bessie Smith’s singing “just behind the beat” to
Amiri Baraka’s haunting prose poem to “dark lady” Billie Holiday.9
Yet, in some of these literary tributes, the iconic blues singers of the past are
reduced to faint muses. Sherley Ann Williams’s Bessie Smith seems to echo like a ghost,
“that sweet sweet voice throwing its light on me.”10 Additionally, while Baraka certainly
concedes Holiday’s genius, (“nothing was more perfect”) his tribute includes the
admonition that “a man told me Billie Holiday wasn’t singing the blues,” creating
mystery and distance from his subject.11 The Black Arts Movement is often criticized for
its valorization of black masculinity, and thus is a somewhat limiting intellectual frame in
which to understand emergent black feminism.12 This blueswomen figure found across
Black Arts literature—while positioned as a mother figure of black culture—does not
always reach a point of feminist consciousness.
I am interested in the possibility that later blues music created in the late 1960s
and 1970s by black women performers provided a way to unite feminist consciousness
with black cultural pride, both inside and in spite of the gendered politics of the Black
Power Movement. This chapter will analyze how popular music can lend new insight on
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the relationship between the blues, Black Power, and feminist consciousness. In singing
the blues, I argue, black women musicians were forming an aesthetic space for gendered
critique inside the Black Power Movement. As Hazel Carby notes, the blues had long
been a site of gendered discourse, where black women could “construct themselves as
subjects through song.”13 Carby’s work, along with that of Angela Davis, brought the
sexual politics and empowerment of blueswomen like Bessie Smith and Ma Rainey to the
critical forefront. Carby argues there was a “women-dominated blues” that emerged in
the 1920s, as the blues allowed women to address what we now call intersectionality, the
linked matrices of race, gender, and class that have long given black women a peculiar
position in the American political order.
As this chapter will argue, there was another moment of “women-dominated
blues” in the late 1960s and 1970s that coincided with both the Black Power Movement
and second-wave feminism, known then as the women’s liberation movement. The artists
who turned to the blues were already established performers and typically not understood
as blues musicians. Yet, Odetta, Nina Simone, Abbey Lincoln, Aretha Franklin, and
Betty Davis were all turning back to the blues to wrestle with the tensions between Black
Power and women’s liberation, two broad social justice movements to dominate the
decade. This chapter will argue their original blues compositions become an intellectual
and artistic bridge between the two movements, foreshadowing what Alice Walker would
a few years later term “womanism” or what is now referred to as black feminism.14
Lisa Gail Collins argues Black Power and the women’s liberation movement were
connected by similar utopian visions, as “both struggles ardently imagined a world where
they would thrive, be safe, and feel connected, authentic, and whole.”15 Both movements
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also envisioned a militant role for artist, not as an elusive, detached creative, but a
communal representative who spoke for the people and used art and music as tools of
consciousness-raising.16 Yet, Black Power and women’s liberation were rarely working
and organizing together, remaining “parallel struggles” despite similar strategies, tactics,
and goals.17
I use the term “women’s liberation movement” to describe the larger body of
activist work in the 1960s and 1970s commonly known as second-wave feminism that
prioritized workplace equality and reproductive rights. In this chapter, I avoid using
“feminism” without contextualization, as many of the artists in this chapter did not use
that specific word, despite my reading of their aesthetic practices as examples of feminist
consciousness. The women’s liberation movement, at this stage, remained largely white
and middle class, in the words of Gloria Steinem resistant to forming a “revolutionary
vanguard” with other social justice movements such as Black Power.18 Similarly, as
several scholars have demonstrated, Black Power activists had a “preoccupation with
shoring up black masculinity by controlling the reins of power in the black community”
which often resulted in black women’s subordination or exclusion from leadership
positions.19 Art making, therefore, became a venue for black women to carve their dual
importance to both political revolutions, in this case standing at the crossroads of
simultaneous liberation from racism and sexism.
I use the metaphor of the crossroads to demonstrate how black women’s blues
singing created a bridge between these two significant social justice movements that did
not often collaborate. The metaphor of the crossroads has also long held significance in
discussions of the blues. For years, the myth of Delta legend Robert Johnson selling his
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soul at the crossroads in the woods for musical talent has retained a powerful hold over
the American musical imagination.20 Similarly, the blues songs of the early to mid 20thcentury were often linked to traveling and transition. Farah Griffin cites a subgenre of
“migration blues” that coincided with the Great Migration, as “rural blues” articulated a
desire for African Americans in the South to move North and “urban blues” expressed
nostalgia for a displaced sense of home.21
Rather than read the blues as a temporal or geographical site of transition, I would
like to examine how blues singing became an aesthetic setting for black women
musicians to transcend an ideological separation. The blues became a venue for
imagining and creating a higher freedom: from state-sanctioned racism, poverty, sexual
dissatisfaction, respectability politics, traditional gender mores, and domestic violence.
In turning to the blues, black women performers found a way to stand and sing at the
crossroads of these myriad protests and revolutions, linking them in ways established
political movements would not. As Abbey Lincoln wrote in a powerful 1966 essay, "We
are the women who are invisible on the television and movie screens, on the Broadway
stage. We are the women who are lusted after, sneered at, leered at, hissed at, yelled at,
grabbed at, tracked down by white degenerates… Who will revere the black woman?”22
By examining this shared interest in the blues during the late 1960s and 1970s
among such diverse musical icons as Abbey Lincoln, Nina Simone, Aretha Franklin, and
Betty Davis, I hope to illuminate the political significance of such aesthetic reciprocity.
Using a combination of archival documents, interviews, and close musical readings, this
chapter will demonstrate that singing, writing, covering, or even referencing the blues
was a profoundly intellectual and intertextual gesture for this cohort of black women
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musicians during the Black Power era. Collectively, they used the language of the blues
to center black women’s experiences inside the Black Power project, rendering their
sonic practices vanguard forms of intersectional expression. Before examining the
musical texts that formed this Black Power blues revival, it is necessary to examine how
and why women’s blues music has been largely overlooked in existing critical
discussions of Black Power.
Periodization, Gender, & Genre
Creating a soundtrack that chronicles blues music and gendered consciousness
across the Black Power Movement first requires expanding our existing definitions of the
Black Power era and its cultural production. Determining the timeline of the Black Power
Movement has been the subject of much critical inquiry across a variety of fields,
including history, literary studies, and black musical studies. Traditionally, the Black
Power period has been defined as beginning in the mid 1960s and ending by the late
1970s.23 However, recently, scholars have begun to rethink the timeline of the Black
Power Movement and its relationship to the long Civil Rights Movement.
Peniel Joseph has suggested more continuity between the Civil Rights and Black
Power periods, arguing “the racial uprisings, self-defense movements, and cultural pride
celebrations subsequently associated with Black Power era radicalism were far from a
decisive break from a more hopeful era.”24 Robert Self similarly laments that efforts to
strictly periodize the Civil Rights Movement from 1955 to 1965 had the additional effect
of minimizing and discrediting various forms of radicalism like Black Power Movement.
This historical framing of Civil Rights as a decade of legal history renders Black Power
as an isolated, reactionary moment of revolutionary activity in the mid 1960s, rather than
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a longer historical frame of black radicalism dating to the 1930s.25 In turn, perhaps our
mapping of Black Power’s cultural production should also “contextualize rather than
marginalize,” as well as move away from this rigid periodization.26
This chapter will broadly consider how women’s voices allow scholars to rethink
both the periodizing of Black Power and its gendered aesthetics. One common thread
among Black Power histories is their myth-making around charismatic male leaders.
Amy Abugo Ongiri finds Black Power’s nexus in a clash between Martin Luther King, Jr.
and Stokely Carmichael at Greenwood Mississippi’s 1966 “March Against Fear.”27 Jama
Lazerow and Yohuru Williams look to the 1966 founding of the Black Panther Party by
Huey Newton and Bobby Seale as a resurgent moment of black radicalism. Literary
scholars have, traditionally, reinforced this gendered framing by tracing the Black Arts
Movement to Amiri Baraka’s 1965 founding of the Black Arts school in Harlem. As
scholar Emily Lordi notes, the dominant image of Black Arts is that of “a family affair
between black men.”28 Larry Neal wrote in 1968 that the inherent values of the Black
Power Movement (nationhood and self-determination) were finding “concrete expression
in the aesthetics of Afro-American dramatists, poets, choreographers, musicians and
novelists.”29 Neal further stated that the aim of the Black Power artist was to define the
world on “his” own terms, a project that black women performers profiled in this chapter
clearly understood: from Aretha’s call for “Respect” to Abbey Lincoln’s piercing
sounding of liberation on We Insist!.
Musicologists have largely theorized Black Power not temporally, but
aesthetically. The Black Power period has been most prolifically studied through two
musical genres: jazz and soul. In terms of the former, the aesthetic innovation of jazz has
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often been aligned with the political possibility of black nationalism. Recent critical
efforts have placed mid-century developments in jazz alongside events of the Civil
Rights/Black Power Movement and reflect on how music allows scholars to better
understand that particular political chasm. Several works suggest jazz as the means to
understanding the transition from Civil Rights to black nationalism.30 Other critical works
have pondered jazz outside an American context as the sonic link to a larger, diasporic
freedom struggle, such as Robin D. G. Kelly’s Africa Speaks, America Answers: Modern
Jazz in Revolutionary Times (2012), Shana Redmond’s Anthem (2013) and Penny Von
Eschen’s Satchmo Blows Up the World: Jazz Ambassadors Play the Cold War (2004).
One jazz critical work is notable for the questions it raises about the Black Arts
Movement, gender, and musical genius. Eric Porter’s What is This Thing Called Jazz?
African American Musicians as Artists and Activists provides an intellectual history of
jazz, linking the social activism of artists with close readings of their work.31 Riffing on
Larry Neal’s term, Porter importantly locates a “Black Arts imperative” in 1960s and
1970s jazz that linked the new, free jazz with political consciousness among jazz artists
and the need to make music that addressed the spiritual and cultural needs of the black
community.32 Porter’s work is notable for featuring a chapter on Abbey Lincoln to grind
against what he deems a “masculine Romanticism” that has marred jazz criticism.
Porter’s work raises the question of just how this Black Arts imperative has also long
been married to gendered notions of musical genius.
Soul has been perceived in many ways as the commercial apotheosis of jazz for
the Black Power period. Mark Anthony Neal’s What the Music Said importantly argues
that commercialization did not necessarily preclude innovation or political agency for
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many black popular music genres like soul music.33 Craig Werner’s Higher Ground:
Stevie Wonder, Aretha Franklin, Curtis Mayfield, and the Rise and Fall of American Soul
provides a thorough genre study that contemplates the paradox of soul existing as “black
suffering, sorrow, and survival” that also inspired interracial dialogue and reception.34.
Gayle Wald’s It’s Been Beautiful: Soul! and Black Power Television importantly
emphasizes the larger cultural project of soul music through a study of a televised setting
that provided a showcase for many musicians associated with Black Power.35
Soul has perhaps so overwhelmed our understanding of music and black
consciousness that the genre has become its own periodization.36 Mark Anthony Neal
defines a “soul era” between the 1963 March on Washington and 1978 Bakke decision
that produced a radical reimagining of African American life and cultural aesthetics.37
Neal usefully blurs the boundaries of the Civil Rights and Black Power periods in their
relation to musical aesthetics. I would like to similarly use black women’s music to argue
for greater political and aesthetic continuity across these periods, creating what I am
deeming a “blues revival” of the mid 1960s through the late 1970s that sought to not only
articulate black nationalism and racial pride, but early feminist consciousness. In essence,
that analyzing black women’s blues music creates a deeper, more diverse aesthetic fabric
for Black Power music and constructs an important dialogue between the Black Power
and women’s liberation movements.
The blues has long been an important African American musical genre and
aesthetic signifier across mediums of black art. Cheryl Wall suggests we consider the
blues as a “celebrated tradition of performed blackness.”38 LeRoi Jones’s seminal Blues
People: Negro Music in White America (1963) proved an important critical precursor to
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the blues being understood as a musical transcription of black consciousness. Houston
Baker also provided a useful definition of the blues both formally and symbolically:
the blues are a synthesis (albeit one synthesizing rather than one already
hypostatized). Combining work songs, group seculars, field hollers, sacred
harmonies, proverbial wisdom, folk philosophy, political commentary, ribald
humor, elegiac lament, and much more, they constitute an amalgam that seems to
always have been in motion in America—always becoming, shaping,
transforming, displacing the peculiar experiences of Africans in the New World.39
More recently, feminist scholars have reexamined the blues as a cultural form that
also allowed for groundbreaking expressions of black women’s sexuality and
empowerment. In her study of Ma Rainey, Bessie Smith, and Billie Holiday, Angela
Davis found that the blues addressed urgent social issues and helped shape a collective
black consciousness. More compelling is Davis’s assertion that women’s blues music of
the 1920s and 1930s did not always conform to patriarchal narratives and instead
provides a “rich terrain for examining a historical black feminist consciousness.”40
Hazel Carby similarly contends that these early women blues singers, through subversive
aesthetic and lyrical practices, broke barriers of respectability and asserted black
women’s control over their own sexuality.41
I would like to build on the works of these feminist scholars to contextualize a
later period of blues singing by black women musicians from the mid 1960s through the
1970s, an iconic period of black consciousness and incendiary moment for the larger
feminist movement. It is important to note that women’s blues music never truly
disappeared after the often-studied 1920s and 1930s period, but emerged inside other
musical genres. Guthrie Ramsey explains in Race Music, “the blues modality provided
midcentury artists with an artistic framework in which to build personal styles and new
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musical idioms that spoke powerfully to various constituencies. Indeed, the blues were
everywhere.”42 Ramsey also importantly notes that the blues remained a powerful means
for artists like Dinah Washington, a foremother to many artists discussed in this chapter,
to maintain a “subjective presence” in male-centered musical discourses.43
This chapter will seek to analyze the importance of this subjective presence inside
the particular historical and intellectual context of the Black Power Movement. Central to
this analysis is the idea of musical performance as women’s intellectual in addition to
creative labor. By critically examining the blues music of women performers who have
already been idolized by popular culture, I hope to follow Emily Lordi’s call to “analyze
sonic practices instead of celebrating their idealized power.”44 Indeed, the cohort I have
chosen is well known: Odetta, Nina Simone, Abbey Lincoln, Aretha Franklin, and Betty
Davis. By placing them in conversation, I would like to reconstruct the intertextual
dialogue they were having about the enduing value of the blues from the mid 1960s to the
late 1970s. With these blues revivals, they not only construct a matrilineal musical line
through their homages to classic blueswomen, but also use the blues to bridge the
perceived ideological divide between Black Power and the women’s liberation
movement. The remainder of the chapter will examine how these artists used the “deep
song” of the blues to stage intersectional conversations about musical genius, Black
Power, respectability politics, and domestic violence.
Ancestry Blues: The Communal Search for Bessie Smith
Both Black Power and the women’s liberation movement derived immense
ideological power from the icons they anointed. Lisa Gail Collins argues Malcolm X
provided “courage, clarity, and insight” in shaping the vision of the Black Power
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Movement, while women’s liberation turned to Simone de Beauvoir for “intellectual and
guidance and political direction.”45 If black women performers of the 1970s had an icon,
it was “Empress of the Blues” Bessie Smith (1894-1937). The production company
TradeWind Films was interested in making a film about Smith’s life and for years
struggled to determine who to should play Bessie in the first-ever biopic of the late blues
singer.46 Throughout the decade, singers such as Odetta, Aretha Franklin, and Nina
Simone competed for this role of a lifetime. One blueswoman had already been
memorably reimagined for the silver screen when Motown star Diana Ross made her film
debut as Billie Holiday in Lady Sings the Blues (1972). The success of Lady Sings the
Blues inspired producers to examine another blues great.
Folk queen Odetta had possessed a longstanding interest in the role of Bessie
Smith since the early 1960s. In a letter dated December 29, 1977, Odetta wrote to Mr.
Thomas Gordon, President of Trade Wind Productions, “As I told you during our recent
phone conversation, I am very excited about your planned documentary film on Bessie
Smith and want to play the part of Bessie myself.”47 Odetta had long looked to the blues
for inspiration, crediting a blues concert in Alabama as her first significant musical
memory at the age of five.48 This big screen aspiration therefore also held significance for
her primary craft: “Outside of my love for her [Bessie], maybe I wanted to do it because
in doing it I could also learn.”49
Odetta had spent much of the 1970s searching; she never regained the commercial
success she enjoyed during the 1960s folk revival. Her two 1970s releases, Odetta Sings
(Polynor, 1970) and Odetta at the Best of Harlem (Four Leaf Clover, 1976) represented
her attempts to adapt to soul music and a more modern sound. After these albums, rather
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than chase pop fads, Odetta went back to her roots. In the mid 1970s, Odetta found
herself returning to the blues, beginning a decades-long project to bring the blueswomen
out of the archive. To learn more about Smith in hopes she would be chosen for the role,
Odetta began building a formal research file on the blueswomen. She obtained a report
from the library of Congress entitled “a bibliography of the Blues,” which she covered in
notes admonishing the omission of several key Smith songs.50 Odetta then began building
her own bibliography of songs to be performed in the film, a list of songs by Smith, Ma
Rainey, and Ida Cox in a stenographer’s notebook. Among them, songs that prioritized
black women’s experiences and empowerment like “Backwater Blues,” “Hogan’s Alley
(Black Eyed Blues),” and “Aint Nobody’s Business If I Do.”
However, Odetta was not the only one who wanted to bring Bessie Smith alive for
a new generation. Nina Simone, Roberta Flack, and Aretha Franklin also lobbied for the
film role in the 1970s; the press reported at various times that each woman had been
selected.51 That such a diverse cohort of black women performers wanted to play Bessie
Smith speaks to the extent of Smith’s legacy, and the relevance of the blueswoman to this
particular historical moment. Sadly, the Bessie Smith film never materialized despite
several stops and starts during the 1970s. “When that deal fell through I went into a blue
funk,” Odetta recalled to the Washington Post in 1980.52 Like the protagonist in Toni
Cade Bambara’s “Witchbird,” who remarked, “So many women in them songs waiting to
be released into the air again, freed to roam,” Odetta looked back to blueswomen of the
1920s and 1930s for not only musical inspiration, but also spiritual release. ''There was
blues in the 20's and 30's that dealt with society's foot stepping on our throats,” Odetta
would later remark to the New York Times.53
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Only in 2015 did a Bessie Smith biopic finally emerge, HBO’s Bessie, staring a
new generation’s feminist icon: hip hop powerhouse Queen Latifah. Director Dee Rees
made a point to acknowledge Smith’s significance to multiple generations of black
women performers, “One person can't contain her. There's not any one person operating
with Bessie's spirit.”54 She goes on to name a cohort of women from the Civil
Rights/Black Power era she believes were intermediary keepers of Smith’s legacy,
including Nina Simone and Aretha Franklin. Simone would pay her own homage,
covering Smith her late 1960s and 1970s recordings including “Gin House Blues” and “I
Want a Little Sugar in My Bowl.”55 Similarly, Franklin’s sojourn down to Muscle
Shoals, Alabama to create her pantheon of Atlantic Records smashes like “I Never Loved
a Man the Way I Love You” and “Dr. Feelgood” represented a desire to create a modern
blues sound.
Bessie Smith was a logical muse for politically-minded black women musicians
in the 1960s and 1970s. As a performer, Smith’s robust vocal delivery and precise
phrasing also set new standards for expressive storytelling on stage. Smith had bravely
talked about racism in writing “Backwater Blues,” a song about a 1927 flood that forced
African Americans into homelessness and refugee camps while white families received
aid.56 She also advocated for privacy and shunned respectability politics in performing
"Tain't Nobody's Biz-ness if I Do” years before feminism existed as a concept. Her
recordings “Washwoman’s Blues” and “Sam Jones Blues," even elucidated the double
standards for black women in terms of domesticity and economic survival,
foreshadowing the black feminist ideology that took shape two generations later.57 Her
blues were frequently at the intersection of gender and racial oppression, and she
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remained a powerful mother figure for a later generation of black women performers who
sang at the crossroads of Black Power and the larger women’s liberation movement.
A key characteristic of this late 1960s and 1970s blues revival was therefore
demonstrated in the ways that black women musicians used the blues to reconstruct a
matrilineal musical past and emphasize the relationship between gender and racial
freedom that artists like Smith had already noticed in song. By recording and performing
new blues songs that addressed racism, poverty, sexual empowerment, and domestic
violence, Aretha Franklin, Nina Simone, Abbey Lincoln, and Betty Davis would follow
in the mold of social commentary and feminist agency that Bessie Smith had honed
through the language of the blues.
Black Power Blues
When jazz great Dizzy Gillespie ran for President in 1964, he jokingly stated
“When I am elected President of the United States, my first executive order will be to
change the name of the White House to the Blues House,” indicating the enduring
importance of the blues as a language of social protest even in a radio era dominated by
soul, R&B and rock and roll.58 The comment came just one year after Leroi Jones
released his seminal study, Blues People, which contended the blues is a musical and
sociological creation, a sound “indigenous to a certain kind of cultural existence in this
country.”59 As Jones traced the development of the blues from slavery to his present, he
demonstrated how the genre had already evolved with and inside the many phrases of the
long black freedom movement in the United States. Though in his famous review, Ralph
Ellison felt Jones’s argument weighted down by “the tremendous burden of sociology,”
the way Blues People tied the blues genre to black experience proved especially resonant
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at Black Power’s dawn.60 Just as the Black Power Movement had aims and agendas
distinct from the integration movement, so did its music.
Denise Sullivan argues that Black Power produced a specific brand of liberation
music, not marked by a certain genre, but a spirit:
the [Black Power] period was a clear demonstration of how anger and injustice
and desire for change could galvanize large groups of people for a cause, just as
sure as music could. The songs of black liberation are about pulling together as a
people in the name of survival. The songs ask listeners to join together and do
something.61
It is not surprising, therefore, that musicians employed a historically significant
musical language like the blues to chronicle the militant political environment of the late
1960s and 1970s. However, it was black women soul singers who most explicitly sought
to link the blues to this new phase of black liberation, positioning themselves as worthy
voices of that liberation in the process. In the late 1960s, Aretha Franklin and Nina
Simone were arguably two of the most prominent women in popular music, and both
turned back to the blues to politicize and radicalize their music beyond the spiritual uplift
of earlier movement music. Simone outlines a case for black nationalism in “Backlash
Blues,” while Franklin variously uses the blues to mourn the death of Martin Luther
King, Jr. and demonstrate lingering inequality in her covers of “The Thrill is Gone” and
“Why I Sing the Blues.”
Nina Simone’s late 1960s work embodies the changing contours of the freedom
movement, from integration to black nationalism. Six out of eleven tracks on Nina
Simone Sings the Blues (1967) are entirely new compositions. In the liner notes, Sid
McCoy writes that Nina Simone’s blues sojourn is not that of a jazz singer doing a
novelty album, but rather a tribute to “songs of the soil, of the people, and of their
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troubles.”62 A year later, critic Larry Neal wrote, “the Black Arts Movement believes
your ethics and your aesthetics are one.”63 By choosing the aesthetic language of the
blues to signal this new possibility of Black Power and self-determination, Simone unites
form and function much in the way Neal imagines.
“Backlash Blues,” written with Langston Hughes, positions the blues as a
language of Black Power. Structurally, Simone returns to a traditional 12 bar format, a
significant decision that proves her desire to illuminate the blues as a rich musical
heritage. Lashonda Barnett argues Simone mimics the blues of the early Jim Crow era to
reinstate the long history of the blues as a genre of social commentary.64 However,
despite its 12 bar structure, Simone’s vocal improvisation and modern instrumentation
render “Backlash Blues ” a blues for the present. “Backlash Blues” opens with familiar
piano, but also incorporates an electric guitar, an instrument associated with radical
performance in the 1960s through artists like Jimi Hendrix.
Lyrically, “Backlash Blues” blends the protest impulse of Simone’s mid 1960s
work with black nationalism. Though, this is not a protest song in the way of “Mississippi
Goddamn.” Rather than wage a metonymic, emotional lament against evil (“Alabama’s
got me so upset”), Simone enumerates her complaints against structural racism:
You raise my taxes, freeze my wages
And send my son to Vietnam
You give me second class houses
And second class schools
Do you think that alla colored folks
Are just second class fools65
Simone indeed lists many of the struggles of the late 1960s for African Americans, who
despite the 1964 Civil Rights Act still faced de facto segregation and bore a high
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percentage of the nation’s death count in Vietnam. Steven Tracy argues that on this song,
Simone and Hughes update Bessie Smith’s “Poor Man’s Blues,” further locating
women’s blues as an early site of black radicalism.66
There is also a lyrical demand for respect in “Backlash Blues” that aligns with
Black Power sensibility, “Do you think that alla colored folks, Are just second class
fools?” Simone contrasts the “second class” position inside a white nation with the racial
pride she sees globally:
But the world is big
Big and bright and round
And it's full of folks like me
Who are black, yellow, beige and brown67
Gone is a desire to coexist, as told in the song’s refrain “Mr. Backlash, I'm gonna leave
you/ With the backlash blues.”68 She playfully uses melisma to string out “Mr. Backlash”
over many syllables, imitating the humor used by early blues singers like Ma Rainey to
dramatize black working class social conditions. Simone was also not afraid to veer off
script, inserting herself into the song with an improvised verse when performing at the
1976 Montreux Jazz Festival, “Langston Hughes died/he told me many months
before…Nina they never wanted to accept you.”69 Simone thus saw the blues as a
perpetual site of revision for the ongoing injustices of American racism.
Aretha Franklin, so associated with soul as to have earned the moniker “Queen”
also understood the blues as a genre with historical significance and contemporary
relevance for the Black Power era. “I’ve always had a yen to sing the blues,” she
commented to the New York Amsterdam News in the 1960s.70 In addition to her prodigal
voice, royal epithets like “Queen” and deified treatment by poets such as Nikki Giovanni
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have long placed Franklin in a near untouchable position in black popular culture. Emily
Lordi contends that her embrace by poets such as Giovanni (“Aretha was the riot”)
renders her a “Black Arts ally.”71 I am interested in how Aretha constructs this aesthetic
allyship through her references to the blues in the late 1960s and early 1970s—long noted
as her artistic peak.
The blues held personal significance for Franklin as she moved from sacred to
secular music in the early 1960s. In August of 1961, Franklin wrote an editorial in the
New York Amsterdam News explaining her decision to start singing secular music. Much
of her justification rests on the idea that secular black musical forms like the blues still
hold immense spiritual significance, especially in trying times. Franklin writes:
I don’t think that in any manner I did the Lord a disservice when I made up my
mind two years ago to switch over…After all, the blues is a music born out of the
slavery day sufferings of my people. Every song in the blues vein has a story to
tell of love, frustrations and heartaches. I think that because true democracy hasn't
overtaken us here that we as a people find the original blues songs still have
meaning.72
When reading Franklin’s statement, it is hard not to think of critic LeRoi Jones’s
writing in Blues People published two years later, “But if the blues was a music that
developed because of the Negro’s adaptation to, and adoption of, America, it was also a
music that developed because of the Negro’s peculiar position in this country.”73 Like
Jones, Franklin links the blues to the black experience more broadly. Franklin’s
comments also mirror Odetta’s philosophy of black music and nation, “the music that
happened in this county couldn’t have happened anywhere else,” further indicating that
black women vocalists were thinking intellectually and philosophically about how form
and genre were braided in Black Power’s cultural project. 74 Aretha Franklin’s editorial
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also locates the blues as significant for periods when justice and “true democracy” were
painfully deferred. It is hard to imagine a time more trying than 1968-1969; Franklin
began recording album Spirit in the Dark while mourning close friend Martin Luther
King, Jr. Not surprisingly, this album is undeniably inspired by the blues.
If Simone turned to the blues to distill Black Power’s militancy and anger into
song, Franklin looked to the blues as a varied language of both mourning and humorous
social critique on Spirit in the Dark (1970). While Spirit in the Dark has often been
hailed as Franklin’s artistic opus for its fusion of gospel and soul, the blues retain a
powerful presence on this record through two iconic blues covers, “The Thrill is Gone”
and “Why I Sing the Blues.” Rolling Stone even conceded, “and both, if you believe it's
possible, are more chillingly done than the originals.”75 Her cover of B.B King’s “The
Thrill is Gone” translates a love song into a mournful manifesto, fusing freedom with
loss.
Aretha’s revisions on “The Thrill is Gone” recast a song by an iconic bluesman as
a woman’s mourning of a departed leader. Her slow crescendo on the opening phrase
“the thrill is gone away” with the final word stretched over five notes finds Franklin
practicing uncharacteristic quietness and subtlety, making the song’s explosive ending all
the more satisfying. The cover immediately caught the attention of critics. Rolling Stone
argued the change in instrumentation also gave the rendition power, “Aretha's piano
work on "The Thrill is Gone" typifies her unique gospel way of interpreting blues
material. She delivers her message tersely and, incredibly, maintains the musical tension
and aura of desperation which haunt the tune.”76 The haunting affect of the song, along
with its lyrical elegy, renders it a tribute to Martin Luther King, Jr., and thus it stands as a
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goodbye both to King and a political sensibility. If King was the “thrill” that had gone
away, Franklin’s vocals and musical revisions foreshadow what must come next, through
the voices of black women.
Franklin makes a key musical revision from B.B. King’s iconic version that
forges “The Thrill is Gone” a black woman’s mournful freedom song. Franklin adds
backing vocals by an all woman trio, consisting of Cissy Houston, Evelyn Greene, and
Wyline Ivy, who often backed her 1970s recordings. However, the women do not appear
until two thirds of the way through the song and only sing one phrase over and over, “free
at last/ thank god almighty/ free at last.” 77 These words replicate the final line of Martin
Luther King, Jr.’s “I Have a Dream” speech, and Houston, Green, Ivy also imitate the
cadence of King’s vocal delivery. Their harmonized repetition of this phrase behind
Franklin’s melismatic wails transform the ethos of the song, from a love lament to a
mournful release. The song becomes a meditation on the phrase “free at last” and the
kinds of voices allowed to sing it. Placing King’s iconic speech in the voices of black
women reimagines freedom as a black women’s chorus. Through this musical revision,
Aretha Franklin postulates a new relationship between gender, vocality, and leadership—
inside the language of the blues.
Aretha Franklin would then build on Nina Simone’s call to address a “black,
yellow, beige, and brown” world in another blues song from Spirit in the Dark. “Why I
Sing the Blues,” also written by B.B. King, in title alone explores how the blues could be
updated to reflect black life in the 1970s. While the structure and vocal style is that of a
classic blues song, Franklin’s use of an electric guitar and full jazz band animate the
blues with a contemporary sound. Franklin begins by enumerating the poor housing
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conditions in many American cities during the early 1970s. Franklin employs the same
humor found in many early blues songs by Bessie Smith and Ma Rainey, using a comedic
fight between bedbugs and roaches to underscore the overcrowding of housing projects
and talks with humorous skepticism about a high rise:
People laying in ghetto flats, cold and numb
Looking at roaches, telling bedbugs to move over and give ’em some
Oh, it’s tight in here, that’s one reason I’m singing the blues, yeah
Stood in line at the County Hall
Heard a man saying: “We’re gonna build some high rises for y’all
Urban renewal, work on a removal, talk to me, yeah”
Don’t feel bad about it, just trying to be free
And you want to know why I’m singing the blues, yeah78
“Free” also has a different rendering inside this lyrical context; not a metaphorical or
spiritual release, but liberation from certain structural conditions. Franklin once noted the
value of the blues for their ability to connect to everyday, working-class black life as
much in the 1970s as they did in the 1930s:
I look around in various cities to find out who is buying my albums and it’s
usually the people in the crowded areas of the city. I guess my songs go hand in
hand with their everyday feelings. To forget the crowded conditions in which they
dwell, debts, a girl friend who maybe left them and other worries that cloud their
minds…as long as people want music in their lives the blues will always play a
prominent role.79
Franklin’s faith in the “prominent role” of the blues importantly rests on revision and
adaptation, their ability to reflect a myriad of social conditions simultaneously.
In addition to turning to the blues to sing the divide between integration and
Black Power, Franklin and Simone also turned to the blues to disrupt gendered
expectations for black women. The next two sections will discuss how they found the
blues not only an archive for the racial pride and nationalist impulses of the Black Power
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period, but an equally useful musical idiom for experiences of gender and sexuality
particular to black women. The blues proved capacious enough to skirt these divides; in
the words of Franklin “the main emphasis is on interpretation.”80
Respectability Blues: Aretha’s Sexual Empowerment in “Dr. Feelgood”
In contemplating ideas of sexuality during her Black Power-era releases, Aretha
Franklin also turned back to the blueswomen. Franklin’s homage to previous mothers of
the blues extended beyond her quest to play Bessie Smith in the 1970s. In 1964, Franklin
recorded an album-length tribute to late blues singer Dinah Washington, Unforgettable: A
Tribute to Dinah Washington (Columbia). The selection of songs, which included “Evil
Gal Blues” and “Drinking Again” and “This Bitter Earth” highlighted how Washington
had continued the blueswoman’s tradition of pushing back against respectability and
traditional notions of gender. In stepping into Washington’s shoes, Franklin found a
model for her own career. Emily Lordi asks scholars to consider how Franklin’s textual
and vocal gestures practice a common feature of Black Power Art by “pay[ing] tribute to
and call[ing] out toward others.”81 “The idea of recording a tribute to her grew out of the
way I've always felt about her. I didn't try to do the songs the same way she did them,
necessarily - just the way they felt best,” Franklin remarked that year.82 Franklin covered
another blueswoman on her album Soul 69 with “Ramblin’” originally by blues artist
Maybelle Smith (1914-1972).83 Franklin practices her blues calls by revisiting Smith’s
version to revise the myth of the scorned woman, focusing on the empowerment of her
“ramblin” and escape.
I’ve got the blues for the highway
Rambling blues, I got to go
I better start running
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Because walking for me is much too slow, oh, yes it is84
Following these homages, Franklin would also model the blueswomen’s
aesthetics and approach to sexuality and empowerment on an original blues song she
wrote in the 1960s, “Dr Feelgood,” which appeared on her first Atlantic Records smash, I
Never Loved a Man the Way I Love You (1967). Recorded down in Muscle Shoals
Alabama, Aretha was experimenting with a distinctly blues sound. “Dr. Feelgood” has
often gotten lost alongside the record’s more iconic numbers, empowerment anthems like
“Respect,” and its love songs, “I Never Loved a Man (The Way I Love You).” “Dr.
Feelgood” is an erotically-charged ode to a lover, detailing women’s sexual satisfaction
in an open and authentic conversation that recalls early feminist art.85
Explicitly reading Franklin as a feminist is difficult due to her opaque relationship
with the term.86 In interviews she often upholds codes of black respectability and is
notoriously opposed to linking her personal life to her art.87 However, her music creates,
through both vocal delivery and lyrical content, a decisive break from sexual and gender
norms advocated by the church community to whom she often professes loyalty. On “Dr.
Feelgood,” Aretha chases this liberation through the blues. “Dr. Feelgood,” written by
Franklin and Ted White, best embodies Franklin’s interpretation of the blueswoman
tradition for the Black Power era: from the erotic lyrics that shun respectability to
instrumentation and vocal practices that merge blues and gospel traditions.
Structurally, Franklin mirrors the simplicity of a classic blues song. Singer Luther
Vandross commented on the vintage sound of “Dr. Feelgood,” comparing Franklin to the
iconic blueswomen, "Basically nothing more than a 12-bar blues. But the lyrics! And her
piano playing! It's like something my mama's mama listened to – one of those original
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ladies, like Bessie Smith or Ma Rainey."88 The musical gesture of structuring “Dr.
Feelgood” to resemble the “original greats” through the use of the 12 bar format and
piano accompaniment produces a matrilineal musical ancestry, allowing Aretha to
conjure a musical mood that links the experiences and performance practices of black
women across the 20th-century.
The lyrics of “Dr. Feelgood” glorify and welcome expressions of women’s
sexuality, while shunning respectability and establishing a need for privacy. The song
lyrics open with a demand for privacy and escape from gazing eyes. Franklin establishes
respectability and sexual surveillance as encroaching and claustrophobic:
I don't won't nobody always
sitt'in around me and my man.
I don't won't nobody always
sitt'in right there looking at me and that man.89
As Patricia Hill Collins notes, “Even though the lyrics can be sung by anyone, they take
on special meaning when sung by Aretha in the way she sings them.”90 Franklin’s fervent
staccato punctuation on “me and my man” transform this blues lament into a feminist
demand for freedom to act how she pleases with her lover, creating the discrepancy
between written and oral performance that Collins highlights in Franklin’s aesthetic.
Franklin also carefully establishes her support of sexual expression for other
women, “Would you believe I get up put on some clothes/ go out and help them find
somebody for their selves if I can/ yes I will.”91 Through fashioning her own sexual
freedom as possible and accessible for the larger community, Franklin practices a tenet of
feminist art-making, intimately positioning her own sexual liberation as a model for
others. Franklin also mimics the relationship of listener to audience in the classic blues
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tradition, forging collectivity with other black women by addressing them directly as
“you”: “I tell you girls/ I dig you but I just don't have time/To sit and chit and sit and
chit-chat and smile.”92 While simultaneously casting a need for the privacy of her sexual
endeavors, Franklin also establishes black women as her listening public.
An element of the song that does not reflect the traditional blues sound is
Franklin’s vocal performance, directly mined from the gospel tradition that has long
shaped her aesthetic. Critic Ann Powers notes, “Aretha’s voice reached out and took hold
of you in whatever way needed it to.”93 Powers continues that her phrasing proved so
intimate it could reach everyone from “the black and proud activist” to the “working
woman.”94 The directness of her delivery and intensity of her melisma on “Dr.
Feelgood” make the opening line, “I don’t want nobody always sitting around me and my
man” a demand, rather than a wish. Franklin’s cadence and punchy punctuation of the
phrase “sitting around” recalls a sermonic phrase, giving the impression Franklin will be
preaching the blues as much as singing them. The ad libs of “yes I will” mimic the call
and response of a worship service, allowing Franklin to translate the spiritual exuberance
of gospel to her own sexual desires.
The increasing prominence of the organ in “Dr. Feelgood” continues to blur the
sonic boundaries of Saturday night and Sunday morning. The climax of the song,
Franklin uses gospel wails to simulate sexual ecstasy:
You'll understand why Feelgood is his name
Oh, yeah, oh good God of mine
And the man sure makes me feel real, good
Yet, this translation is quite possible without the structure and sound of the blues piano.
Her frenetic playing seems to mimic the athleticism of her voice, jumping octaves with
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ease. The unbridled nature of Franklin’s voice and piano playing align with the feminist
sexual liberation of the lyrics. While there is nothing explicitly racialized in the lyrical
content, Franklin’s melding of blues and gospel allows “Dr. Feelgood” to hit a cultural
nerve through its radical melding of sacred and secular musical forms.
At its heart, “Dr. Feelgood” (and the entirety of I Never Loved a Man the Way I
Love You) is about a black woman’s desire. This centering of desire appeals to the
fulfillment advocated not only by the sexual revolution, but the Black Power project as
well. Kevin Gaines argues that audiences started listening to Franklin in a new way, “the
singer’s confession of desire arguably awakened mass desires for personal and social
fulfillment.”95 Through the blues, Franklin proved that the political and personal could be
united as one in sonic liberation.
Domestic Violence Blues: Revision and Intertextuality in “Blues for Mama”
As demonstrated in the two previous sections, two of the most prominent women
of the soul era, Nina Simone and Aretha Franklin, turned to the blues to sing at the
crossroads of the Black Power and women’s liberation movements. The blues genre
enabled new conversations about racial identity, but also shifting sexual norms and the
need to dismantle traditional notions of gender and respectability. By emulating the
performance styles and musical aesthetics of blues greats, whether Bessie Smith, Dinah
Washington, or Ma Rainey, Simone and Franklin were able to infuse an archive of radical
expression inside their new compositions. Another song from this Black Power blues era,
“Blues for Mama,” most viscerally delineates the intersection of gender and racial
oppression in song. “Blues for Mama” is significant also as the collaboration of poet and
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jazz signer Abbey Lincoln and Nina Simone; Lincoln provided the lyrics, Simone the
music and vocals.96
The issue of domestic violence had long been one where racialized and gendered
oppressions converge, but it was largely not a priority of the Black Power Movement.
Robyn C. Spencer contends that many Black Power advocates felt “male supremacy was
part and parcel of fighting white supremacy.”97 Outside of specialized pockets of the
Black Panther Party, many local nationalist chapters utilized a traditional leadership
hierarchy and did not align themselves with the women’s liberation movement.98 Thus,
music became a space where black women’s domestic concerns could be rightfully
prioritized inside the larger quest for racial equality.
In 1966, jazz singer and activist Lincoln penned a powerful essay titled “Who
Will Revere the Black Woman?” which argued black women must be incorporated into
the larger fabric of the Black Power Movement. Much of Lincoln’s essay is spent
enumerating the unique burden of black women and their susceptibility to domestic
violence:
Her head is more regularly beaten than any other woman's, and by her own man;
she's the scapegoat for Mr. Charlie; she is forced to stark realism and chided if
caught dreaming; her aspirations for her and hers are, for sanity's sake, stunted;
her physical image has been criminally maligned, assaulted, and negated; she's the
first to be called ugly and never yet beautiful… Who will revere the black
woman? Who will keep our neighborhoods safe for black innocent
womanhood?...Who will glorify and proclaim her beautiful image? To whom
will she cry rape?99
The questions raised by Lincoln’s essay are reflected in her collaboration with
Nina Simone, “Blues for Mama,” released the following year on Nina Simone Sings the
Blues (1967). A Loudermilk believes this song was intended to expose “harsh realities
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particular to black women.”100 I would like to read Lincoln’s desire to create a blues
composition for this topic as an intertextual gesture to the classic blueswomen’s bravery
in also addressing domestic violence. Songs like Bessie Smith’s “Taint Nobody’s Bizness
if I Do” and Ma Rainey’s “Sweet Rough Man” were some of the first in popular music to
touch the topic of domestic violence. Angela Davis contends that singing and performing
these songs, “was to rescue the issue of men’s violence toward women from the silent
realm of the private sphere and reconstruct it as a public problem.”101
Another significant song to perform such a rescue was “Black Eyed Blues”
originally written by Thomas Dorsey and recorded by Ma Rainey in 1928.102 In this
original recording, “Black Eyed Blues,” utilizes a 12 bar blues format and piano
accompaniment. The song details a fight between a man and woman, however, the
majority of the narrative space of the song is devoted the woman’s rebuttal:
Nancy and her man had just had a fight
He beat Miss Nancy ‘cross the head
Then I heard Miss Nancy say
“Why do you treat your gal that way”
He beat Ms. Nancy across the head,
When she rose to her feet, she said:
“You low down alligator, just watch me
Sooner or later gonna catch you with your britches down
Take all my money, blacken both of my eyes
Give it to another woman, come home and tell me lies
You low down alligator, just watch me
Sooner or later gonna catch you with your britches down103
In her analysis of Ma Rainey’s original, Angela Davis contends Miss Nancy adopts a
“posture of defiance” toward her abusive boyfriend or husband.”104 It is my reading that
Abbey Lincoln’s composition, “Blues for Mama” is an update and revision of Ma
Rainey’s “Black Eye Blues,” with several aesthetic and performed features that update it
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for the militancy of the Black Power Movement. “Blues for Mama” again uses the blues
to signify an ideological crossroads, the inability of Black Power’s emphasis on
patriarchy to produce a revolution for black women.
The narrative similarities between Lincoln’s lyrical score, “Blues for Mama,” and
“Black Eye Blues” are notable. Both are told from a third person perspective, and feature
an abused woman as the central character, the titular “Mama” in Lincoln’s song and Miss
Nancy Ann in “Black Eye Blues.” In both songs, the relationship between the narrator
and the subject is unclear, producing a feeling of distance, but also an omniscient view of
the relationships profiled in each song. Both songs also describe their central subjects
through the responses they enact back on their abusers. Miss Nancy is introduced as a
woman “always fuss and fighting with her man,” a line that Lincoln mirrors in “Blues for
Mama,” by stating the title character “love to fuss and fight and bring a good man
down.”105 Both lyrics also feature physical descriptors of the effects of male violence. In
“Black Eye Blues,” the narrator observes, “He hit miss Nancy 'cross her head,” directly
establishing a male partner as the cause of the injury. Perhaps in an intertexual reference
to Rainey’s song title, Lincoln writes in “Blues for Mama,” that “he's gone and left you
black and blue.”106 This allusion inscribes the long history of violence against black
women’s bodies—and the longstanding role of the blues in singing it.
While Lincoln may have used Ma Rainey’s “Black Eye Blues” as a model for
“Blues for Mama,” there are several distinctions between the two that tie “Blues for
Mama” to the difficult gender politics of the Black Power Movement. Importantly,
Lincoln replaces the outspokenness of Miss Nancy with the silence of Mama. Miss
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Nancy is a more developed character whose own words are heard in a comedic rebuttal to
her abusive lover:
Then she rose to her feet and she said
You low-down alligator
Just watch me soon or later
Gonna catch you with your britches down
You abuse me and you mistreat me
You dog around and beat me
'til I'm gonna hang around107
Take all my money, blacken both of my eyes
Give it to another woman come home and tell me lies
The empowerment of the Miss Nancy is striking, especially when imagining Ma Rainey
performing “Black Eye Blues” in the late 1920s. Miss Nancy’s retribution and scorn
emerges in a forceful takedown of her lover, the “low down alligator,” surely for its time
a brave critique of male dominance. By contrast, the woman in Lincoln’s song never
speaks, despite the narrator’s imploring, “Hey Lordy Lordy mama/ What you gonna do/
Hey yeah/ Tell me what you gonna do.”
The silence in Lincoln’s “Blues for Mama” measures the complications of
achieving justice or escaping from a violent partner for women of color. Research has
shown black women have always been more susceptible to domestic violence than their
white peers.108 The Black Power Movement’s emphasis on masculinity to protect black
communities especially celebrated male dominance.109 The abused woman’s silence in
“Blues for Mama” underscores the limitations of this political strategy that does not seek
liberation from racism and sexual in tandem. Lastly, Lincoln does not even give her
subject a name, leaving her hauntingly opaque. As she lamented in “Who Will Revere the
Black Woman,” “we are the women who nobody, seemingly, cares about.”110
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Additionally, unlike the “lowdown alligator” indicted in “Black Eye Blues,”
“Blues for Mama” makes domestic violence a communal, rather than individual problem
of one bad man. “Blues for Mama” begins by portraying neighborhood rumors about a
victim of domestic violence:
Hey Lordy mama
I heard you wasn't feeling' good
They're spreadin' dirty rumors
All around the neighborhood
They say you're mean and evil
And don't know what to do
That's the reason that he's gone
And left you black and blue111
Lincoln makes sure to cast the role of the neighborhood and public in this tale, who
blame the woman for her man’s departure, casting “dirty rumors.” Critically, she notes
the community’s pathologizing of the abused woman as “mean and evil.” As the song
continues, Lincoln continues to indict the community as much as the abuser, “They say
you love to fuss and fight/ And bring a good man down/ And don't know how to treat
him.”112 The, “they” here stands for the neighborhood in this blues story, prioritizing the
man’s well-being and dominance over the woman’s health and desires.
Lincoln also demonstrates how traditional notions of gender reinforce domestic
violence:
They say you ain't behind him
And just don't understand
And think that you're a woman
But actin' like a man113
The judgmental neighborhood here blames the woman for “actin’ like a man” and cites
her unwillingness to stay as a detriment, a deficit in womanhood. The song’s final verse
ends by refocusing on the woman’s empowerment, advocating the victim speak her mind
and not feel any guilt:
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Get your nerves together baby
And set the record straight
Let the whole round world know
It wasn't you who caused this bitter fate114
Salamishah Tillet writes the song was rare for the late 1960s in how it tackled the topic of
domestic violence from the female point of view. Tillet contends “Blues for Mama”
should be “revered as much for its funky sound as its vanguard feminist message.”115
Indeed, much of that feminist bite has to do with its vocal performance by Nina
Simone, who deploys satire and sarcasm in place of Ma Rainey’s jolly humor. Simone’s
slower, measured vocals also depart from the campy tempo utilized by Rainey in “Black
Eye Blues.” Simone tends to draw out words in protracted slowness, “They say he's left
you all alone” as if she is having a conversation with the woman, rather than telling the
story to an audience. Simone utilizes dynamics artfully, with a crescendo on imperative,
“hey lordy mama what you gonna do.” This ending note places the story of the woman,
and her community, in the choices of women, rather than the violence of men, aligning
with Gussow’s contention the blues of the Black Power Period were survivor songs, not
sorrow songs.116 In an interview a few years before she died, Lincoln called protest music
“holy work.”117 She elaborated, “I sing to please my ancestors… Can you tell the people
what it's like to be here? To live here? That’s what the people care about.”118 In writing
“Blues For Mama,” she distilled what “here” meant for a black woman in America in the
l970s, and the true revolution that remained deferred.
Conclusion: Betty Davis’s Futuristic Funk Blues
Critics like Neal and Amiri Baraka, writers like Toni Cade Bambara and Gayl
Jones, and musicians ranging from Odetta to Aretha had all embraced the blues as a
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relevant idiom for a black cultural revolution. As this chapter has argued, black women
musicians also embraced the blues for the possibility of a black women’s revolution, as
well. Given the often hyper-masculine dialogue inside the larger Black Power
Movement, using the blues to stage black women’s subjectivity and critique was radical
and prophetic in the larger history of black feminism. Returning to Gayl Jones’s poem,
the “deep song” of women’s Black Power blues was the possibility of a musical genre
itself as a discourse of protest and revolution.
A new musical genre was also on the horizon as the Black Power Movement
waned in the mid 1970s: funk. As Rickey Vincent contends, funk perhaps even grew out
of the Black Power political sensibility, “it was the social revolution in America that
inspired the rhythm revolution.”119 Vincent suggests the immense intertextuality, crosspollination of genres, and reimagining of traditional black musical forms encouraged by
the Black Power Movement led to the hybridized impulse of funk. Following Vincent’s
argument, I also would like to resist the idea of funk music as a decisive break from the
Black Arts/Black Power project. Instead, I would like to consider funk as perhaps the
movement’s coda, through one particular innovative woman artist, who married the
Black Power era’s intellectual interest in the blues with the futuristic sound of funk.
Betty Davis is an artist regrettably elided from many histories of funk music.120
Davis produced funk records at a frantic pace between 1973 and 1979, writing, arranging,
and recording five studio albums: Betty Davis (1973), They Say I'm Different (1974),
Nasty Gal (1975), Is It Love or Desire (1976), and Crashin' from Passion (1979). Cheryl
Keyes argues Davis was a stylistic innovator, blending scratchy, throaty vocals that
mirrored the sounds of rock and roll with a driving rhythm section.121 She was briefly
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married to jazz legend Miles Davis, who wistfully wrote in his autobiography: “If Betty
were singing today she’d be…something like Prince, only as a woman. She was the
beginning of all that… just ahead of her time.”122 While music fans and critics have
often noted Davis’s futurist aesthetic, I am interested in how she created a relationship to
the musical past. Davis’s masterful fusion of sounds extended to her impressive ability to
mediate on the legacy of the blues inside her contemporary sonic framework of funk; in
essence, she tied the blues to the future.
Betty Davis makes a gesture to the blues on one significant album, 1974’s They
Say I’m Different, the first album on which she also served as a producer. If we consider
They Say I’m Different as a new phase of Davis’s creative control, the album can also be
interpreted as a musical bildungsroman and portrait of the sounds that shaped her. In a
2007 interview with DAZED magazine, Davis recalls, “I was brought up in the blues and
the blues is a very pure art form…so what happened was, being brought up on the blues
and integrating that with people I was into in the 1970s – that’s how I came into
myself.”123 Two songs on They Say I’m Different gesture to the blues heritage, “They Say
I’m Different” and “70s Blues.”
The album’s title song, “They Say I’m Different,” is a praise song to the long
history of the blues, as Davis recounts the importance of various blues artists to her own
artistic and personal identity. However, unlike the previous blues songs discussed in this
chapter, Davis does not directly replicate the sound, structure, or vocal stylings of the
classic blueswomen. Rather, Davis places lyrical elegies to various blues artists inside a
funk song—complete with an ingraining electric guitar refrain. She opens the song
remembering the blues records her great grandmother preferred:
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They say I’m different cause I’m a piece of sugar cane
Sweet to the core that’s why I got rhythm
My great grandma didn’t like the foxtrot
Nah, instead she’d spit her snuff and boogie to Elmore James124
By using modern terms like “boogie” in reference to a woman born decades before the
term was in cultural use, Davis uses the language of funk to connect back to the blues
experience, implying there is a direct lineage between the blues and funk just as she
descends from her great-grandmother. Nikki Greene argues “They Say I’m Different”
also plays an homage to the blues through its depictions of working class black life.125
Indeed, Davis melds the blues inside her own family history, reinscribing the blues as a
significant musical form for everyday, working people. Intellectually, this remains in the
Black Arts project of glorifying black cultural forms and ideals of black aesthetics,
through the lyrical homages to the classic blues artists.
In the next verse, Davis also positions her musical style as a result of the blues
records her grandfather played:
hey say I’m different cause I’m a piece of sugar cane
And when I kick my legs, I got rhythm
My great grandpa was a blues lover
He’d be rockin’ his moonshine to B.B. King and Jimmy Reed, rock on now…126
Davis then goes into a litany of other artists that have made her “different,” among them:
Big Mama Thornton, Lightning Hopkins, Howling Wolf, Albert King, Chuck Berry,
Muddy Waters, Leadbelly, Sonny Terry, and Bessie Smith.
Betty Davis thus refutes a solely matrilineal interpretation of the blues, eschewing
the strictly women’s blues tradition that Aretha Franklin, Abbey Lincoln, and Nina
Simone invoke in their late 1960s and 1970s recordings. Bessie Smith and Big Mama
Thornton do appear alongside B.B. King and Robert Johnson in the elegiac lyrics of
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“They Say I’m Different.” However, if anything, the central figure is Johnson, “he
played the blues for me.”127 But, by listing this diverse group of blues greats, Davis
ponders how she could be the descendant of any, even the male legends. By claiming this
cross-gender blues ancestry, Davis also restages it through the liberation of 1970s black
feminist expression. The idea that Johnson would play the blues for Davis is a recentering of the black woman as not only the performer of the blues, but the audience.
Another song on They Say I’m Different, “70s Blues,” also finds Davis engaging
with the blues, but rather the blues as metaphor for the psychological effects of present
social conditions.
I woke up this morning
I was feeling so bad
I didn’t know what was wrong
I had a pain in my head
My mind was so troubled
From what I did not know
I took a look at my face in the mirror
And lo and behold
The blues was back128
Later, she defines what “70s blues” are: “those living, loving, trying it make it, 70s can’t
find it, blues.”129 The song fundamentally resists the idea of release or resolution, but
rather makes the blues analogous to an unshakable condition, perhaps a way of living or a
predetermined experience inside a nation as a black, female subject. Davis does not
elaborate on the connections between the personal and political, but through the blues,
the experiences become one.
Musically, the song is anything but traditional blues: combining funk
instrumentation with a recurring vocal gesture resembling a scratch. The opening electric
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guitar solo introduces a bass line that backs Davis’s recounting of her blues throughout
the song. Davis’s vocals owe a debt to Smith’s phrasing and Big Mama Thornton’s
growls, but are also distinctly her own, through the use of a scratch technique that she
often employs at the end of the phrase. The first line, “I woke up this morning” begins
sung in key, but the final word is barely audible, a throaty scratch, perhaps mimicking the
emergent DJ technique that would become the signature sound of early hip-hop. The
effect of Davis’s vocal scratching is a suspension of easy listening that disrupts sonic
expectation whenever she employs it, blurring the boundaries of music and noise. The
scratch is similar to what Aida Mbowa termed “screaming singing” in the work of Abbey
Lincoln that conjured the long history of violence against black bodies but also provided
“sonic liberatory potential.”130 Yet, Davis’s use of the scratch technique produces a
different effect alongside the exuberant electric guitar, instead signifying resistance to
aesthetic and sexual parameters.131 Thus, while Betty Davis tells stories of the blues in
“They Say I’m Different,” and “70s Blues,” she does not sing them. By looking to the
blues as key in her own musical development and interpretations of the mid 1970s, Davis
positions the blues as a radical site of development for new expressive traditions and
idioms.
In Gayl Jones’s Black Arts novel Corregidora, the protagonist Ursa is a modern
blues singer in search of “a song that would touch me, touch my life and theirs.”132 Much
of the novel ponders how music connects to the long history of violence against black
women. Later, she remarks, “it seems as if you're not singing the past, you’re humming
it.”133 This seems a fitting metaphor for the means in which the blues were refigured
during the Black Power era, not as direct replication, but a hum. Indeed, black women
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musicians adopted the blues as a language of personal and communal discovery, much
like Ursa. The artists discussed in this chapter span Aretha’s soul to Davis’s funk, but
each trace a shared lineage to the blues to unearth black cultural pride, women’s
empowerment, and new ideas of aesthetic innovation and resistance. Tracing their
dialogue about the blues demonstrates their intellectual leadership inside an aesthetic era
that too often viewed black women as muses, not creators. If Neal was correct that
revolution needed the blues, these Black Power blueswomen agreed—and testified to just
how many revolutions the blues could provide.
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Chapter 4
Talkin’ About a Revolution:
Feminism, Racial Reconciliation & the Post Civil Rights Singer Songwriter
On May 6th, 1988, Tracy Chapman debuted at New York’s Bitter End, a holy grail
of venues for any protest singer. Chapman played a selection from her 1988 self- titled
debut, including breakout social protest number “Fast Car,” a song that frankly discussed
a poor black woman’s entrapment in a cycle of poverty. The confessional dimension of
the lyrics conjured memories of black women’s blues traditions across decades of
musical production from Bessie Smith to Odetta to Nina Simone:
“You got a fast car
I got a plan to get us out of here
I been working at the convenience store
Managed to save just a little bit of money
Won't have to drive too far
Just 'cross the border and into the city
You and I can both get jobs
And finally see what it means to be living.”1
Yet, Chapman’s conversational delivery and acoustic guitar recalled another key
musical tradition long associated with protest music. The room of music critics was ready
to anoint Chapman the second coming of the folk movement after a show-stopping
performance on the same stage that launched Bob Dylan, Joan Baez, Joni Mitchell, and
others.2 Chapman stood out against the popular music landscape of the late 1980s that
marked not only hip hop’s ascendance, but also a deluge of dance pop and hair metal. Her
songs mirrored hip hop’s social consciousness, but through a dramatically different sonic
idiom. Backed by an acoustic guitar, Chapman’s bluesy, androgynous contralto practiced
quiet, earnest storytelling that had not been heard on pop radio for decades.
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Yet, in an interview with Rolling Stone the next day, Chapman resisted the label
of folk singer. “I guess the answer’s yes and no,” she told reporter Anthony DeCurtis.
Chapman continued, careful to separate herself from the 1960s revival when asked if she
considered herself a folk singer:
I think what comes to people's minds is the Anglo-American tradition of the folk
singer, and they don't think about the black roots of folk music. So in that sense,
no, I don't. My influences and my background are different. In some ways, it's a
combination of the black and white folk traditions.3
In defining her own artistic identity, Chapman also reconstructs the color line of the
American folk tradition, and more largely the sonic memory of Civil Rights Movement.
Chapman’s statement indicates her distinctly post Civil Rights posture to the idea of
protest music: she resisted a direct comparison to the famous folkies, but her artistic
sensibility is undeniably in dialogue with the larger protest song tradition and its
interracial roots.
Indeed, Chapman’s recapitulation of the folk protest style is distinguished by its
intersection with the blues, from the repetitive musical structure of her songs to her
melisma-laced vocals and the confessional dimension of her lyrics, which made working
class black women’s experiences legible to a post Civil Rights listening public.
Chapman’s fusion of folk and blues forms also conjured a musical ancestry that many
critics seemed to miss. “Fast Car” recalled the haunting contralto storytelling of Odetta
and the lyrical edge of Nina Simone just as much as her guitar playing mirrored Bob
Dylan’s.
Chapman was a part of a larger cultural embrace of folk styles and sociallyconscious music in the late 1980s and 1990s. After the dominance of disco and crossover
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pop, a familiar sound emerged later in the decade, again full of guitars and topical
songs—but this time dominated by women. Women musicians again were talking politics
and revolution, from neo folk artists like Chapman and Ani DiFranco to genre buster
Meshell Ndegeocello and punk movement Riot grrrl. Marisa Meltzer argues in Girl
Power: The Nineties Revolution in Music, “the nineties was a watershed decade for music
made by (and often for) women…music that would have been relegated to the
underground in the eighties—became mainstream.”4 Within this burgeoning movement
of what is often pejoratively deemed “women’s music” in rock criticism, I am especially
interested in why a politicized iteration of the singer-songwriter style reappeared at this
precise moment in American racial politics.5
This period of the late 1980s and 1990s that enacted long-lasting and harmful
policies towards African Americans through drug and prison laws and witnessed public
displays of racial violence such as the 1992 beating of Rodney King also simultaneously
minimized the radical history of the Civil Rights Movement and its key cultural actors. I
am interested in how third wave feminism birthed a new generation of women musicians
like Chapman positioned and willing to meditate on these national incongruities rather
than chase the fortunes of pop music. Understanding why they returned to a stripped
down, intimate musical language for these post Civil Rights political debates first
requires a cultural mapping of the racial amnesia and calls for racial reconciliation that
developed across American political and popular culture during the early post Civil
Rights period.
“Post Civil Rights” is a complicated and fraught term in both popular discourse
and academic inquiry. Most innocently, it exists as a fluid temporal marker, dating the
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end of the legal Civil Rights gains of the 1960. Most cite the collapse of the Black Power
Movement in the mid 1970s as the beginning of the post-Civil Rights age in black
politics.6 However, the term is inherently difficult in academic study for implying the
conclusion or completion of the black freedom struggle, as well as hinting that the
coalition of social movements that developed inside and alongside the classic Civil
Rights Movement (feminism, anti-war, anti-poverty, black nationalism) also disappeared
or disconnected from the long African American freedom struggle. The musicians
analyzed in this chapter sing across these historical periods, bridging the social justice
debates of the Civil Rights and feminist movements into the post Civil Rights world.
Just as the immediate post Civil Rights period of the 1980s had continuing social
justice struggles, it also witnessed a look back, as artists, intellectuals, and politicians
sought to control—and at times commercialize—on how the Civil Rights Movement was
remembered. Renee C. Romano and Leigh Raiford argue that many post Civil Rights
cultural objects are “fundamentally about memory…how should civil rights figures,
events, and accomplishments be memorialized in contemporary American life?”7 This
battle to control the memory of the 1950s and 1960s Civil Rights Movement has played
out in museums, community remembrances, advertisements, history textbooks, and
perhaps most of all, popular culture. Jennifer Fuller argues that in the 1980s a view of the
Civil Rights Movement as a moral battle of racial harmony began to appear in popular
culture that “gutted its revolutionary content.”8 The idea of the Civil Rights Movement as
a series of legal victories achieved by Christian nonviolence and led by a saintly Martin
Luther King, Jr. constitutes what Salamishah Tillet deems a “civic myth,” a form of
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national memory that co-opts historical events to maintain particular power structures and
privilege certain actors.9
For the purposes of this project that centers radical black women artists, several
dangerous civic myths about the Civil Rights Movement would emerge in the
Reagan/Bush-era. The first was the creation of a charismatic male leadership narrative
that omitted black women’s contributions to the movement and grassroots organizing.10
In November 2, 1983, Ronald Reagan signed into a law the bill establishing the annual
Martin Luther King, Jr. holiday. In a press conference on the White House lawn, Reagan
noted that King’s life proved “true justice must be colorblind,” not only sanitizing
King’s legacy in the dangerous language of colorblindness, but omitting the revolutionary
vanguard of black men and women who also toppled the segregated South.11 In the
words of Mark Anthony Neal, “the very specific struggles of the civil rights movement
have often been reduced to thirty-second bites during the King holiday…people who
were instrumental in creating the post-civil rights world have been reduced to singular
events and people that serve as metaphors for the movement and its participants.”12 The
second civic myth created in the 1980s popular culture was that racial harmony had been
achieved, that the struggles of the Civil Rights Movement remained a static event of the
past, not connected to persisting racism, sexism, and economic fragmentation.13
Both of these civic myths rested on a renewed engagement in the idea of racial
reconciliation, a blind faith in interracial harmony to heal and perhaps erase the nation’s
turbulent racial past. Eddie S. Glaude explains that this ethos of “if we could all just get
along, our racial problems would disappear” has long worked to minimize enduring
effects of systematic racism.14 Calls for racial reconciliation have often appeared after
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periods of radical change or black political progress, such as the Civil Rights Movement
or radical Reconstruction of the South a century before. David Blight, who has published
several works on Reconstruction, argues these calls for reconciliation that recur
throughout American history often hinge on a “politics of forgetting” that often publicly
deny continued black trauma in the vein of forging national harmony.15
In this politics of forgetting, radical black women activists like Fannie Lou
Hamer, as well as her artistic counterparts like Nina Simone and Aretha Franklin, found
their contributions most minimized or even erased in the 1980s. Biographies of Martin
Luther King, Jr. exploded in the 1980s by the dozens, but not a single book on Hamer
was published that decade.16 Similarly, voices like Simone and Franklin who had been
instrumental in sounding both the most brutal acts of racial injustice and the pride of
black America found themselves with slumping record sales and diminishing critical
engagement. Simone moved to France in 1979 and only recorded sparsely after, having
been deemed too political by major American labels.17 Franklin took a different
approach, putting her career in the hands of pop maestro Clive Davis and signing with
Arista Records in 1980, a deal that gave her a pop comeback with hits like “Freeway of
Love,” but largely depoliticized her work.
Critically, this minimizing of black radical history and calls for racial
reconciliation came across the political aisle, as national racial harmony became a selling
point for Democratic agendas just as it had been for Republicans Reagan and Bush. This
was no more evident than the 1992 Democratic National Convention. Fifteen years after
the Black Power Movement waned, Aretha Franklin’s voice again returned to the center
of national politics, this time as a symbolic form of musical memory. Franklin performed
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the National Anthem at the 1992 Democratic National Convention, held in New York’s
Madison Square Garden. Franklin’s anticipated performance was a key ingredient in Bill
Clinton’s strategy of building multiracial support to unseat Republican president George
H. W. Bush. Rather than choose a contemporary musical artist, Clinton opted for a
woman whose voice alone had long stood for the kind of progressive political legacy he
hoped to harness and inhabit for the post Civil Rights era.
Franklin was introduced by Li Lu, a Chinese student demonstrator from the 1989
Tiananmen Square massacre, who hailed the soul icon as a “voice that touches all of us
who fight for human rights and democracy.”18 The use of the word “voice” is especially
significant. This rhetorical gesture allowed the Clinton campaign to frame its own
legislative agenda alongside two romanticized symbols of political change: a youthful
protester and a black woman’s voice.19 As Franklin’s voice echoed through the famed
arena to a zealous crowd, her melismatic embellishments and call and response with
backing singers transformed the patriotic tune into a gospel cry for freedom from
Reagan/Bush conservative politics—harnessing the sound and memory of the Civil
Rights Movement for a new era of political causes. Linking the moral bravery of the
Chinese dissidents to an American presidential campaign was not possible without
Franklin’s voice, its trembling exuberance connecting the idealized spirit of the 1960s
black freedom struggle to the 1990s global Clinton agenda.
This act demonstrated the political saliency of Civil Rights protest music in a
variety of arenas in the 1980s and 1990s, but this time as a means of shaping national
understandings of the “success” of American racial progress. Indeed, this use of Aretha
Franklin’s voice at the 1992 Democratic National Convention resurrects a particular
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memory of the Civil Rights Movement: one that is moral and idyllic rather than angry
and revolutionary, bestowed by a president and not the people. Suddenly, the voice that
demanded “respect,” mourned at the funeral of Martin Luther King, Jr., and provided the
soundtrack for Black Power was being employed as a symbol for racial reconciliation and
harmony.20 This theme of racial reconciliation is also evident in sentimental films of the
era such as Driving Miss Daisy (1989) and The Long Walk Home (1990), both of which
feature interracial relationships against a backdrop of racial turmoil in the post Civil
Rights South.
Persisting inequality alongside these calls for reconciliation created a complex
intellectual framework for the black artists who came of age in this early post Civil
Rights period. Andreana Clay writes of a paradox for this generation, the first post
segregation, yet who still faced “the incongruity of the gains in civil liberties
accompanied by continued racism, sexism, and heterosexism…a cognitive and communal
crisis for youth.”21 Indeed, the rhetorical question, “don’t you know?” that opens Tracy
Chapman’s “Talkin’ Bout a Revolution” asks not if revolution is possible, but wonders
what shape (and sound) it will assume, before concluding, “it sounds like a whisper.”22
As the song details revolutionary whispers from those in the welfare lines and “crying at
the doorsteps of those armies of salvation,” Chapman sounds this personal and collective
incongruity that would characterize post Civil Rights art.
I am interested in how a new generation of women musicians like Chapman who
came of age in the early post Civil Rights period created music that wrestled with and
debated the tensions of racial reunion in their characterizations of post Civil Rights
America. I argue that Chapman was a part of a cohort of women musicians across the
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color line, including Ani DiFranco and Meshell Ndegeocello, not interested in portraying
a healed and unified America. Rather, they bridge debates about post Civil Rights race
relations into a larger fabric of social justice issues including gender equality,
reproductive rights, poverty, and the AIDS crisis. In this chapter, I will examine their
shared aesthetic language for these post Civil Rights protest songs. In returning to
folk/singer-songwriter traditions, I argue that they borrow a mythologized sonic language
of protest music for a new era of social causes.
In addition to their reflections on race in post Civil Rights America, is also critical
to examine how the sonic politics of these artists engage with third wave feminism and
the critiques of second wave feminism. In her study of Riot Grrl, Ednie Kaeh Garrison
argues certain musical texts of the early 1990s reflected a key intellectual shift of third
wave feminism, “from speaking about ‘women’ as a unified subject to a recognition that
women are not all the same, nor should they be.”23 All three of the artists discussed in
this chapter were born between 1964-1970, reaching adulthood not only during the early
post Civil Rights period, but during the feminist sex wars of the 1980s and emergence of
black feminism.24 During that decade, scholars such as Kimberlé Crenshaw pushed
against the idea of a colorblind feminist ideology to consider how gendered oppression
was mediated by race and class, in her now famous theory of intersectionality. 25 The
feminist artists and intellectuals to come of age in this moment thus began to think of
feminism not as a collective, unified movement, but a personal call to consciousness and
action. In a 1992 essay for Ms. Magazine, Rebecca Walker noted:
To be a feminist is to integrate an ideology of equality and female empowerment
into the very fiber of my life. It is to search for personal clarity in the midst of
systemic destruction, to join in sisterhood with women when often we are divided,
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to understand power structures with the intention of challenging them… I am the
Third Wave.26
Feminist musicians, too, were also beginning to think of social justice in both
more personalized and intersectional terms, contemplating enduring threats against
women’s reproductive rights, domestic violence, and poverty inside the racial contours of
the post Civil Rights world. My decision to place DiFranco, Chapman, and Ndegeocello
in conversation is as also an effort to mount a critique of a unified conception of
feminism in the celebrated “women’s music” of the 1990s and argue how this musical
feminism was mediated by the era’s cultural emphasis on racial reconciliation. In
essence, how these artists’ at times contradictory understandings of post Civil Rights race
relations led to very different feminist manifestos with highly variant sonic deployments
of the protest song.
Charting post Civil Rights music through the singer-songwriter tradition departs
from conventional approaches in American Studies and musicology. Indeed, hip-hop has
long been theorized as the musical language of post Civil Rights racial politics. 27 The
importance of music to this generation of black artists has been vigorously demonstrated,
so much so that sonic terms have long been used to define the post Civil Rights aesthetic
sensibility.28 Hip-hop’s immense intertextuality through the practice of sampling
provided a constant dialogue between past and present. Imani Perry writes that hip-hop’s
conversation with the black musical past “is what makes it beautiful to us in this post
civil rights, technological, fast paced, urban blight era.”29 Perry also raises the question of
whether conversing with the musical past in the post Civil Rights era can escape nostalgia
or actually trace the complex ideological divisions of the past into the present.30
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However, as this explosion of socially-conscious singer songwriters into the mainstream
would demonstrate, the 1990s was also dominated by another sonic language, this one
long associated with protest music, that would constantly engage this same question of
refracted musical memory.
The following discussion will attempt to unpack the musical and political
complexity of the debut albums of Ani DiFranco, Tracy Chapman, and Meshell
Ndegeocello, paying careful attention to their deployments of the singer-songwriter
musical tradition to provide commentary on leading social issues of the late 1980s and
1990s. I argue with Ani DiFranco (1990), DiFranco sets a model for a feminist neo folk
sound that demands gender revolution, compassion for AIDS victims, and economic
reform, yet paradoxically also touts racial reconciliation and recycles earlier musical uses
of sentimentality as a language for relating to black pain. Comparatively, Tracy Chapman
and Meshell Ndegeocello firmly refute racial reconciliation in their chronicles of post
industrial black America, (Tracy Chapman, 1988 and Plantation Lullabies, 1993) but use
radically different sonic strategies for doing so: Chapman subversively using a nostalgic
folk revival style and Ndegeocello imploding generic boundaries and forming a
postmodern pastiche of black musical cultures. By placing these three artists in
conversation, I hope to analyze the nuanced and distinct ways they were remaking the
protest music tradition, as well as collectively counteracting the idea of a nation healed,
or reconciled from the “gains” of both the Civil Rights and feminist movements.
Ani DiFranco’s Feminist Revolution & Racial Reconciliation
In “The Story,” from her 1990 self-titled debut album, Ani DiFranco whispers
alongside an acoustic guitar, “I am up against the skin of my guitar/In the window of my
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life/Looking out through the bars/I am sounding out the silence,” casting in sound and
lyrics a new feminist vision of the singer-songwriter, guitar in hand observing the
problems of the world. 31 With her shaven head, open bisexuality, and frank lyrical
matter, DiFranco both defied pop music’s image conventions for women artists and
reimagined the singer-songwriter tradition as a feminist space for social commentary and
personal confession. DiFranco also operated with an unusual amount of creative freedom,
releasing Ani DiFranco on her own label, Righteous Babe Records, started with the help
of Eastern Standard Productions, a small record company in her hometown of Buffalo,
New York.32
Though labeled “Not laid-back enough for folk or slack enough for punk…an
unforeseen core market for feminist postadolescent bisexual protest-confessional,” by
Robert Christgau in the Village Voice, the rock critic did concede, “The defining charm
of those first two records is indeed in the lyrics--not their wit or invention or
metaphorical pyrotechnics so much as their skillfully turned-out nakedness, their
articulate reflections on a fully engaged young life.”33Ani DiFranco was written during
DiFranco’s time living in Lower Manhattan during the height of the AIDS crisis in late
1980s. As Christgau indicated, DiFranco has a unique ability to fuse the personal and
political in her lyrics, creating stories that do not feel preachy or polemical, but capture
the political fabric of AIDS, enduring racism, urban poverty, and the abortion debate into
her personal narratives. DiFranco’s lyrics often avoid popular song verse chorus
structures and take the shape of free verse poetry set to music.
DiFranco’s willowy soprano, while not a vocal register or texture as commonly
associated with dissent, does recall the voices of earlier protest icons Joni Mitchell and
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Joan Baez. DiFranco’s imitation of their vocal styles also mines cultural nostalgia for the
counterculture period associated with both. DiFranco’s use of animated speak-singing
especially recalls Joni Mitchell’s vocal style on early work such as Blue’s “The Last
Time I Saw Richard” (1971). Critics frequently pointed to the contrast between
DiFranco’s vocal affect and her lyrical content. Buffalo News music critic Mary Kunz
wrote after seeing DiFranco live in the early 1990s, “Her feminist lyrics are harsh and
bitter, but DiFranco sings them in a breathy, girlish voice. Her stage presence is easy, her
banter light-hearted. There's something unsettling about such a sweet-faced anger.”34
Embedded in this artistic observation is also a gendered critique that anger is not
expected from high voices like DiFranco’s, which are often read as hyperfeminine and
somehow not as capable of legitimate social protest. DiFranco recalled in a 2016
interview, “I was called a ‘man hater’ many times for expressing some female anger…
For several years I was synonymous with hairy, angry, humorless feminists.”35
With “Lost Woman Song,” Ani DiFranco delivers a 1990s feminist anthem in the
form of a musically and lyrically nuanced song relaying a trip to the abortion clinic.
Structurally, DiFranco eschews all popular song formats and does not provide any kind of
verse/chorus structure. Quiet, minor chords conjure a somber musical mood. The
resistance of musical familiarity and listener expectations of a neat, politicized refrain
like “We Shall Overcome” or even Tracy Chapman’s catchy “Talkin Bout a Revolution”
compliments the uncertainty of the woman profiled in the song. Indeed, there is no neat
phrase providing any resolution on the state of abortion rights, which had been under
siege during two Republican administrations that used pro-life rhetoric to galvanize
conservative bases and a backlash against 1976’s Roe vs. Wade.36 Instead, DiFranco
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delivers a free verse poem set to music, providing vocals that blur singing and speaking
as she prioritizes a woman’s internal monologue rather than any neatly packaged treatise.
Lyrically, “Lost Woman Long” is a free verse prose poem that intimately
connects an individual woman’s experience getting an abortion to political debates over a
woman’s right to choose. The first stanza recounts her internal monologue while in the
waiting room waiting for the procedure:
I gave them every penny that I'd saved
and they gave my blood
and my urine
a number
now I'm sitting in this waiting room
playing with the toys
and I am here to exercise
my freedom of choice
I passed their handheld signs
went through their picket lines
they gathered when they saw me coming37
This section of the song foils soundbites that could be found in newspapers or on picket
signs like “exercise my freedom of choice” with personal, individual memories, passing
the anti-choice protesters and playing with the toys in the waiting room. In terms of her
timing, DiFranco employs a rhythm technique in which she alternates a rapidly, perhaps
comically rushed verse, with long, drawn out phrases—mirroring the stream of
consciousness in the lyrical narrative. DiFranco ultimately creates a unique and personal
story of an experience that is so debated and depersonalized in political arenas. Even
Christgau admitted, “Few female folksingers--few singers of any sort--can snarl or giggle
or dish or sidetalk to such varied musical or intimate dramatic effect.”38
In a 2016 interview, DiFranco recalled the song was meant to repair her own
shame for having abortions at the ages of 18 and 20:
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Abortion was hard to tackle. I understood that the antichoice people were trying to
control women, but I also lived in this country, and I was ashamed to admit that
I’d had an abortion at eighteen and another at twenty. What changed me was
reading “the lost baby poem,” by Lucille Clifton, the African American feminist
poet.39
When examining Clifton’s 1972 poem, it is clear where DiFranco got her model for
personal confession as well as the free-verse, stream of consciousness aesthetic, though
Clifton’s poem focuses less on the procedure and more on mourning the infant and the
bleak world the child would have entered:
you would have been born in winter
in the year of the disconnected gas
and no car
we would have made the thin walk
over the genecy hill into the canada winds
to let you slip into a stranger’s hands40
DiFranco models Clifton’s aesthetics for her narrative experience of the clinic procedure
and resulting social stigma. At the end of the song, DiFranco shifts to the fact that the
reproductive freedom she just exercised is not universal:
but that picket line persisted
and that clinic's since been closed
they keep pounding their fists on reality
hoping it will break41
She thus embeds the fact that the political becomes personal in constant and shifting ways
as long as reproductive rights are not guaranteed. Indeed, as her vocals suddenly stop and
a guitar solo closes the song proper, she leaves the listener appropriately unsettled.
Interestingly, the musical, poetic, and narrative complexity of “Lost Woman
Song” disappears when DiFranco shifts to discussing interracial relationships on her
debut, Ani DiFranco. DiFranco’s characteristic melding of sensuality and social
commentary emerges on “Work Your Way Out,” a song about an encounter with a lover
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of another race that serves as a metaphor for seeing beneath racial and gendered labels.
At the beginning of the lyric, DiFranco is lying on the floor with her unnamed (and
ungendered) lover, wondering, “I wonder what you look like/under your t-shirt.”42 In the
second verse, the lyric then very opaquely implies DiFranco’s lover is of a different race.
What follows has the opportunity to be a thoughtful and complex mediation on interracial
relationships in 1990s America. What transpires, however, is a call for racial
reconciliation and colorblindness:
we are all polylingual
but some of us pretend
there's virtue in relying
on not trying to understand
we're all citizens of the womb
before we subdivide
into sexes and shades
this side
that side
and I don't need to tell you
what this is about
you just start on the inside
and work your way out43
DiFranco’s call for racial reunion comes in a vague reminder of shared humanity,
“citizens of the womb” who should stop “subdividing” into sides and shades. However, it
remains unclear how this relates to the difficulties posed by her interracial relationship
again referenced at the end of the song, “there are some things that you can't know unless
you've been there.”44 DiFranco never truly names the causes of these problems, but
seems to imply they can be fixed through less emphasis on sides and shades, hence the
title, “Work Your Way Out.” Melded with the radical feminist impulse of the rest of the
album, this song is unsettling for suggesting race relations are any different from abortion
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or the AIDS crisis, and can still be fixed with the sentimentality of good hearts and
minds, perhaps the “sweet anger” noted by the reviewer.
In contrast to the structural insurgency of “Lost Woman Song,” DiFranco uses a
familiar pop song format on “Work Your Way Out,” a series of three verses structured
around the repeated refrain, “you just start on the inside/and work your way out,” itself a
line touting reconciliation. Her return to conventional pop song form limits the artistic
agency of the song, as if her resignation to vague colorblindness also produced a
resignation to a tired musical structure. DiFranco’s vocals are oddly restrained, the entire
song performed within quiet, hushed tones with little dynamic variance. Charles Garret
also notes DiFranco’s reliance on “recurring, repeated chord sequences, which sometimes
persist throughout an entire song.”45 This technique is especially evident on “Work Your
Way Out,” as the repetition of the chords mirrors DiFranco’s lyrical repetition of the line
“work your way out” that gains no addition meaning in its repetition.
On a song recorded a few years later, DiFranco also employs this sentimentality
as she addresses one of the largest human crises of the post Civil Rights era, but this time
uses the affective strategy to more radical ends. DiFranco mourns a victim of AIDS in
“On Every Corner” in which she passes a homeless man with AIDS on the street and
launches into a personal reflection on the epidemic. In a part of the song, DiFranco
delivers a critique of those who pathologize victims of AIDS as responsible for their own
fate, and condemns cultural refusal to name or acknowledging the epidemic in the 1980s:
how will they define our generation
in the coming decades
who will tell the story
and what will they say?
will they say the victims
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were thought of as criminals
while the guilty sat on high
deciding their fate
ticking off statistics in their spare time
tell me,
which is the crime46
Here, DiFranco repositions the “guilty” not as those spreading the virus, but the inaction
of those who watched the body count—whether the government or fellow progressives
who did not yet see AIDS as a pressing Civil Rights issue. DiFranco powerfully connects
the stigmatizing of those who have AIDS with women who seek abortions, “may you
never test positive pregnancy/ HIV/ may you never be the receptacle of blame.”47 This
remains at odds with the reconciliation she calls for in “Work Your Way Out,” as if skins
and sexes suddenly do matter, after all.
DiFranco’s vocal style, as well as the opening stanza, cloak “On Every Corner”
with a sentimentality that echoes older songs about racial injustice. The way that
DiFranco personifies the virus as death, places AIDS in the realm of vague and intangible
evil:
Death
has been your lover
he has brought you
the edges of your life
and now you are looking over
and all we can say is48
In one sense, this use of metaphor obscures the culprit of the AIDS epidemic: the lack of
scientific cure and refusal of government leaders to acknowledge and combat the virus’s
spread. DiFranco’s personification, and subsequent obscuring of the roots of the epidemic
mirror the same rhetorical devices and sentimentality employed by Joan Baez and Bob
Dylan decades before when describing the deaths of black children. Joan Baez’s line in
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“Birmingham Sunday,” “The falcon of death was a creature they knew,” also uses
dramatization and sentimentality, minimizing the culprit was white supremacy rather than
individual malice.49 Likewise, Dylan’s “The Death of Emmett Till” similarly dramatizes
black pain over specifying the actions of Till’s assailants, “They tortured him and did
some things too evil to repeat/There were screaming sounds inside the barn, there was
laughing sounds out on the street.”50
Yet, we must consider how DiFranco’s use of sentimentality shifts in meaning
from this folk revival deployment when assigned to the anonymous figure profiled in “On
Every Corner”. Dagmawi Woubshet, when analyzing how sentimentality functions in
relationship to queer bodies in the early AIDS era, warns of sentimental gestures that are
divorced from politics.51 Yet, DiFranco does politicize her song early in the lyrical
narrative, calling out, the “guilty who sat on high,” and laments the perception of AIDS
victims as criminals. An initial reaction would be to question how this political edge is at
odds with the song’s musical style, from the soft crooning of her vocals to the slow minor
chords.
However, by using this sentimental style—which conjures memories of earlier
protest songs—DiFranco establishes what Rebecca Wanzo deems “affective agency” for
the anonymous (and in this case homeless) victims of AIDS, “on every corner.”52 Wanzo
argues that in political storytelling, subjects have a specific “affective agency” or ability
to move a population and shift cultural attitudes. Due to the types of people AIDS
initially affected—disproportionally gay men and communities of color—the task of
many queer activists and artists in the 1980s and early 1990s was to create this affective
agency in art making.53 Wanzo also notes that sentimental texts often involve a “more
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privileged white agent” to aid the suffering body that sometimes diminishes the suffering
body’s autonomy.54 DiFranco certainly occupies this position of privilege, but her
positioning the homeless man as not only the song’s subject, but worthy of empathy,
allows a more capacious reading.
In writing of the early AIDS era in his seminal essay, “Is the Rectum a Grave?”
Leo Bersani reminds us that much of the early media attention towards HIV/AIDS was
directed to inciting fear among the least impacted: white, heterosexual couples.55 Bersani
writes of a “peculiar exclusion of the principle sufferers in the AIDS crisis from the
discourse about it.”56 DiFranco provides AIDS victims that missing subjectivity in her
song and pushes back on dominant cultural ideas that AIDS was a “gay disease” or solely
the problem of the gay community. By adopting sentimentality in her lyrics and musical
style, DiFranco provides narrative space to the AIDS crisis, and morally connects it to
past movements for social justice.
Sentimentality has long been theorized as an affective tradition that leads to
political action, or at the very least a shift in personal attitudes. As DiFranco croons,
“may you never be fighting for your life/ and at the same time/ have to fight for your
name,” she mourns the bleak outlook for those infected—putting their suffering at the
forefront much in the way Bersani calls for. By singing about AIDS in the same
sentimental way that earlier artists sang about racial violence, she also casts the disease as
the next human rights frontier, as much through the aesthetics of her delivery as the
lyrical matter. By choosing to mourn the unnamed, DiFranco sounds empathy alongside a
crisis many in the early 1990s did not even want to speak aloud.
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On her debut, Ani DiFranco braids the AIDS crisis into the larger cultural fabric
of 20th century social justice history. She variously relates to marginalized groups through
a combination of tears, anger, allyship, or calls for action. These affective slippages in her
work prove that 1990s protest music—even if about abortion or AIDS— was still firmly
anchored in the sonic politics of the black freedom movement. DiFranco’s complex
relationship to music and social justice ultimately provides a launching point to examine
how other artists in the late 1980s and 1990s also mined the singer-songwriter tradition to
produce protest music about post Civil Rights America that sought to even more firmly
refute the idea of racial reconciliation alongside discussions of sexism, poverty, and
deindustrialization.
Tracy Chapman: Nostalgic Sounds and Black Revolutions
In a 1988 interview, Tracy Chapman reflected on a dominant stereotype of
women folk singers as vulnerable and fragile artists:
It seems to me that that image was created for female folk singers because they
actually had a lot more control than other women in the music scene…They wrote
their own songs, they played them, they performed by themselves — there you
have a picture of a very independent person, and trying to make them seem
emotional and fragile and all puts a softer edge on it. As if there was something
wrong with being independent.57
Chapman’s comment gestures to the ways in which music marketing and journalism has
worked to diminish the intellectual and radical agency of political women artists. Proving
that black women could be the intellectual center of the folk tradition is the larger legacy
of her career and its aesthetic resistance to both dominant, whitewashed images of protest
singers and perceived fragility of women singers. I am interested in how Chapman not
only resisted these stereotypes, but strategically manipulated the whitewashed history of
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the folk genre with her debut. On Chapman’s 1988 self-titled debut, Tracy Chapman, she
subversively employed a folk revival style to wrap her lyrics in a nostalgic musical
package palpable to an interracial audience, but lyrically delivered an unrelenting critique
of continued racial and gendered violence in post Civil Rights America.
Indeed, when looking at her breakout album, there is an intentional disjunction
between the nostalgia conjured by the musical style and lyrical content that refutes racial
reconciliation and sentimentality and centers marginalized communities. Perhaps the
most pervasive theme on Tracy Chapman is the philosophy and language of revolutions
themselves. The core message and defining aesthetic of the album emerges on “Talkin’
Bout a Revolution,” which opens the album with a plucky acoustic guitar refrain recalling
Bob Dylan’s early work. As Chapman begins to sing, bass adds to the mix, giving the
song a more modern and produced sound. The opening guitar refrain serves as an
intertexual sonic call, producing nostalgia for the listeners who immediately connected it
to Dylan’s work. Through sonic gestures like this one, listeners immediately understood
Chapman as a “a bridge between the Eighties folk revival and the more socially
conscious folk movement of the Sixties.”58 Indeed, Chapman’s ability to recreate the
musical mood of the folk revival is what made her 1988 set at the Bitter End so
anticipated. In a 2015 interview, Chapman recalled that some misguided critics called
her sound “white people’s music,” because they did not realize that African American
folk music is a distinct tradition and the “white” tradition so many are quick to name had
long sought its inspiration from black artists.59 Thus, her debut album is as much about
producing revisionist musical history as it is chronicling the post Civil Rights world.
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As Chapman opens “Talkin’ Bout a Revolution” with the conversational
question, “don't you know?” she lures the listener into a familiar mode of folk
storytelling. What follows is a playful, sarcastic twist on language used to minimize poor
people as lazy and reliant on government funding:
While they're standing in the welfare lines
Crying at the doorsteps of those armies of salvation
Wasting time in the unemployment lines
Sitting around waiting for a promotion60
Chapman’s ode to the welfare and unemployment lines is a nod to the Reagan
administration’s racialized critique of the welfare state. Historian Doug Rossinow argues
that Chapman’s music was a mobilizing “call to redeem those excluded from the era’s
wealth.”61 Chapman then returns to the rhetorical question of the refrain “Don't you
know? They're talkin' 'bout a revolution” to express that these spaces are not sites of
laziness and wasted time, but revolution.
Structurally, Chapman uses repetition in an interlude to shift the mood of the song
from a lament about the poor to a philosophical statement on the messy and unfinished
nature of revolutions. After the second verse, instead of returning to the chorus, Chapman
adds an interlude:
Don't you know
You better run, run, run, run, run, run, run, run, run, run, run, run
Oh I said you better
Run, run, run, run, run, run, run, run, run, run, run, run62
The choice and repetition of the word “run” is significant, as in contrast to the
mythologized images of bodies of motion marching in slow, steady rhythm on TV
screens during the Civil Rights Movement. Chapman advocates that this frantic, but
continuous resistance is what achieves significant and meaningful change:
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'Cause finally the tables are starting to turn
Talkin' bout a revolution
Yes, finally the tables are starting to turn
Chapman’s song reiterates that social revolution is not an idealized march or any singular
event, disrupting romanticized visual images of protest even as she conveys her musical
message in perhaps the most iconic sonic language of the 1960s. However, it is my
reading that this irony between style and argument is intentional, and what makes the
song so compelling, especially to listeners who grew up playing the records of folk
revival artists. Musically, Chapman’s vocals are restrained and conversational. Her
aesthetic is crafted to be easily consumable through the nostalgia conjured by its musical
elements, though the message remains hard to swallow.
If “Talkin’ About a Revolution,” is a wistful reflection on the unglamorous
process of revolution, “Why” is Chapman’s angry lament at lingering and pervasive
inequality: connecting gender discrimination, racism, war, and poverty in one explosive
protest manifesto. On “Why,” Chapman eschews popular song formats, delivering two
verses and then offering a final stanza with a repeated refrain:
Why do the babies starve
When there's enough food to feed the world
Why when there're so many of us
Are there people still alone
Why are the missiles called peace keepers
When they're aimed to kill
Why is a woman still not safe
When she's in her home63
The first verse connects questions of poverty, war, and violence against women—making
them equally important in ways that third wave feminism was demanding. In the second
verse, Chapman enumerates the contradictions caused by these conditions:
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Love is hate
War is peace
No is yes
And we're all free64
Here, she tears down meaningless labels like “love” that in the 1980s was only allowed
between heterosexual couples, the idea of entering a war to bring “peace” and “no” being
taken as consent. She also ironically adds the last line to lament that true freedom has
been achieved after the legal battles of the 1960s. If anything, this stanza enumerates the
empty terminology in popular discourse about the progress of American race relations.
Another dominant theme on Tracy Chapman is the continuity of segregation and
violence against communities of color in post Civil Rights America. The song “Across
the Lines” begins:
Across the lines
Who would dare to go
Under the bridge
Over the tracks
That separates whites from blacks
Choose sides
Run for your life
Tonight the riots begin
On the black streets of America
They kill the dream of America65
Chapman immediately establishes that white and black spaces still exist in postsegregation America, refuting the racial reconciliation dominating popular culture at the
time of the album’s 1988 release. The lyric also importantly notes where racial violence
occurs, “on the black streets of America,” and contrasts them with the “dream” promised
by America. “Dream” is also perhaps an allusion to Martin Luther King’s iconic “I Have
a Dream” speech, which in the 1980s became overstated as a signifier and exemplar of
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King’s beliefs. Chapman’s lyric refutes the idea that any dream had been achieved, and
American ideals were still “killed” on a daily basis.
However, as the song progresses, Chapman’s story of racial violence adds another
argumentative dimension, importantly detailing who is most victimized by this system:
Little black girl gets assaulted
Don't no one know her name
Lots of people hurt and angry, she's the one to blame66
Ultimately, the post Civil Rights world Chapman constructs on “Across the Lines” is no
less devoid of racial and gendered violence, and underscores that violence persists most
often against women of color.
Musically, Chapman delivers “Across the Lines” in quiet, hushed tones that
contrast with the violence portrayed, equally high in the mix with the guitar that backs
her. However, rather than undermine her lyrical claims, the vocal performance reinforces
the idea that these conditions are perpetual and everyday occurrences, perhaps so
ubiquitous listeners are also numb to their prevalence. This particular musical gesture
stages a revision of sentimental folk singing, which uses an outpouring of emotion to
highlight social causes. Here, Chapman’s musical restraint compliments the monotony of
the racial violence.
Chapman again pairs intimate music production on “Behind the Wall,” a story
about “loud voices behind the wall,” the domestic violence in her neighbor’s apartment
and the resulting police apathy.67 This time, Chapman performs the song completely a
cappella with no instrumental backing. This conjures a more somber musical mood,
perhaps recalling a funeral or religious setting. What Chapman delivers is a modern
sorrow song, mourning the victim in the song’s narrative from the opening bar with the
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choice to forgo accompaniment and let her vocal performance provide the musical
storytelling. Structurally, the song is simple, leading off with a refrain that is repeated at
the beginning of the song’s two distinct verses. Chapman, through the use of imitation
and dynamic control relays the police’s role in the ongoing problem of domestic
violence:
the police always come late
If they come at all
And when they arrive
They say, "they can't interfere
With domestic affairs,
Between a man and his wife."
And as they walk out the door
The tears well up in her eyes68
First, she qualifies as the narrator in a sarcastic tone that they rarely come at all. She then,
in a monotone, parrots a popular line often used by law enforcement when refusing to
protect women of color, and larger cultural attitudes among law enforcement that
domestic violence is not a “real” crime.69 Importantly, the only tears portrayed in
“Behind the Wall” are not hers as the witness to the scene, but that of the victim.
In an important narrative continuity with the folk tradition, Chapman sings the
song from the perspective of an omniscient narrator. Though in a twist from Bob Dyan’s
wry observations that the times are changing or Joan Baez’s sentimental observations of
Birmingham Sunday, the anger of Chapman’s narrator becomes the emotional—and
musical—climax of the song. Chapman utilizes some of the most dramatic vocal
crescendos on the entire album as she distinguishes her own reactions as a witness from
the apathetic behavior of the police officers who answer the 911 call. The song’s climax
occurs as Chapman relays in the last stanza:
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Last night I heard the screaming
Then a silence that chilled my soul
I prayed that I was dreaming
When I saw the ambulance in the road70
Notably, Chapman’s lyric about the absence of sound producing sorrow mimic her own
crafting of “Behind the Wall” sans accompaniment. Indeed, she imbeds the same chilling
silence behind her own vocals. As her voice breaks in anger on the line “I prayed that I
was dreaming” the suddenly harsh and jarring tone not only refutes this silence, but
places her inside the black musical traditions that she also claimed in the Rolling Stone
interview.
Her breaking voice in this line recalls radical sonic expressions of anger by Abbey
Lincoln and Nina Simone, infusing what is a lyrically and melodically simple song with a
rich and complex tapestry of musical context and memory. If Abbey Lincoln’s scream
on Max Roach’s Freedom Now Suite was to sound violence against black bodies and
Simone’s cry of “Mississippi Goddamn” named it, Chapman condemns its continued
existence, her vocal expression acting as a reflexive, intertextual gesture that signals the
continuity of racial violence across pre and post Civil Rights America. Though her later
releases never matched the same success as her debut, she remains a powerful means of
understanding the black artistic sensibility that emerged in the early post Civil Rights
world, as well as the enduring racial politics of musical traditions themselves.
Meshell Ndegeocello’s “Blackness of the Mind” and Protest Pastiche
In 1994, Meshell Ndegeocello described her debut album, Plantation Lullabies, to
music journalist Toure: "If Herbie Hancock rapped, it would be like this."71
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Ndegeocello immediately establishes her own brand of musical pastiche, where
saxophone solos, guitar riffs, and piano interludes appear inside a half-spoken/half sung
feminist hip-hop manifesto. For this refiguring of classic black musical forms for the hiphop era, Ndegeocello’s Plantation Lullabies has often been described as a founding text
of the musical genre known as “neo soul.”72 However, Toure then observed, “Her vocals
don't often flow like a rapper's or take flight like a singer but they generally have the
touch of the classic singer-songwriter-poet--with a bit more rhythm.”73
I also see Ndegeocello in dialogue with the singer-songwriter and folk traditions
utilized by the other artists discussed in this chapter. She, like Chapman and DiFranco, is
a writer and instrumentalist, though prefers a Fender bass to Chapman and DiFranco’s
acoustic guitars. Francesca Royster usefully describes Ndegeocello’s aesthetic,
highlighting the perpetuity and importance of her bass:
Harnessing the powers of butch and femme, cosmopolitan and DC go-go, funk,
and jazz (and hip-hop and Soul, as well as classical and techno), her albums
present a blueprint for sonic, sexual, political, and imaginative freedom, backed
up by the insistent throb of her own electric bass.74
Ndegeocello is also a singer-songwriter for the means in which she implodes generic
category, focusing on the hybridity of black musical forms rather than the labels often
used to describe her sound, such as “ neo soul,” “funk” “jazz” or “R&B”. Recalled Laura
Jamison, “Bald, black, bisexual and so original… radio stations had no idea what to do
with her.”75
I am less interested in finding one label for Ndegeocello, but rather how she
sonically and lyrically presented her post Civil Rights artistic philosophy, what she
deems a “blackness of the mind” on debut album, Plantation Lullabies (1993). Plantation
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Lullabies came in the wake of both Chapman and DiFranco’s critcally and popularly
acclaimed debuts and the growing interest in political music by women. Like Chapman,
Ndegeocello provides a frank portrait of post Civil Rights black communities that resists
linear ideas of progress or interracial harmony. Yet, the means in which Ndegeocello
refutes racial reconciliation is quite different than Chapman’s ironic deployment of a
storied musical style. Instead, Ndegeocello provides a psychological portrait of the post
Civil Rights black artist through aesthetic insurgency, melding vocal and musical styles
in a form of radical sonic pastiche.
In The Signifying Monkey, Henry Louis Gates defined pastiche as “history naming
itself, pronouncing its surface content to be the displaced content of intertextual relations
themselves.”76 Gates notes that in music, particularly jazz, pastiche functions as a way of
calling out the traditions from which the musician grew out of and descended.77Pastiche
provides a useful way of considering Ndegeocello’s relationships to social protest and
musical genre. By calling out jazz, hip hop, folk, and funk all at once, Ndegeocello
establishes a black genealogy of sonic dissent.
Ndegeocello reveals herself as a genre buster on the album’s titular track and
instrumental prelude “Plantation Lullabies,” which also casts the album’s central
metaphor of urban cities as modern plantations. The rich instrumental palette, led by a
synth and flute, gives way to a dark piano refrain that repeats over and over. This
repetition never changes and simply fades away, setting a musical mood for the rest of
the album’s sonic and lyrical content to take place. The affect is comforting and haunting
at the same time, indeed as Ndegeocello conjures a musical mood that seeks to soothe
within an environment typically defined through pain.
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Like Chapman, Tracy Ndegeocello casts the continuity of racial violence in the
cities of post-industrialized America to refute the idea of racial reconciliation. However,
rather than ironically employ a nostalgic folk sound to deliver this message, Ndegeocello
practices a rapid fire code switching of black musical languages, melding hip-hop and
jazz in her study of the projects, “Step into the Projects.” The song opens with a rapid and
heavy back beat like a hip-hop song:
Back to the ghetto
Serenaded by the violence outside the window
Project aristocrats gather they realize
That our hearts and minds are shackled by the lies
But he finds peace when he looks into her eyes
And see her blackness is fine
The blackness of her skin the blackness of her mind78
The phrase “blackness of the mind” encapsulates post Civil Rights artistic subjectivity,
where racial experience is mediated by the individual rather than mirroring defined
collective or aesthetic parameters. What makes the song sonically distinctive is the
saxophone in the background, putting an instrument immediately associated with jazz in
dialogue with the “blackness of the mind” she develops lyrically. If the saxophone stands
for the long history of black dissent through music, Ndegeocello’s spoken vocals
acknowledge hip-hop as the current idiom of protest. Though, Ndegeocello’s social
critique is not the neatly packaged lyrical formula provided by Tracy Chapman or the
sentimental lament of Ani DiFranco. Rather, Ndegeocello utilizes black sonic
frameworks and lush lyrical imagery to portray romantic utopia inside black communities
often deemed as problems or in need of saving in national political narratives. Whereas
Chapman found revolutionary potential in these spaces of “welfare lines,” Ndegeocello
finds humanity and racial pride.
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The end of “Step into the Projects” finds Ndegeocello melding another musical
allusion with her lyrical plantation metaphor:
Summertime, the livin' is easy dreaming of seas of dark tranquility
On the project train full speed on the project train heading for my love that's sweet
like sugarcane79
The “summertime, the livin is easy,” references the line of George Gershwin’s jazz
standard “Summertime” from Porgy and Bess, a “folk opera” set in the Charleston slums
of the 1920s. “Summertime” is the titular Porgy character’s lullaby to her child. While
Gershwin’s lyric conjures romanticized images of the rural South, (“fish are jumpin,’ the
cotton is high”) that minimize the harm these spaces inflicted on black families,
Ndegeocello applies the same lush, romanticized imagery to the urban ghetto. The line
“sweet as sugarcane” connects Gershwin’s romanticism to the urban plantation metaphor
of the album. By implying the same type of love could develop in the projects,
Ndegeocello avoids preachy protest music and instead critiques pathologizing images of
urban black communities.
Ndegeocello also reiterates the longstanding relationship between black music
and spiritual freedom in “I’m Digging You like An Old Soul Record,” casting nostalgic
images of the Black Power Movement as a blueprint for 1990s, post Civil Rights black
political sensibility.
I'll dig you like an old soul record
Remember back in the day
When everyone was black and conscious.
And down for the struggle.
Love brought us all together.
Just sittin' back and talkin'.
Cultivating a positive vibe.
Blue lights in the basement.
Freedom was at hand and you could just taste it.80
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Here, the nostalgia and harmony advocated by the lyrics is vehemently black, resisting
impulses of racial reconciliation, the “citizens of the womb” ideology of DiFranco. Greg
Tate wrote in Vibe, “this is the future of the funk. Funk like it was back in the day…Not
to mention topical lyrics. Her songs funk with race, sex, drugs, unrequited lust, and the
tragedy of the black man…the Next Wave in Soul Music.”81 This glorification of the
black cultural past as a genesis for future freedom rather than interracial collaboration or
government action serves as one of Ndegeocello’s pushbacks against both dominant
progressive calls for racial reconciliation, as well as industry pressure to give her art
interracial appeal. “My audience is black people, bottom line. Any colored folks will find
something they can relate to,” she said to Vibe in 1994.82 By deifying those “old soul
records,” Ndegeocello theorizes social protest music as a reflexive ideology that
synthesizes significant subaltern musical styles and previous radical political movements.
Like Chapman, Ndegeocello also firmly makes a cause for the duality of racial
and gendered violence in communities of color she chronicles on her post Civil Rights
plantation. However, rather than tell a sorrowful story of domestic violence like “Behind
the Wall,” Ndegeocello attacks black men’s abandonment of black women in “Soul On
Ice”:
We've been indoctrinated and convinced by the white racist
standard of beauty
The overwhelming popularity of seeing, better off being, and looking white
My brothers attempt to defy the white man's law and his system of values
Defiles his white woman, but my mum, Master's in the slave house again
Visions of her virginal white beauty
Dancin'in your head
Your soul's on ice
Your soul's on ice
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Brother, brother
Are you suffering from a social infection mis-direction?
Excuse me, does your white woman go better with the Brooks Brothers suit? 83
Through vocal gestures, she blurs gendered boundaries of sound and speech, taking on
the affected voice of a black man through rap and singing in response in the performed
sonic role of a woman. Here, the shifting vocal aesthetic from rap to singing acts as a
gendered code switch, allowing her to cross boundaries of masculinity and femininity as
she critiques black men for seeing interracial relationships as a mode of self
improvement. She also condemns the loss of black cultural forms through “indoctrinated”
standards of white social mobility, reiterating that “blackness of the mind” was
something worth preserving.
The mere act of releasing Plantation Lullabies on Madonna’s Maverick label was
an act of protest, as well as Ndegeocello’s refusal to conform to the Warner Brothers
promotional machine. “They had to realize I wasn’t a cookie cutout…They were saying
it’s too abstract. I told them black people are the creators and founders of the abstract.”84
The plantation could be the capitalist music industry, the postindustrial city, or America
itself, but most importantly Ndegeocello created socially-conscious music that did not
translate black pain into a plea for any kind of neoliberal rescue or racial reconciliation.
Meshell Ndegeocello ultimately provided a daring new model of what a “protest singer”
could mean at the end of the millennium, combining topical music with a rich and
reflective fusion of black sounds and imagery developed at various stages of the long
freedom movement.
Ultimately, the so called “women’s music” of the 1990s was asking some of the
most important questions about the post Civil Rights world and contained prescient
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questions on how to integrate various social justice movements as the new millennium
dawned. These three artists are also extremely significant for bridging the political and
sonic debates of the Civil Rights Movement into the present, not as nostalgic references
to the achievements of the past, but as a reminder of how many revolutions are yet to
come.
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Coda
‘Sing it So Loudly’:
Protest and Revision on Rhiannon Giddens’s Freedom Highway
In 2017, southern folk musician and recent MacArthur Genius grant recipient
Rhiannon Giddens released Freedom Highway, a protest manifesto. Taking its title from
a 1960s Staple Singers Civil Rights anthem, Giddens creates original characters and
stories representative of the African American experience from slavery to the present
day. On “Julie,” Giddens conjures a banjo-backed dialogue between a female slave and
her mistress, reimagining the complexity of interracial relationships and the plantation
South through a matrilineal conversation. The album then jumps forward in black time,
discussing contemporary police profiling in "Better Get It Right The First Time”—
inspired by a trip to New York’s Sing Sing prison.1 Playing with temporality and
geography in ways reminiscent of Ishmael Reed’s Mumbo Jumbo or even critical
frameworks such as Henry Louis Gates’s The Signifying Monkey, Giddens ultimately
ponders protest music as creative history, relaying African American experiences during
the long freedom movement through a myriad of black, southern musical styles.
Giddens has long been a genre-buster, since her days as a founding member of
Carolina Chocolate Drops, an African American old time string band based out of
Durham, North Carolina. On this solo venture, she also mines the black roots of southern
folk music. While nine of Freedom Highway’s twelve tracks are original songs written by
Giddens, the album’s three others are covers that pause along the freedom highway to
remember key protest music of the Civil Rights Movement: bluesman John Smith Hurt’s
“The Angel’s Laid Him Away,” the Staple Singers’s “Freedom Highway,” and Richard
Farina’s “Birmingham Sunday,” famously recorded by Joan Baez. The latter two are
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elegies to the murdered children of the Jim Crow South: “Freedom Highway” is a tribute
to Emmett Till and Farina’s “Birmingham Sunday” is a sorrowful ballad mourning Addie
Mae Collins, Cynthia Wesley, Carole Robertson, and Denise McNair—the four little girls
killed in the 1963 16th Street Baptist Church bombing in Birmingham, Alabama.
Using the album’s central metaphor of freedom’s long, musical highway,
“Birmingham Sunday” might initially seem an odd stop for Giddens. The album’s other
covers pay homage to the black blues and folk musicians like the Staple Singers that
shaped not only the American protest tradition, but also Giddens’s own 21st century brand
of genre-bending black folk music. Giddens’s turn to white folk revival musicians Farina
and Baez is a bit more unexpected, as are her revisions to the original song’s lyrics and
deployment of sentimentality. Giddens’s return to “Birmingham Sunday” poignantly
dovetails with the bombing’s reappearance in post-Trump political discourses about the
American South.
“Birmingham Sunday,” lyricist Richard Farina’s metonymic referent to the 1963
bombing of 16th Street Baptist Church in Birmingham, Alabama, continues to shape and
haunt perceptions of the South in national politics. The national frenzy surrounding the
2017 Alabama Senate special election derives not only from the antics of Republican
firebrand Roy Moore, but the symbolic importance of his opponent, Democrat Doug
Jones. As United States Attorney for the Northern District of Alabama in the early 2000s,
Jones finally convicted the two remaining Ku Klux Klan members who planned the 1963
bombing. Jones accomplished something that had eluded prosecutors since Attorney
General Bill Baxley achieved the first conviction in 1978. At the time, Jones remarked,
“justice delayed does not have to be justice denied.”2 Jones’s commitment to justice for
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four little black girls who died when he was a small child cast him as a symbol of a more
progressive, reflective American South across national media.
In the same year, Rhiannon Giddens’s choice to cover and revise the most iconic
musical response to the bombing is also striking for the way it animates the song’s
importance to national politics and memory. As previously discussed, Joan Baez’s
original recording of “Birmingham Sunday” indeed played a key role in the persecution
of the 16th Street Baptist Church bombers. Alabama Attorney General Bill Baxley, who
re-opened the case in 1971 and won a conviction of the first of the four bombers, Bob
Chambliss, in 1977 played Baez’s song almost ritualistically.3 Baxley recalled in a 1997
interview, “I hoped someday that I could be part of bringing those people to justice….I
got this record shortly after, Joan Baez…she had a song on there called ‘Birmingham
Sunday’ that mentioned the four little girls ….almost every morning of my life until I
became attorney general, I played that Joan Baez song.”4 If Baez’s original 1964 protest
song etched the four little girls—and Birmingham—into public consciousness, then
Giddens updates “Birmingham Sunday” on 2017’s Freedom Highway for the
#SayHerName era of protest and black politics.
As discussed in Chapter 2, in the song’s most significant final stanza, Joan Baez
also relays a sadness and resignation about the impact of her protest song:
The Sunday has come and the Sunday has gone
And I can't do much more than to sing you a song
I'll sing it so softly, it'll do no one wrong
Baez reiterates her position as a bystander with her careful diminuendo in the line “I'll
sing it so softly, it'll do no one wrong.”5 The last note is barely audible, and indicates her
distance across the color line from the violence recounted in the song. The word “softly”
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is extremely significant in dissecting Baez and Farina’s strategy of protest music. “Soft”
singing becomes a faint plea for justice in contrast to the bombing so loud it shook the
ground. The idea of protesting without doing wrong also underscores Baez’s famous
commitment to nonviolence, but also perhaps references the legal forces in Birmingham
and nationwide who did not consider the case a priority.6
Singing softly thus becomes a mournful musical response to events Baez believes
she cannot change. Indeed, anger is missing from the tone and style of Baez’s delivery
despite the violence of the story told in “Birmingham Sunday”. Her voice is angelic, but
she seems to narrate the song from the safety of the heavens, not the turbulence of Earth.
While her performance of “Birmingham Sunday,” indicates a moving and mournful
approach to folk singing, Baez’s vocal styling provided little in the aesthetics of
resistance.
Nevertheless, “Birmingham Sunday” remained a radical musical statement as
Baez used her fame to help shift national attention to the violence in the Jim Crow South,
famously also appearing at the Selma and Montgomery marches alongside Martin Luther
King, Jr. By writing, recording, and performing this protest song, Joan Baez and Richard
Farina also enacted a feminist revision on the types of citizens who should be mourned
on the national stage and memorialized in the soundscape of the long Civil Rights
Movement. By using American folk music—often a space of stories about white men
performed by white men—to narrate the deaths of these four black girls in Birmingham,
Baez and Simone sought to make their deaths legible to the American listening public.
“Sing it so Loudly”: Revising “Birmingham Sunday” for the #SayHerName Era
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Now, nearly fifty-five years later, Rhiannon Giddens reimagines “Birmingham
Sunday” through a myriad of black musical traditions. In contrast to Baez’s soft acoustic
guitar backing, Giddens begins with a gusty piano interlude, accented by an organ that
conjures the sound of a Sunday service. Indeed, before she begins singing the song,
Gidden imagines the music that might gave been playing that morning in 1963—putting
listeners inside the setting of a black Baptist church in Birmingham. Each time Giddens
reaches the refrain, “and the choirs kept singing of freedom,” the organ returns, as if
Giddens was performing the song from the pulpit, not the sidelines. On the third time
around, a backing choir even gathers behind her, mimicking the choir in the lyrics.
Giddens’s rich, throaty voice itself is in stark contrast to Baez’s breathy soprano.
Giddens’s ability to hit warm, low tones gives “Birmingham Sunday” an overall richer
sound that conjures memories of folk icon Odetta, who coincidentally was born in
Birmingham, Alabama.
In her cover of “Birmingham Sunday, ” Giddens also makes a significant lyrical
revision in the final stanza that transform’s the song’s “quiet protest” into a loud
declaration that reflects contemporary demonstrations against racial and gender injustice:
Now the Sunday has come and the Sunday has gone
And we can't do much more than to sing you a song
Sing it so loudly, you better sing along
And the choirs keep singing of freedom7
In changing Farina’s “sing it so softly” lyric into “sing it so loudly,” Giddens pays
homage to contemporary social movements like #SayHerName that demand black
women be integrated into calls for social justice. According to the movement’s mission
statement, by forcefully saying, writing, or tweeting the names of black women who have
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been the victims of racial discrimination, the #SayHerName movement aims to speak in
this void and fill this erasure.8 Giddens’s lyrical amendment narratively accomplishes the
same task. Perhaps having witnessed justice’s long deferment in the bombing case,
Giddens felt singing softly was no longer enough. She also amends the “it will do no one
wrong” to “you better sing along,” demanding collective action rather than quiet
resignation. This lyrical call to action is mimicked sonically, as Giddens ends the song in
unison humming with the choir, singing “loudly” of freedom.
Gidden’s sojourn back to Birmingham in 1963 on Freedom Highway is not
merely to rehash a famous incident of racial violence or to pay tribute to protest icon
Baez, one of her admitted influences.9 Rather, she contemplates the roots of cotemporary
social justice movements back in the Civil Rights South—and the women’s voices that
have long connected protests across space and time. In an interview ahead of her
performance at the 2017 New Orleans Jazz Festival, Giddens said of Freedom Highway,
"The more I learn about this beautiful, complex, tragic country, the more I want to say
about it…I want to be a conduit for voices that have not gotten enough 'airplay' in the
first 500 years of the Americas.”10 By returning to Birmingham Sunday, she ensures the
voices of the four little girls remain a critical part of that history—this time sung “loudly”
as inspiration for new feminist eras of protest and social justice.
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APPENDIX
Appendix A: Fannie Lou Hamer’s 1964 Democratic National Convention Speech
1 Mr. Chairman, and to the Credentials Committee, my name is Mrs. Fannie Lou Hamer,
2 and I live at 626 East Lafayette Street, Ruleville, Mississippi, Sunflower County, the
3 home of Senator James O. Eastland, and Senator Stennis.
4 It was the 31st of August in 1962 that eighteen of us traveled twenty-six miles to the
5 county courthouse in Indianola to try to register to become first-class citizens.
6 We was met in Indianola by policemen, Highway Patrolmen, and they only allowed
7 two of us in to take the literacy test at the time. After we had taken this test and started
8 back to Ruleville, we was held up by the City Police and the State Highway Patrolmen
9 and carried back to Indianola where the bus driver was charged that day with driving a
10 bus the wrong color.
11 After we paid the fine among us, we continued on to Ruleville, and Reverend Jeff
12 Sunny carried me four miles in the rural area where I had worked as a timekeeper and
13 sharecropper for eighteen years. I was met there by my children, who told me that the
14 plantation owner was angry because I had gone down to try to register.
15 After they told me, my husband came, and said the plantation owner was raising Cain
16 because I had tried to register. Before he quit talking the plantation owner came and
17 said, "Fannie Lou, do you know - did Pap tell you what I said?"
18 And I said, "Yes, sir."
19 He said, "Well I mean that." He said, "If you don't go down and withdraw your
20 registration, you will have to leave." Said, "Then if you go down and withdraw," said,
21 "you still might have to go because we are not ready for that in Mississippi."
22 And I addressed him and told him and said, "I didn't try to register for you. I tried to
23 register for myself."
24 I had to leave that same night.
25 On the 10th of September 1962, sixteen bullets was fired into the home of Mr. and
26 Mrs. Robert Tucker for me. That same night two girls were shot in Ruleville,
27 Mississippi. Also Mr. Joe McDonald's house was shot in.
28 And June the 9th, 1963, I had attended a voter registration workshop; was returning
29 back to Mississippi. Ten of us was traveling by the Continental Trailway bus. When
30 we got to Winona, Mississippi, which is Montgomery County, four of the people got
31 off to use the washroom, and two of the people - to use the restaurant - two of the
32 people wanted to use the washroom.
33 The four people that had gone in to use the restaurant was ordered out. During this
34 time I was on the bus. But when I looked through the window and saw they had
35 rushed out I got off of the bus to see what had happened. And one of the ladies said,
36 "It was a State Highway Patrolman and a Chief of Police ordered us out."
37 I got back on the bus and one of the persons had used the washroom got back on the
38 bus, too.
39 As soon as I was seated on the bus, I saw when they began to get the five people in a
40 highway patrolman's car. I stepped off of the bus to see what was happening and
41 somebody screamed from the car that the five workers was in and said, "Get that one
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42 there." When I went to get in the car, when the man told me I was under arrest, he
43 kicked me.
44 I was carried to the county jail and put in the booking room. They left some of the
45 people in the booking room and began to place us in cells. I was placed in a cell with a
46 young woman called Miss Ivesta Simpson. After I was placed in the cell I began to
47 hear sounds of licks and screams, I could hear the sounds of licks and horrible
48 screams. And I could hear somebody say, "Can you say, 'yes, sir,' nigger?
49 Can you say 'yes, sir'?"And they would say other horrible names. She would say,
50 "Yes, I can say 'yes, sir.'""So, well, say it."
51 She said, "I don't know you well enough."
52 They beat her, I don't know how long. And after a while she began to pray, and asked
53 God to have mercy on those people.
54 And it wasn't too long before three white men came to my cell. One of these men was
55 a State Highway Patrolman and he asked me where I was from. I told him Ruleville
56 and he said, "We are going to check this."
57 They left my cell and it wasn't too long before they came back. He said, "You are
58 from Ruleville all right," and he used a curse word. And he said, "We are going to
59 make you wish you was dead."
60 I was carried out of that cell into another cell where they had two Negro prisoners.
61 The State Highway Patrolmen ordered the first Negro to take the blackjack.
62 The first Negro prisoner ordered me, by orders from the State Highway Patrolman, for
63 me to lay down on a bunk bed on my face.
64 I laid on my face and the first Negro began to beat. I was beat by the first Negro until
65 he was exhausted. I was holding my hands behind me at that time on my left side,
66 because I suffered from polio when I was six years old.
67 After the first Negro had beat until he was exhausted, the State Highway Patrolman
68 ordered the second Negro to take the blackjack.
69 The second Negro began to beat and I began to work my feet, and the State Highway
70 Patrolman ordered the first Negro who had beat me to sit on my feet - to keep me from
71 working my feet. I began to scream and one white man got up and began to beat me in
72 my head and tell me to hush.
73 One white man - my dress had worked up high - he walked over and pulled my dress –
74 I pulled my dress down and he pulled my dress back up.
75 I was in jail when Medgar Evers was murdered.
76 All of this is on account of we want to register, to become first-class citizens. And if
77 the Freedom Democratic Party is not seated now, I question America. Is this America,
78 the land of the free and the home of the brave, where we have to sleep with our
79 telephones off the hooks because our lives be threatened daily, because we want to
80 live as decent human beings, in America?
81 Thank you.
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